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Welcome
To issue 44 «

Welcome
“With roll out delayed for four months, was 
Android 5.0 worth the wait? Find out in our 
in-depth feature on page 12”

»facebook
/littlegreenrobot
Like us on Facebook to send us
your comments

»email
qa@littlegreenrobot.co.uk
Drop us an email and let us know what
you’d like to see in the mag

»twitter
@lgrobot
Follow us on Twitter and send us 
your thoughts

Android Lollipop is here, at long 
last.  While we were given a 
tantalising quick glimpse at 

the operating system’s stylish new 
design and exciting new features at 
Google I/O keynote in June, just as 
quickly it was gone. Worse still, we 
were forced to wait longer than usual 
to try the mysterious ‘Android L’ for 

ourselves, with roll out delayed for four months rather than 
the usual immediate release. So the question is, was 
Android 5.0 worth the wait? Find out in our in-depth 
feature on page 12.

As well as all the news on the new OS, new Nexus 6 and 
Nexus 9, we also have hands-on reviews with this month’s 
most exciting new phones and tablets – the Sony Xperia 
Z3, Moto G (2014), Tesco Hudl 2 and the CyanogenMod-
powered Xiaomi Mi4.

If you don’t have the cash to splash on a fl agship phone 
or even a budget buy device, there is still plenty in this new 
issue for you to enjoy. As well as lots of tutorials to make 
the most out of your existing handset, we also have 30 
quick fi xes to everyday Android problems from page 16, 
and a masterclass on making the most out of your mobile 
browsing on page 22. If this isn’t enough, we reveal 50 
hacks to upgrade your phone with next-gen features. 
Find out how to get the HTC One (M8)’s powerful photo 
features, the Moto X’s automation assistant and even 
run PlayStation games on your device like the Xperia Z3, 
from page 44 onwards.

Enjoy the issue!
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MY HOME SCREEN
On (and off) Jack’s
phone this month…

GET IN TOUCH
Let us know what you’d 
like to see in next issue…
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This month
I’ve been using:
HTC Desire 510

Blistering 4G 
connectivity and 
stunning display 
make this a great 
phone for gamers

ON 
REVIEW
We’ve got the latest 
Android devices on test

Sony 
Xperia Z3

“Sony has ticked all the 
right boxes”

Moto G 
(2014)

“It feels like a truly 
well-rounded device”

Xiaomi
 Mi4

“It’s up there with the 
very best of them”

p74

p76

p72
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All the latest from the world of Android devices

Rather than staring blankly out of the window
on your commute home, why not immerse
yourself in the fight against an alien invasion?

If you’re having a stressful day at work, transport
yourself to a calming oasis on your lunch break.
Nothing on TV this evening? Enjoy a 3D
performance of the Cirque du Soleil in your living
room. This and much more will soon be available to
Android users thanks to the Gear VR, a new virtual
reality headset from Samsung.

“The Samsung Gear VR goes far beyond
expectations of how mobile technology can be
used to consume content, and is a powerful
representation of the progressive innovation of
the Gear series,” said JK Shin, President and CEO
of IT & Mobile Communications Division at
Samsung Electronics, when revealing the futuristic
gadget at the launch event for the Galaxy Note 4.

A complete departure from Samsung’s other
accessories in the Gear range, which have taken

the form of smartwatches, the Gear VR was
produced in partnership with Oculus, the virtual
reality experts that hit the headlines earlier this
year when they were bought up by Facebook for
$2 billion. Making the most of the phablet’s Quad
HD Super AMOLED screen, the Note 4 fits into
the front of the headset, which contains
Oculus-designed goggles, which when worn trick
your eyes into viewing what’s on the phone
screen as a three-dimensional image. As well as

Inside Gear VR

1957
“Experience
theatre”
Cinematographer Morton
Heilig wrote of a
so-called “experience
theatre” that will engage
all the senses and draw
the viewer into the
onscreen activity. In 
1962, he built a 
prototype of his vision 
called the Sensorama 

and produced five short
films for it.

1965
The first HMD
Computer scientist Ivan
Sutherland developed
the first virtual reality
game and a head-
mounted display (HMD) 
called the Ultimate 
Display to play it with. 
The graphics were very 

basic and the user
had to have his or
her head securely
fastened into the
HMD to use it.

1983
Gear and
goggles
Computer scientist
Jaron Lanier coins the 
term ‘virtual reality’ for 
the fi rst time. Lanier 

ould also go
to co-found

L Research, a
pany that would

ate virtual reality
raphernalia,

ncluding the
Nintendo Power
Glove and the
EyePhone HMD.

1992
VR prediction
A reminder that 

sometimes tech
journalist can get it
wrong. Computer Gaming
World magazine predicts
“affordable VR by 1994”
in its hundredth issue
collector’s edition.

1993
Sega VR
Sega showed off its 
wrap-around VR glasses 
at the Summer 
Consumer Electronics 

We go behind the goggles and
explore what Samsung’s
virtual reality headset means
for Android gaming and apps

THEbig STORY

The 
history 
of virtual 
reality
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Show. The headset had
an LCD display, inertial
sensors to detect head
movement and stereo
headphones for a more
immersive experience.

1999
The Matrix
The movie The Matrix
disturbed us with its
dystopian vision in which
humanity is trapped in a
computer-generated world.

2007
Street View
While it’s taken for granted
now, Google’s project to
produce a panoramic map
of the world’s roads was
ground-breaking at the
time. The introduction of a

stereoscopic 3D mode in
2010 added a virtual
reality element.

2012
Oculus rising
Four years after Palmer
Luckey created the first
prototype for the Oculus
Rift in his parent’s
garage, Oculus raise
$2.4 million through
Kickstarter to finance its
first developer kit.

2014
VR explosio
18 March: Sony
announce Proje
Morpheus
25 March: Face
buys Oculus for
25 June: Googl
away Cardboard
headsets at Go
conference
September: Sa
announce the G

wide viewing angles, accelerator, gyrometer, 
magnet and proximity sensors, the headset 
will respond to your movements to adjust the 
view so you feel truly immersed in a virtual 
world, as well as allowing you to move around 
and interact with it. 

Like the Oculus Rift, the Gear VR will allow 
users to play games, as well as watch virtual 
reality movies and enjoy 360-degree 
experiences. Early hands-on reviews of the Gear 
have been positive, but can this strange sci-fi  
tech really ever be more than a niche interest? 

The future of games
“VR is something that has to be seen to be 
believed, and that’s not going to change,” admits 
Max Cohen, Oculus’ Head of Mobile. “I was a 
disbeliever and almost passed on the 
opportunity to get a demonstration when 
Brendan Iribe [Oculus’ CEO] and I fi rst talked 
about it a year ago.” However, describing how he
has carried the Gear VR around in his backpack
for several days, he says the headset has been
able to convert sceptics. “Being able to hand 
this to friends across the table and say, ‘Here, 
try this’ is the quickest way we can get the 
message about VR out to people.”

Patrick O’Luanaigh, CEO of British video
game developing company nDreams, also 
believes VR is the future: “We fully expect virtual
reality to signifi cantly disrupt all gaming 
platforms over the next few years whether it be
mobile, PC or console.” Talking about the Gear 
VR specifi cally, O’Luanaigh has described it as “a
great piece of kit and one that works brilliantly.”
He has such confi dence in it, nDreams has 
developed two games for the Gear VR: Gunner 
and Perfect Beach.

Discussing space alien blaster game Gunner, 
O’Luanaigh outlined why he thinks VR gaming is
so special: “The great thing about using VR is it
allows us to be not just controller-free but also 
hands-free: players use the movement of their 
head to target and take down waves of enemy 
spaceships. Not only does this allow for a more
engaging game due to VR – it feels like you’re 
actually there – but also allows the game to be
accessible for everyone to play.”

And he’s not alone, the creators of Temple 
Run demonstrated a fi rst-person version of the 
game at the Gear VR launch event. The 
powerhouses behind the award-wining puzzle 
games Monument Valley and The Room – UsTwo 
Games and Firebox Games respectively – have 
also announced they are working on games for 
the Gear VR.

An unlikely partnership
However, there is not a lot of risk in developing 
games for the Gear VR. Even if Samsung’s 
experiment with VR doesn’t work out, all of the 
games created for the mobile headset are co-
published for the Oculus Rift games console. Asked if 
he had more confidence in the Gear VR because of 
Oculus’ involvement, O’Luanaigh gave a diplomatic 
answer: “Knowing that all the learnings and 
technology that Oculus have developed over the last 
few years has been put into the Gear VR device has 
shown in the final product: it’s brilliant!  But it’s been 
a partnership with Samsung who are leaders in the 
smartphone field and it’s reassuring to know they’re 
also putting everything behind the Gear VR too.” 

With high expectations for the launch of their 
own headset, the Oculus Rift, in April 2015 
based on the critical acclaim for their developer 
kits, and certain financial security thanks to 
huge investment from Facebook’s Mark 
Zuckerberg, it’s a wonder why Oculus felt the 
need to partner with Samsung at all. 

“We are thrilled to reveal the Gear VR Innovator 
Edition, a state-of-the-art mobile VR experience 
powered by Oculus,” said John Carmack, CTO of 
Oculus, at the Samsung launch event. “The deep 
technical partnership with Samsung has enabled 
us to create a virtual reality headset with world 
class resolution and performance, all on a 
completely mobile platform.”

A tear down of the new Oculus prototype, 
known as Crescent Bay, may suggest the key to 
the relationship. Repair guide and electronic 
teardown website iFixit.com found the developer 
kit was using a Samsung Super AMOLED 
screen. Could the Gear VR have been part of a 
deal with Samsung to provide cheap displays 
and drive down the cost of the Rift when it 
finally launches?

MaxCohen, HeadofMobile, Oculus

“VR is something
that has to be seen
to be believed, and
that’s not changing“

Samsung is the 
latest manufacturer 
to jump onboard the 
VR bandwagon

Celebrity Rachel Riley tried out the Gear VR for herself 
at Berlin IFA launch

Gunner is one of the fi rst games coming to the Gear VR
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When asked what motivated the partnership 
between the two companies, Max Cohen said: 
“The Samsung partnership showed that 
high-quality VR can be done on a mobile device. 
The advantages of being untethered, portable, 
sub-20ms latency and with a very high 
resolution led to a compelling product that we 
wanted to share with the world. However, it still 
does have its drawbacks, which is why this 
version is the Gear VR Innovator Edition, 
designed for developers and early-adopting tech 
nerds and enthusiasts.”

Android VR
If mobility is something that Oculus thinks is 
important to its future, will this lead to more 
Android partnerships? Max Cohen didn’t rule it 
out: “John Carmack and his team have worked 
very closely with Samsung and Qualcomm to 
make Mobile VR not just possible, but awesome.

If we can hit the awesome threshold with other
devices there’s no reason why Oculus won’t be 
involved in other places.” 

However, Cohen was keen to stress that the 
“awesome threshold” is a very high bar. Some 
people have asked why this doesn’t support the 
Galaxy S5 or Note 3 – the answer is we can’t 
get enough performance out of those devices to 
be up to a consumer product standard. Going 
forward, technology just gets better, so that will 
change rapidly.”

Meanwhile, Oculus’ biggest rival is Project 
Morpheus, run by Sony. While its virtual reality 
headset will work with the PlayStation 4  
console and Vita handset, it’s assembled from 
components used to make its Xperia 
smartphones. With the PlayStation Remote Play 
feature available on the Xperia Z3, how far 
fetched is it to imagine a future fl agship with 
Project Morpheus support? 

Google also look set to enter the world of 
virtual reality. The company has developed a 
prototype headset that work similar to the 
Gear VR, in which users insert their 
smartphone into the front and stereoscopic 
lenses give the display a 3D feel. The 
difference is that the so-called ‘Cardboard VR’ 
works with any Android smartphone. Google 
has also made the software for writing games 
for the headset freely available to developers. 
At the time of writing, Google is also expected 
to invest big money in ‘cinematic reality’ 
start-up Magic Leap to better compete against 
Oculus.

First games for Gear VR
Omega Agent

Land’s End

Dark Net

PerfectBeach

Centred around 
piloting a jet pack 
around a tropical 
island, this action 
game looks a lot 
less cerebral than 
developer Firebox 
Games’ famous 
puzzle franchise 
The Room.

The creator of 
Monument Valley, 
UsTwo Games is 
tight-lipped about 
its Gear VR 
exclusive, only 
saying it’s a “surreal 
trip through an 
archipelago of 
forgotten worlds.”

This cyberpunk 
puzzle game, which 
won the 2013 
Oculus VR Jam, has 
announced that it 
will be not one of 
the debut games for 
the Samsung 
headset, but is 
giving the whole 
game away for free.

nDreams other Gear 
VR is less a game 
and more like a 
relaxing getaway. 
Perfect Beach 
guides you through 
meditation while you 
enjoy relaxing music 
and take in the 
calming vistas of a 
tropical beach.

Patrick O’Luanaigh, CEO of nDreams

“We fully expect 
virtual reality to 
signifi cantly disrupt 
all platforms“
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GALLERY OF...
MUST-HAVE LAUNCHERS

Boasting an 
impressive range of 
screen transitions, 
including 3D effects, 
GO Launcher is one of 
the most popular on 
Google Play. Upgrade 
for added bells and 
whistles, including no 
ads and security locks.

GO
Launcher EX

1

» Price: Free

As well as 
downloadable 

themes, Apex gives you 
the tools to create your 
own designs, from 
tweaking the icon tray 
size, to adjusting 
behaviours and adding 
gesture controls. The 
pro version unlocks 
additional tools.

Apex Launcher3

» Price: Free

Spice up your 
homescreen with 

themes, icons and 
widgets. Hundreds of 
new themes are added 
each week, most of 
which are free. A handy 
auto-categorisation 
feature also sorts your 
apps by type, making 
them easy to find.

Themer2

» Price: Free

Featuring over 
500,00 user created 
homescreens, Buzz 
Launcher includes sleek 
transactions and gesture 
controls. With a real 
emphasis on
community, you can also 
view a list of trending 
apps and widgets.

Buzz
Launcher

4

» Price: Free

Similar to Apex, 
Nova will give you the 
freedom to create your 
own launcher. It’s 
packed with animation 
options, folder views, 
and desktop
behaviours, so you can 
create a setup that’s as 
minimalist as you like.

Nova
Launcher

5

» Price: Free

If you’re looking for a 
pure Android
experience, this offi cial 
launcher shears away 
anything the
manufacturer has 
added with clean, 
minimalist results and 
Google Now features. 

Google 
Now
Launcher

6

» Price: Free

»twitter
@lgrobot
Follow us on Twitter for 
the latest updates

Stay up to date 
Catch up with the latest 

Android news and gossip
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Digitsole
Wearables for your feet 
just became reality

 

T his year has certainly seen 
wearable technology play a 
big part in the development 

of the Android operating system. 
There are now numerous 
smartwatches and fi tness bands 
on the market all competing for 
space on your wrist, but is the real
the best place for a pedometer? 
Digitsole are wireless insoles for 
your shoes that expertly track your
steps on a daily basis to provide 
you with details on fi tness levels 
and the calories you’re burning all 
through the accompanying app. 

What we loved more than 
anything else with Digitsole, is that
users can remotely heat them up 
to a desired temperature to give 
your feet a little massage while on 
the move. While the wearable tech
industry is still in its early phase, 
we think Digitsoles could be a 
concept with legs.

NEW TECH Digitsole

Digitsole is truly a unique product. How
on earth did the idea come about?

A The original idea came from a 
development that we did around 12 years 

ago for a French company who wanted to start a
shoe business. They wanted a very innovative 
shoe to create a buzz, and I have a history in 
shoe creation.

They invited me for an outdoor activity day; 
it was freezing and I was begging to go back 
inside. The CEO told me that we would come 
back when I give them the idea. I immediately 
answered that I will develop a heated shoe. I 
didn’t really know how to do it, but at the time
I had no choice! A few months after, I 
developed a heated insole connected with a 
cable and two batteries that can fi x on the 
calf, and they were happy with the idea. Ten 

years later, I decided to improve my heated insole
that I developed, incorporated tracking functions
and the Digitsole was created!

Could you briefly tell us how the insoles
actually work?

A It is very simple. You charge the insole with a
USB cable, then turn it on and launch the app.

You enter your weight and height and then you can
follow your activity and track the distance you
walked, calories burned etc. To heat your insole, you
just need to choose the right or left insole on your
apps. Then, you move the slide bar to the desired
temperature and enjoy.

What type of exercise are the smart
insoles capable of tracking?

A We have already developed the basic
functions like distance, speed, calories

burned and altitude. Tracking through the insole is
much more accurate than on a bracelet, because
the step tracking is done through a movement
capture. By including the movement captor in the

insole, the steps are detected only when you
make a real step, as opposed to every time
you move your arm or hand. We are also
developing a daily target program that can
help you to reach your goals in terms of
calories burned, distance walked etc.

Are you surprised with the level of
support you got on Kickstarter?

A Yes! This is a new experience. It’s not
known in France. So, having all this

support from USA, UK and all over the world is
just amazing – thank you! We are completely
overwhelmed with the fantastic backing we’ve
had so far, and to raise what we have is just
wonderful, and we are extremely grateful.

What are your future plans?

A We have many very exciting plans to 
improve Digitsole. We are trying to 

make it fully waterproof, incorporate wireless 
charge, and many more features coming that 
will be revealed soon!

Q&A
Karim Oumnia
Founder
of Digitsole

At a gla
»  Product n
»  Availabl

www.di
» Price $1

Digitsole is the first Androi
wearable built for your feet. It tracks
your daily fitness routine, provides
calorie counting information and even
heats up your toes.

You won’t be able to cut down 
these insoles if they don’t fi t; 
specifi ed sizes will be sold online

The sensor at the back of the 
Digitsole will track your daily 
steps and altitude levels

Each pair of 
Digitsole 
insoles are 
charged via 
the USB port
at the back of
the insole

Users can set 
a heating 
temperature 
for the insoles 
to reach to 
gently warm 
up your feet
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4Smartwatches
There has already been

over 20 different
smartwatches running
alternate versions of the
Android OS. Apple’s first
attempt looks to have made
the same mistakes as the
original set of Android
offerings, but they should
improve in the future.

5Wonderful
widgets

With the launch of iOS 8,
widgets are now readily
available to Apple users. In
contrast, we’ve had widget
support since Android 3.0
Honeycombe, back in 2011.
These days
Android users
can even
create their
own widgets
from scratch.

9Stay in
sync

A big part of the
appeal of
smartwatches is
being able to kee
your devices in sync together
and manage your device’s
basic functions all on the
smartwatch. It’s certainly a
feature that LG has brought to
the mainstream and others,
including Apple, have taken a
lot of inspiration from.

8 “Hey Siri”
One of the 

biggest 
advancements in the 
past year of Android 
has been the update 
to Google Now. Voice 
search has become a 
big part of the 
iPhone 6, with users 
now able to say “Hey 

Siri” to activate the voice companion, 
very much in the same vein as the “OK 
Google” feature.

6Camera tech
Although the

iPhone 6 has a lower
pixel count than most
high-end Android
phones, it has generally
been praised for
producing superb
images. HTC has
adopted Ultrapixels
into its devices,
which include fewer
pixels but maintain
superb quality.

1Massive
device

The 5.5-inch frame of the
iPhone 6 Plus is Apple’s
biggest device to date, but
the likes of Samsung have
previously launched the
gigantic 6.3-inch Galaxy
Mega. Not the best phone
out there, but certainly
one of the biggest.

reasons why Android

isbetter
than iPhone

10High-end 
prices

High-end devices aren’t 
cheap, but Apple’s iPhone 6 
comes at a very high price 
point. You can purchase  
Android devices with similar 
specs, noticeably the new 
Moto G, for around £400 
cheaper than the iPhone 6.

2Metal
is best

Apple has
undoubtedly
produced one of the
most beautiful
smartphones ever in
the iPhone 6, but its
new design path is very familiar to the new look of
the Samsung Galaxy Alpha and the LG G3. Both are
premium Android devices currently available.

3 Fitness is key
Android users have an abundance of 

fi tness bands available for less 
than £100. The likes of the 
Misfi t Shine, Jawbone and 
FitBit have all set the 
standard really high 
and offer far more 
features than what’s 
currently available 
in Apple’s HealthKit.

7 Octa-core is hardcore
In a day where some of the most power-

hungry apps require plenty of processing power, 
it seems a strange 
decision that 
Apple would 
release the iPhone 
6 with a mediocre 
dual-core 
processor. The 
likes of the Note 4 
already include a 
gigantic octa-core 
processor.



10 reasons why Android 5.0 is the
most important update ever

A fter a four month developer preview 
window, Android Lollipop is fi nally 
here for the rest of us, and it’s the 

most signifi cant jump forward we’ve ever 
seen from Google’s mobile operating 
system. It has a dramatic new look dubbed 
Material Design, a revamped notifi cation 
system, substantial battery saving 
improvements, as well as performance 
tweaks to make movies, music, games and 
apps fl y faster than ever.

Android 5.0 Lollipop – yes, the rumours 
were true, it’s called Lollipop as we 
expected all along – feels like a next-
generation OS. It’s been designed to cope 
with all the varied duties of today’s 

smartphones, whether that’s streaming 
Netfl ix, making calls or browsing the web. It
works seamlessly across multiple devices,
so you can log in on someone else’s phone
to get at your stuff or take your photos and
documents from phone to tablet to 
television set more easily than ever before.

Google itself calls Lollipop “our largest, 
most ambitious release on Android” and 
the long list of new features backs up the 
claim, from default hardware encryption 
(to make it more diffi cult for others to get 
at your fi les) to a Priority Mode (which only
allows certain contacts to get through to 
you at certain times). It’s an impressive 
effort from Google’s software team.

LOLLIPOP
THE NEW FLAVOUR OF ANDROID

12

Feature
» Android 5.0 Lollipop

Will you be getting Android 5.0?
Device Chance of being updated When
Google Nexus 7 (2013) Confi rmed 3 November
Google Nexus 7 (2012) Confi rmed 3 November
Google Nexus 5 Confi rmed 3 November
Google Nexus 4 Confi rmed 3 November 
HTC One M8 Confi rmed Early 2015
HTC One M7 Confi rmed Early 2015
HTC One Mini Likely Early 2015
HTC One Max Likely Early 2015
LG G3 Likely Early 2015
LG G2 Maybe Early 2015
LG G2 Pro Likely Early 2015
Motorola Moto X (2014) Confi rmed Before the end of 2014
Motorola Moto X (2013) Confi rmed Before the end of 2014
Motorola Moto G (2014) Confi rmed Before the end of 2014
Motorola Moto G (2013) Confi rmed Before the end of 2014
Motorola Moto E Confi rmed Before the end of 2014
Samsung Galaxy Note 4 Likely During 2015
Samsung Galaxy Note 3 Maybe During 2015
Samsung Galaxy Alpha Likely During 2015
Samsung Galaxy S5 Likely During 2015
Samsung Galaxy S4 Maybe During 2015
Sony Xperia Z3 Likely During 2015
Sony Xperia Z3 Compact Likely During 2015
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Material
design

The fi rst and most dramatic change
you’ll notice when you start up your

Android 5.0 Lollipop device is it’s Material
Design appearance. It combines bold c
depth effects, animations and on-the-fly
responsiveness to fi t any screen size and
display ratio. The design actually adjusts th
colour sceme based on the kind of content y
are viewing at the time. App cards act as real
cards would, for example, with shadows and a
sense of weight. It’s an approach that you’ll
eventually see roll out everywhere from
smartwatches to Google’s Web services, and
it aims to be both clean and eye-catching at
the same time — think a tweaked version of 
Google Now’s interface expanded to cover all 
of your Android apps.

Colour adjustment
Material Design can 
automatically adjust its default 
colour scheme based on the 
style of the content that you’re
viewing at the time.

A bold
G1

“bold colours,          
depth effects, 
animations and 
on-the-fl y 
responsiveness”

The new version of Android uses a stack 
of cards to represent the various apps 

(and websites) you have open at once. You can 
scroll through the deck and fl ick the app cards 
to one side or the other to quit or launch them 
as required – it works very much like the Chrome 
app for Android.

Multitasking tweaks
4Android 5.0 Lollipop uses a new method 

for compiling and running code, and 
Google is promising performance that’s as much 
as four times faster than previous versions of the 
mobile OS. Visually complex apps should run more 
smoothly too, even if you’re using older hardware 
to run them.

Performance gains
3Apple’s iOS has had it for some time, now 

Android has it too: automatically enabled 
encryption. That means if someone picks your 
phone up off the street, they can’t just plug it into 
a computer and yank fi les from it – the PIN code 
acts as a key that’s required to make sense of the 
data that’s on your device.

Improved security
2

Feature
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Under 
the hood 
changes
Network switching
If you’ve ever lost a video call 
switching from Wi-Fi to a cell network, 
Google feels your pain: Lollipop is able 
to switch between different kinds of 
networks without missing a beat.

64-bit support
It may not raise as much as an 
eyebrow when you boast about it to 
your friends down the pub, but 
64-bit support means more effi cient 
apps, longer battery life and 
desktop-level performance.

Media playback
There are several behind-the-scenes 
tweaks that mean audio and video 
playback should be smoother than 
ever, as well as support for a 
broader range of formats and 
external hardware.

Bluetooth
More and more gadgets are coming 
online – from smartwatches to 
wearables – and Android 5.0 Lollipop 
is built to take advantage of them 
with improved, low-power Bluetooth 

An intelligent order
Lollipop brings richer interactions 
and an intelligent sorting system.

Extended play
Google is promising everyone 
better battery life on all devices 
with Lollipop.

Battery life
The new battery screen 
estimates how much time you
have left.

Locked 
notifi cations
For the fi rst time in Android, 
notifi cations appear on the 
lock screen.

Revamped 
notifications

Better battery 
management

The quality of a notifi cation 
system goes a long way to 

influencing the experience of the 
OS as a whole, and while 
Android already handled alerts 
neatly, version 5.0 goes further 
with a pile of improvements. You 
can interact with notifi cations 
from the lock screen, hide alerts 
for particular apps or types of 
content and see notifi cations in a 
more intelligent order based on 
the time they arrived and their 
importance. The new notifi cation 
system won’t take over your 
screen every time you get a call, 
either – instead there’s a small 
overlay that lets you accept or 
dismiss it as required.

Anyone who owns a 
modern smartphone is 

only too familiar with the battle 
of trying to keep it charged from 
morning until night, and Android 
5.0 Lollipop is promising to get 
more life out of each charge. 
There’s a new battery saver 

ode than can squeeze out the 
ce in your device for an extra 
minutes, as well as an 

proved notifi cations system 
at lets you know how long your 
ttery’s going to hold out for. 
u can also see an estimate of 
w long your phone or tablet 
l take you charge once it’s 

ugged into a power socket.

The introduction of
an option to sign in 

on someone else’s phone 
could be a lifesaver if you 
ever lose your own device, 
and it also makes it easier to 
share your gadgets with a 
friend or family member.

Lollipop lets you access
popular settings – like 

casting, screen rotation, 
hotspot controls – with two 
swipes down from the top of 
the screen, while Wi-Fi and 
Bluetooth toggles have been 
mproved too.

Guest accountsQuick Settings

Feature
» Android 5.0 Lollipop

5

6

7

98
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Google Play Store

New-look
apps

The very latest, Android 5.0 Lollipop-
compatible version of the Google Play 

Store has a snazzy new icon and a fl at, 
Material Design-inspired interface which 
suits the portal. New app releases have been
given more prominence while you’re browsing
the store, and the individual app pa
also been refreshed to
them easier to rea
navigate around. N
much has changed
beyond the visual
revamp, though wit
Lollipop supporting
Android TV devices
as well as phones and
tablets you can expect
to see more attention
given to the television
and movie content that’s
available alongside the ap

There are plenty of changes in Lollipop’s
Settings app, from the way it looks to 
the options that you’ll fi nd buried in 
each screen. Check out the Language 
& input section, for example, where you 
can now choose to get personalised 
autocorrect suggestions synced across 
all Google devices and apps.

The signs are that Google has got big
plans for its Photos app and it’s been 
given a new Material Design-inspired 
lick of paint for Android 5.0. The old 
Gallery app has now been completely 
done away with but in terms of core 
functionality not much has changed in 
the new-look Android.

One of Google’s most important apps,
the Lollipop version of Gmail has been 
designed to make navigating around 
your inbox easier than ever. There’s 
more white space, better use of 
contact images and a simplifi ed menu 
system, but beneath it all is the same 
powerful set of Gmail features.

Google Drive has been quietly adding 
new features and cheaper storage 
prices in the run up to Lollipop’s launch, 
and the updated app includes a more 
straightforward introductory demo 
sequence as well as a tidier interface 
for fi nding the fi les that you need more 
easily, whatever format they’re in.

Settings Photos Gmail Drive

TIP TIP TIP TIP
Open the 

Battery page to 
see an estimate 
of the remaining 

time

Keep the 
Recent tab as 

your default one 
to access your 
latest snaps

Tap and hold on 
any email text 
to see the new 

selection 
handles

Install the 
individual Drive 

apps to edit 
fi les and access 

them offl ine

Feature
 Android 5.0 Lollipop «
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TIP
Look for

major app 

updates in the 

Store as Lollipop 

rolls out
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NEXUS 6
» Price $649 (about £400)
» Processor Quad-core
   Snapdragon 805
» Memory 32/64 GB, 3 GB RAM
» Dimensions
   159.3 x 83 x 10.1 mm
» Camera 13 MP/ 2MP
» Display size 5.96 inches
» Display resolution
   1440 x 2560 pixels
» Expansion slot No

VS VS VS

MOTO X (2014)
» Price £408
» Processor Quad-core
   Snapdragon 801
» Memory 16/32 GB, 2 GB RAM
» Dimensions
   140.8 x 72.4 x 10 mm
» Camera 13 MP/ 2MP
» Display size 5.2 inches
» Display resolution
   1080 x 1920 pixels
» Expansion slot No

GALAXY NOTE 4
» Price £575
» Processor Quad-core
   Snapdragon 805
» Memory 32 GB, 3 GB RAM
» Dimensions
   153.5 x 78.6 x 8.5 mm
» Camera 16 MP/ 3.7MP
» Display size 5.7 inches
» Display resolution
   1440 x 2560 pixels
» Expansion slot microSD, up to 128 GB

LG G3
» Price £390
» Processor Quad-core
   Snapdragon 801
» Memory 16 GB,
   2 GB RAM/ 32 GB, 3 GB RAM
» Dimensions
   146.3 x 74.6 x 8.9 mm
» Camera 13 MP/ 2.1MP
» Display size 5.5 inches
» Display resolution 1440 x 2560 pixels
» Expansion slot microSD, up to 128 GB

How does the Nexus 6 compare?

It’s a new Nexus, but is bigger really b

The Nexus 6 launched on the same day as 
Android Lollipop, and is designed to show off 
the operating system’s capabilities. Made in 

partnership with Motorola, it looks likes the Moto X 
(2014) right down to the front-facing speakers and 
metal fl ash ring around the 13 megapixel camera 
– but only if you wanted the fl agship handset 
super-sized. With a 5.9-inch display, the Nexus 6 is 
the largest smartphone Google has ever released, 
and it’s also bigger than the Samsung Galaxy Note 
4 or the LG G3 phablets. We question how 
comfortable this will make it to use one-handed, 
but there is no denying this screen real estate plus 
a Quad HD display will make it perfect playing 
games and watching movies anywhere. 

A Snapdragon 805 quad-core 2.7 GHz 
processor provides lightning fast multi-tasking, 
and the Adreno 420 GPU gives you 
brilliant graphics. Building on top of Android 
Lollipop’s battery-saving features, the Nexus 6 
comes with a 3220mAh battery and a Turbo 
Charger, which can charge the phone for up to 
six hours worth of battery life in just 15 minutes.

One of the other benefi ts to having all of that 
space under the hood is that the Nexus 6 is also 
packing loads of memory, with 3GB RAM and the 
choose between 32 and 64GB storage. However, 
Google would still rather you saved additional fi les 
to the cloud than anywhere else, so doesn’t 
include support for a 128GB microSD like many of 
its rivals now do as standard. 

However, the biggest barrier for many will be 
the price. Previously Google has often absorbed 
manufacturing costs to ensure stock Android is 
affordable for the masses. This appears to be no 
longer the case with the Nexus 6 retailing from 
$649 unlocked, around £400. This is still 
cheaper than Samsung’s Galaxy Note 4, but a lot 
more than the smaller Nexus 5 that launched 
last year for £299.

Camera q
On the face of it
rear camera is n
Moto X (2014) o
lower spec than
camera. Howev
the camera use
computational p
technology’ and
greater image s
effortless pictur

Battery li
One of the tentp
Nexus 6 is that 
charging in just 
Turbo Charger. H
charge the large
will also give you
– not as impres
two-day charge,

Massive 
With a choice be
GB models, the
more storage th
will ever need. H
Droid fans will b
a microSD slot.

Alongside 

Android Lollipop, 

two new

Nexus devices 

have been

launchedNexus 6
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Nexus 9
The most powerful Android tab ever

Google is clearly fi ring a shot across the bow 
of Apple’s iPad range with the similarly-sized 
Nexus 9. Larger than the Nexus 7, but 

smaller than the Nexus 10, this new tablet has an 
8.9-inch display and a stylish form factor created by 
HTC, including a thin bezel, brushed metal sides, 
clean lines, and a soft grip back.

However, while the Nexus 9 looks great, it’s also 
packing superior hardware. It has a long-lasting 
6700mAh battery, 8MP rear camera, and perhaps 
best of all, it’s powered by the mighty NVIDA Tegra 
K1 processor. This quad-processor ensures the 
tablet is the fi rst Nexus to support 64-bit 
architecture, and along with 2GB RAM, can easily 
handle intense multi-tasking and heavy-duty 
graphics. Another perk of the HTC partnership is 
that the tablet comes with two BoomSound 
speakers – the same model that help to make the 
HTC One (M8) handset critically-acclaimed for its 
sound quality.

All of this suggests the Nexus 9 will be the 
ultimate Android gaming tablet, so it’s perhaps odd 
then that Google is marketing the Nexus 9 as a 
productivity tool, with a keyboard sold separately 
that magnetically attaches, Microsoft Surface-style. 
However, this is likely to only better distinguish it 
from the Nexus 6’s own promotion as a media-
consumption device. The Nexus 6’s weak point is 
its rather weak storage, only offering the standard 
16 or 32GB memory. This in itself isn’t bad, but 
looks paltry compared to the Nexus 6’s 64GB and 
has no microSD to support it like it’s nearest rivals 
the Samsung Galaxy Tab S 10.5 and the Sony 
Xperia Z3 Tablet Compact.

Available from $399 (around £250), the Nexus 9 
is similarly priced to both these competitors, but 
like the Nexus 6 represents a more premium 
pricing than we’ve come to expect from Google. 

»Dimensions
  221 x 126 x 9.2 mm
» Camera 5 MP/5 MP
» Display size 8.0 inches
» Display resolution
  1920 x 1200 pixels
» Expansion slot microSD

MOTOROLA
NEXUS 9
» Price $399 (about £250)
» Processor Quad-core
   Nvidia Tegra K1
» Memory 16/32 GB, 2 GB RAM
» Dimensions
   228.2 x 153.7 x 7.9 mm
» Camera 8MP/ 1.6MP
» Display size 8.9 inches
» Display resolution
   1536 x 2048 pixels
» Expansion slot No

SAMSUNG GALAXY 
TAB S 10.5

How does the Nexus 9 compare?

» Price $649 £430
» Processor Octa-core
   Exynos 5 Octa 5420
» Memory 16/32GB, 3GB RAM
» Dimensions
  247.3 x 177.3 x 6.6mm
» Camera 8 MP/ 2.1MP
» Display size 10.5-inches
» Display resolution
  2560 x 1600 pixels
» Expansion slot microSD

XP
CO
» Pric
» Pro
   Sna
» Me
» Dimensions
   213.4 x 123.6 x 6.4 mm
» Camera 8.1MP/ 2.2MP
» Display size 8-inches
» Display resolution
   1200 x 1920 pixels
» Expansion slot microSD

VS VS VS

Boomsound 
speakers

Created in partnership with 
HTC, the Nexus 9 benefi ts 

from the manufacturer’s 
much-loved Boom Sound 

speakers. These 
front-facing speakers can 
reach volume outputs of 
95 dB with superb sound 

quality.

Powerful 
processor

The NVIDA Tegra K1 is an 
upgraded version of the 

processor included in 
Nvidia’s Shield tablet, 

which launched just a few 
months ago. It is widely 

regarded as the most 
powerful mobile CPU ever 

and is also a fi rst for the 
Nexus range because it 

supports 64-bit 
architecture.

Range
of colours

The Nexus 9 comes in 
three colours, however only 

white and black will be 
available at launch. A soft 

gold colour known as ‘sand’ 
will be available ‘later this 

year’ along with a LTE 
version of the tablet.



Whether it’s problematic apps, dodgy accounts or even storage
issues, check out the following essential fixes for the annoying

issues that most Android users face

QUICK FIXES
TO EVERYDAY ANDROID

PROBLEMS
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3
T he smarter are phones get, the more 

problems that seem to arise. If you’re 
not that confi dent about tinkering with 

the Android operating system, then chances 
are you’ll be at a loose end trying to mess 
around with settings and toggles that could 
potentially damage your phone. What starts 

as a small problem can soon create adverse 
effects and cause other features to 
malfunction or stop working altogether. 

But never fear; we’ve round up the best 
solutions to some of the most common 
problems that every Android user faces. 
There’s everything from using Google Maps 

offl ine, to ge
battery

If
proble
Droid S
onwards.
and Faceb
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How do I protect 
my phone from 
malware?
Perform regular and thorough 
antivirus scans from a 
recognised client on the 
Google Play store.

Don’t download clones of 
popular apps; there are tons 
of fakes that just distribute 
malware.

If rooted, be wary of allowing 
Superuser access to any 
apps that aren’t highly 
regarded.

But, make sure any OS 
updates are from the 
manufacturer of your device 
and an offi cial release.

As well as being illegal, 
pirated apps are very 
hazardous and some are 
fi lled with spyware.

Avoid downloading any apps 
or software from third-party 
sources. It's best to stick to 
the Play store.

Unless from a verifi ed 
source, avoid clicking 
embedded links in any emails 
that you receive.

Always keep your OS up-to-
date as updates usually bring 
added security features with 
them.

Perform a virus scan on any 
content you intend to 
sideload on to your device in 
case it’s infected.

Consider installing a fi rewall 
that will alert you to possible 
dangers when browsing the 
web.

Can I change the 
default answering 
machine message? 
If the robotic answering machine 
message just isn’t for you, then 
head into the Phone app on your 
device. Here you’ll need to locate 
the Menu icon and then the Answer 
Machine option provided. Through 
here you can record your own 
greeting using your device’s
microphone and use it instead of
the standard one.

Is there a setting I can 
use to stop people 
from tracking my phone 
number?
The easiest way of adding a security 
layer to your phone number is to 
add a SIM card lock. This will 
prohibit people from gaining access 
to details by putting a user-created 
PIN in front of them. Go to your 
phone’s Settings menu and find the
Security tab where the SIM Card
Lock option is included.

Is it possible to change 
to a different search 
engine in Chrome?
Although possible, Google restricts 
you to changing the default search 
engine only to Bing or Yahoo!. To 
change from Google to one of these, 
head over to their search websites 
and once loaded, go to the Default 
Search option with Chrome settings 
and activate the switch over to your
engine of choice.

min3 min3min5

to map out the route on Google
Maps in exactly the same way as
you would normally and press on the 
Directions icon to get a map
overview. If you now press on the
finishing point of the journey a new 
menu will appear where you can
choose the ‘Save map to use
offline’ option. The highlighted
journey will save directly on to your 
device and be ready to view no
matter what the state of your
mobile network is.

Longer journeys will take a while 
to download, so make sure to
download over Wi-Fi only, and the
saved files tend to be massive, so 
it’s important to delete them from 
your phone’s internal storage or
back them up to the cloud instead 
after you’ve used them.

10min

Download your routes to 
ensure that you can 
access them even if you 
lose your signal

Google Maps is an 
integral source for people 
who want a free way of 
navigating the globe 
solely on their 
smartphone. However, up 
until recently, users had 
to rely on having access 
to a solid mobile signal in 
order to use the service 
when on the road, but 
thankfully all of that has 

now changed. 
To be able to use 

Google Maps wherever 
you go, you’ll fi rst need 

Google Maps is an 
integral source for people 
who want a free way of 
navigating the globe 
solely on their 
smartphone. However, up 
until recently, users had 
to rely on having access 
to a solid mobile signal in 
order to use the service 
when on the road, but 
thankfully all of that has 

now changed. 
To be able to use 

Google Maps wherever 
you go, you’ll fi rst need 

How do I use Maps in areas 
where I don’t get a signal?
How do I use Maps in areas 
where I don’t get a signal?
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Is it essential for me to
have a Google+
account?
Those pesky people at Google have
made it impossible to create a
Google account without a
corresponding Google+ profile also
being added to your device. The
social network itself has plenty of
great features for social media
addicts, but the constant
notifications and updates can be a
bit tiresome for some users,
especially if you’re someone with no
interest in using it. Although it’s
entirely possible to remove any
posted content from your profile
through the Google+ app, as well as
delete people from your Circles,
there’s no obvious way of
permanently deleting your account.
Instead you’ll need to find the
Google app on your phone and
select the Google+ option provided.

Is there a way to check
app permissions after
downloading them?
It’s common knowledge that certain
app permissions can be detrimental
to your device, so it’s important to
check them through before you
download. However, thrugh the
F-Secure app, you can take a good
look at all the permissions of each
app after you’ve finished
downloading them. Not only is the
app good for checking permissions;
it can also filter your apps to let you
know the ones that can potentially
cost you money.

Once you’ve filtered your results,
you can then select it to take a
closer look and even choose to
uninstall the app. It's not all good
news, though; without root access,
there’s no actual way to disable
individual app permissions. Despite
this, it is still an excellent exercise

Any ideas on 
how to help 
stop my battery 
draining quickly?

Turn off the auto-sync 
options for your social 
media accounts. These 
apps tend to sync every 
10 minutes, so set it up 
for manual sync 
instead.

Every Android device 
has a dedicated 
Battery section in 
the Settings menu 
where you can see 
what’s draining your 
battery.

Do you really need 
Wi-Fi, GPS and 
Bluetooth on all the 
time? If not, then you 
should disable them 
and use only when it's 
necessary.

Never use the Auto 
Brightness function 
provided, instead 
manually alter your 
device’s brightness 
when you actually 
need it.

Am I able tosendmorethansimpleSMS
messages throughGoogleHangouts?

15min

At the top you can fi nd the Disable 
Google+ option where you can follow 
the steps usefully provided in order
to remove the social network from
your Google account.

to familiarise yourself with the types 
of apps that can end up costing you 
money, or simply drain your phone’s
battery faster.

min2 10min

Your SMS messages will no 
longer be connected to 
Google+ and instead you can
send messages in the style of
an instant messaging app. 
Through the Settings menu on
Hangouts, however,  it's 
possible to link your 
messages back to Google+.

Another hidden feature in 
Hangouts is that it’s also 
possible to start video calls with 
multiple contacts. Simply start 
up a video call with a single 
person and then choose to 
invite them to the conversation 
when the video has loaded.

If you’ve imported your phone’s 
contacts into Hangouts, you 
should fi nd a phone or dialer 
symbol at the top-right of the 
contacts profi le while in 
Hangouts. This offers an 
alternative way to make phone 
calls through the app.

Located next to the phone 
icon, you’ll fi nd a handy video 
camera option. Here you can 
start video conversations with 
the contact in question. Best 
of all, these calls are 
completely free.Depending on how you use your phone, 

chances are you may have numerous 
Google accounts set up. It’s entirely 
possible to merge two sets of contacts 
together and then sync them between 
all your Google accounts.
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Is it possible to set a
limit to how much
data my phone can
use?
Depending on the mobile network
that you happen to be on, chances
are you’ll have a strict amount of
data you can use per month. If you
happen to go over your allowance,
you’ll quickly rack up a whole host of
additional charges. The easiest way
to set a limit on your data usage is
to go to the Settings>Data Usage
menu and use the chart provided to
input a limit. When you get close to
using this amount of data, you’ll be
notified of it and if you hit your
allowance, your phone will simply
stop sending and receiving data
altogether. On top of this, make sure
to keep a close eye on the apps
that tend to use a lot of data.
Primarily these are social media
accounts and apps that require
plenty of downloads and uploads in
order to function properly.

How do I get my phone
to back up only when
I’m at home?
If you’re an avid user of your
smartphone’s camera, chances are
you’ll have noticed the small upload
symbol appearing at the top of your
device occasionally. This means that
the phone is being uploaded to your
designated Google Drive account.
It’s certainly a helpful feature that
saves you from using up the
device’s internal storage, but if
you’re on a limited data plan, then
having photos being uploaded as
soon as you snap them can be
costly. To combat this, go into the
Photos app, or Gallery on older
devices. From here head to the
Account option provided and then
select the 'Back up photos' option.
Make sure to now choose the Over
Wi-Fi only option, as this will mean
that all subsequent uploads will
happen when there is connection to
a secure Wi-Fi connection

Is there any way to turn
off Android’s annoying
keyboard auto-correct?
Depending on the keyboard you
decide to use on your smartphone,
you’ll have different experiences
with their individual auto-correct
features. Some are way better
than others, but Google’s default
offering remains one of the worst.
However, by digging into the app,
you can turn this feature off
entirely. Go to the
Settings>Language & Input menu
and press on the spanner icon to
the right of the Google Keyboard
listing. There are a ton of features
to play around with, but by
scrolling down the list you can
choose to disable auto-correct.
When you then go to type a
message, you’ll now find any
mistake you make will simply be
underlined and not automatically
changed. You can follow these
same steps to disable auto-correct
on any of the other third-party
keyboards you may have
downloaded on to your device.

Is there a method for
me to merge all of my
cloud accounts into
one?
Although it’s not strictly possible to
merge all cloud storage accounts
into one, it’s possible to keep an
eye on them at the same time
within one app. Our app of choice
for this is CloudCube. This app lets
you connect to a number of cloud
storage accounts; including Google
Drive, Dropbox and SkyDrive, before
enabling users to effortlessly
switch between them with minimal
fuss. When users then upload a
file through CloudCube, they can
choose which account to save the
file to, or simply add it to all of
them. It’s a great tool for
spreading your files around so that
you leave space in each and also
stops the need to have each
individual app stored on your
phone. However, it’s important to
note that some cloud storage
accounts cater for media files
better than others, so make sure
to test each of them out.

Make sure to use the 
menu key on your 
device to keep closing 
background apps as 
these can have a 
massive impact on 
your battery.

The vibrate option on 
your smartphone may be 
handy, but it in fact 
takes more power to 
make the phone vibrate, 
than actually letting it 
ring.

Try to avoid 
downloading and 
uploading a number of 
large fi les in a row and 
instead spread them 
all out over a set 
period of time.

An easy way to save 
energy is to set up a 
screen timeout in the 
Settings menu, so 
that your screen turns 
off when it’s not in 
use.

Sony and Samsung 
both include battery 
saver modes on their 
phones, which will 
help streamline how 
your device uses its 
battery.

min3

min5

min5

10min

“If you're on a limited plan, having 
photos uploaded can be costly”
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Next-gen web
browsing
Web browsing on your 

smartphone has certainly 
come a long way in the past 

couple of years. This is partly due to 
having access to powerful devices, but 
also down to the sheer quality of the 
browsers now available on the Google 
Play store. The likes of Chrome and 
Firefox have set the standard on what 
to now expect from mobile browsers. 
They offer a feature-packed 
experience for to users that doesn’t 
compromise on performance, and best 
of all they’re completely free to use. 
But did you know that mobile 
browsers are capable of so much more 
than simply being used to go from one 
webpage to another?

In this masterclass we’ll be taking a 
look at some expert tricks that users

Take your internet 
browsing to the 
next level with this 
expert masterclass

can explore to take their mobile web 
browsing to the next level. We’ll 
show you two key features in 
some of the newest browsers 
available for users in Javelin and 
Boat, as well as how to browse 
privately by anonymising your 
IP address. Also included is a 
quick guide on adding 
bookmarks to your homescreen 
and how you can achieve the 
elusive lag-free browsing that’s 
surprisingly easier to set up 
than you may initially think.

1. Cut out animations
One way to speed up your 
browsing experience is to go 
into the Developer Options on 
your phone and customise the 
animations you allow on your 
device. It’ll cut a lot of the artwork 
that some websites now include.

2. Stay in sync
All of the main browsers can be 
synced with their desktop counterpart 
so that you can enjoy a seamless 
browsing experience. The likes of 
Chrome and Firefox both have this 
feature enabled from the start.

3. Smart Zoom
You might not think it, but the 
embedded images on a web page are 

highly interactive. Double-tap on them 
to enable the Smart Zoom feature, or 
long-press on them to open up 
different options.

4. Open desktop site
There are various browsers that will 
also boast a companion desktop site, 
but as an example we’re using 
Chrome. Press on the Menu icon and 
then select the ‘Request desktop site’ 
option. This will reformat the page in 
order to mimic the desktop one.

5. Night mode
One of the standout and genuinely 
useful features in Dolphin Browser 
has to be the Night Mode. This enables 
users to lower the overall brightness 
on their screen, making it easier to 
read at night as well as make their 
battery last a little longer.

» masterclass

Thebestwebbrowsers Three browsers that are better than Google Chrome

Puffi n Browser
Customisable
Puffin may look quite 
complicated, but it’s 
surprisingly easy to use 
once you get used to it. 
There’s a decent 
amount of choice for 
users to customise their 
browsing experience 
without having to be 
overloaded with 
different options.

“We’ll be taking a look at 
some expert tricks that 
users can explore to take 
their mobile web browsing to 
the next level, including how 
you can achieve the elusive 
lag-free browsing ”

How can I view
Flash content
on my mobile 
browser?
Since Google pulled 
offi cial support for 
Flash content, users 
need a third-party 
browser to access it. 
The best one currently 
on the market is the 
FlashFox Browser, 
which is completely 
free to download.

Ask your own 
question online at
littlegreenrobot.co.uk

Maxthon 
Web Browser
Feature heavy
After spending time 
with Maxthon, we like 
the NewsBites feature 
that collates the latest 
headlines from your 
favourite news blogs. 
It’s a really great way of 
being able to keep tabs 
on multiple websites all 
at the same time.

Lightning 
Browser
Ultra fast
As its name suggests, 
Lightning Browser is 
really, really quick. 
Moving between 
webpages is seamless 
and the tabbed browsing 
feature works incredibly 
well. It’s a must-have 
app for new and 
seasoned Android users.

http://littlegreenrobot.co.uk
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A quick and
easy way to
keep tabs on
all of your
favourite sites

An icon will be added to your central 
home screen for you to resize and move 

to where you need it. Press on it to be taken 
to the website’s home page.

3

guide
min

A new menu will appear and prompt you 
to add a title to the shortcut you want to 

create. Once complete, press on the Add 
button and the shortcut will be created.

2

Open both Chrome and the website of 
choice before pressing the menu icon 

and then selecting the ‘Add to home screen’ 
option from the list provided.

1

Open up the
Chrome browser
and type
chrome://flags
into the URL bar.
This will take you
to all of the
experimental
features that
Google has been
working on for
Chrome. Please
note that some of
these can be
detrimental to
your device.

Press on the
Default drop-down 
menu and select 
the 512 option 
from the list 
provided. Now 
scroll to the 
bottom of the list 
and select the 
Relaunch Now 
option. This will 
restart Chrome 
with the changes 
in full effect.

Scroll down the
list until you find
the ‘Maximum
tiles for interest
area’ option. This
is where you’ll find
the easiest way to
designate more
RAM to the
Chrome browser
and help
eradicate any
signs of lag.

You should now
find no noticeable 
lag when you 
browse the web 
on your device. If 
you want to revert 
back to how the 
browser was 
previously, go 
back to the 
Experimental 
Features page 
and select the 
‘Reset all to 
default’ option.

Open URL bar

Choose 512

Increase RAM usage

Take a look

1

3

2

4

No matter the processing power within your smartphone, it’s fairly common to find a
small amount of lag as you browse the web. Some websites will be heavy on your
smartphone’s CPU usage, while others will include a number of images that take a

while to load on your screen. You can try countless browsers to distance yourself from the lag, 
but thanks to the Chrome Experiments page, there’s a hidden trick you can also attempt to 
solve it. Google has a number of experimental features that can be tinkered with to get a 
better Chrome experience. The one we are focusing in on for this tutorial will designate more 
RAM to browsing the web, ultimately helping achieve a lag-free experience.

Discover how to get the perfect browsing
experience though a hidden Chrome tweak

Works with » Varies with device

» masterclass

Next-gen web 

browsing

Achieve lag-free 
browsing Save links 

to home 
screen
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Explore Reading Mode 
in Javelin Browser

Make reading
large passages

of text easier
with Javelin’s

useful Reading
Mode feature

One of the biggest issues people face when 
browsing the web is dealing with large 
passages of text. Many websites don’t format 

themselves to work on mobile devices, so users are 
often left with a large amount of text that’s hard to 
read. One of the newest mobile browsers on the 
market is Javelin Browser, and its new Reading Mode 
is a great solution to this problem. 

Through the Reading Mode feature, users can turn 
web pages that include large amounts of text into a 

manageable book style. In terms of design, it looks 
very similar to the Kindle reading app and includes 
lots of the same customisation features as well, but 
perhaps not as in-depth as some people may expect.

In this tutorial we’ll be fully exploring the Reading 
Mode feature in Javelin Browser. We’ll show you how 
to enable it from within the browser, as well as take 
you through some of the available formatting options. 
In addition to this, we’ll reveal how you can share 
web links through it to various contacts.

After you’ve finished reading all of the text, 
press the share icon on the toolbar. This will reveal 
a whole host of different options available for you 
to send the web link of the page you’re on, so 
choose whichever one happens to work best for 
you before sending.

Share the link5

Open up a webpage that has long 
passages of text, but which isn’t correctly 
formatted for mobile use. Press the eye icon on 
the right side of the toolbar to enable the Reading 
Mode. It’ll take a few seconds for the browser to 
work through formatting the text.

Find and enable1

In a similar way to the Kindle app, users of 
this feature can interact with the text in different 
ways. Highlight passages by double-tapping on 
them, or copy them to the clipboard with a 
long-press. Save embedded images by long-
pressing on them as well.

Interaction4

Scroll through the newly formatted page to 
make sure that all the text is correctly placed and 
all of the images are present. Although it differs 
from page to page, text tends to appear quite 
large, so use the A +/- toggles at the top of the app 
in order to make it smaller.

Take a look2

If you find that you’re having trouble 
reading the text, or just want a change of style, 
then press on the sun icon to change the 
background to black and the text to white. This 
layout tends to make it generally easier to read 
text, but can clash with images.

Change the backdrop3

Works with » Android 4.0 and up
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Createabrowsingtoolbar
Choose the browser features you want instant access to by creating a custom toolbar in Boat Browser

It can take a few minutes for the
connection to be established, but once done you’ll
see a notification appear alerting you of it. This
notification will provide you with details of where in
the world your temporary IP is based.

Check connection2
If you don’t want to manually connect to a 

VPN before browsing the web, go to the app’s 
Settings menu and enable the Auto-connect to 
VPN option. This little option will help save you a lot 
of time in the long run.

Auto-connect option3
Open up the Hideman VPN app and press

on the Connect button at the bottom of the
device. The app will now scan for your own IP
address to determine your location as well as a
remote IP for you to connect to.

Connect to remote IP1

No matter what browser or device you use to
search the web, your data is never
completely safe from being compromised. If

you’re worried about how your data is being sent, or
simply that your device is being tracked, then you
could look at anonymising your IP address. Through
the Hideman VPN app, you can connect to a remote 
IP that the app provides, which enables you to not 
only browse the internet safely, but also in complete 
privacy. The app provides users with several hours of 
free private web browsing, with it costing just a 
small amount of money to get unlimited access – a 
small price to pay for anonymity on the internet.

Works with » Android 2.1 and up

guide
min

Open up Boat Browser and
select the arrow icon at the

top-right of the app. This will open up
a side menu titled Customize 
Toolbar. Here you can switch and 
change the icons you want to have 
access to on your side toolbar.

1 Most of the features that are
already placed on the toolbar

are fairly pointless when using Boat
Browser. If you want to focus in on 
making the browsing experience 
easier, then add things like the New 
and Close tab options.

2 You’ll notice that some of the
icons have a blue shine to

them; this means that they link in
with other apps on your device. 
Similarly as before, some of them 
are fairly pointless, but one or two 
could be worthwhile additions.

3 Once you’ve finished sorting 
out the layout, press the Back 

button on your device. A swipe to 
the right on your screen should now 
show your alternate toolbar in a list 
format, as well as options to make 
further edits to it.

4

Browse the web in complete privacy by 
using Hideman VPN

Anonymise
your IP address

» masterclass

Next-gen web 

browsing

Message us!
Get in touch via Facebook

and Twitter

»twitter
@lgrobot
Follow us to send your 
questions and thoughts

»facebook
/littlegreenrobot
Get help from our 
Facebook community
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We live in a super-connected world
where all of our devices talk to each
other. While there can be no denying

that this has made things infinitely more
convenient, sometimes it can be a bit tricky to
get all the devices talking in the right language.

This tutorial will walk you through how to
print attachments directly from your Gmail
app. You’ll need the right sort of printer for it to

work, and you’ll need to install a new app to
make sure your phone can actually talk to it,
but other than that the whole process is pretty
straightforward. In addition to being able to
print out a physical copy of your attachments,
you can also save them as PDFs, either as a
hard copy or to your Google Drive. In terms of
equipment, you’ll need your phone, you’ll need
a printer that’s connected to the internet over a

wireless
network, and 
that’s it.

So all that’s left 
is for you to load up 
your Gmail app, find 
the attachment you 
want to print and then 
you’re ready to get going.

The best thing about using Google Cloud 
Print is that you don’t need to be on the same 
wireless network as your printer for it to work. So 
long as the printer can connect to the service, you 
can send files to it through the cloud from 
wherever you are. Magic!

Print wherever you are6

This is the screen you’ll be promptly
greeted with. The drop-down box at the top shows
you all of the printing choices that are available to 
you. However, if you are yet to set up a printer, 
you’ll only be able to export the file as a PDF or add 
it to your Google Drive.

Google Cloud Print2

The printer you’ve just added should now 
be in the drop-down menu on the printing page. 
You can tweak how you want the file to print with 
the settings on display. When you’re ready to go, 
just tap on Print and your file should be sent to the 
printer to do its thing.

Print your file5

Tap on the All Printers option in the menu 
and you’ll see a list of the printers that you can 
choose from. If you want to add a new printer to 
the list, you need to tap on the + button in the top 
right-hand corner. You’ve got two options here – 
Cloud Print and Add Service.

Add your printers3

If you tap Add Service you’ll be taken to the 
Play Store and shown the various first-party printing 
apps that allow you to print wirelessly. Going for the 
Cloud Print option is much easier, though. Tap on 
that and your phone should automatically find any 
wireless printers that are nearby.

Make your choice4

When you’ve located the email with the
attachment that you want to print, tap on the
Menu button. This will bring up a list of options. 
You want to look for the one that says Print. It 
should be about two-thirds of the way down the 
list. Simply tap it to continue.

Find the file1

Works with » Varies with device 

Print attachments
in Gmail How to use the Gmail app to print 

attachments with a few taps
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Create a 
widget with 
Zooper Pro

One of the many customisation 
options available to Android 
users are widgets. They can be 

placed upon any home screen to add 
pieces of bitesize information, or expand 
an app’s features. Some are noticeably 
better than others and there are even 
custom widget packs available to 
download from the Google Play store. 
However, a great way of fi nding a widget 
that offers the function you ideally want 
is to create your own. Thanks to the 
Zooper Pro app, it’s entirely possible to 
customise your own widget. There are 
plenty of options regarding the sizing of 
it, as well as how you want it to look and 
function. Read on to fi nd out more.

Learn to create and 
customise a widget to 
your exact specifi cation

Creating the perfect widget
Here are three options users need to check out 
to make a widget they can be proud of

The exact colour
Picking a background 
colour is of vital 
importance when 
creating a widget. First 
off, you’ll want a colour 
that doesn’t overpower 
the details of the widget 
and also one that doesn’t 
clash with the wallpaper 
on your device.

Time and location
For things like the 
weather or a clock 
widget, you’ll want to 
make sure that you add 
either a location or 
timezone to it. Failure to 
do so will leave your 
widget fl ailing about, 
tracking completely the 
wrong data.

Start scaling
Near the bottom of 
the Zooper Pro menu 
you’ll fi nd the scaling 
option. Here you can 
perfect the exact 
location of the widget 
within the layout and 
the proximity of 
certain parts of the 
widget to one another.

Save
Once you’ve scrolled down the menu 
and made all the necessary changes 
to your created widget, press on the 
Save button at the top of the app. 
Depending on how much detail you 
went into, it can take a few minutes 
for the save to fi nalise.

What should it do?
Each widget you create needs to have a 
specifi c function to make it useful. For this 
you need to enter the Widget OnTap Action 
menu. There’s everything from clocks to 
weather reports. Select want you want and 
back out of the menu afterwards.

Edit saved widgets
If you’ve previously got a widget that you’ve 
created in a different app, then use the 
folder icon located at the top of the app to 
open it up in Zooper Pro. Users can now 
make any necessary changes, but please 
be warned that some features from other 
apps won’t open in Zooper.

Take a look
Back out of the app and take a look at the 
fi nished product. As with any widget, you can 
resize and move it to any home screen you 
see fi t. Go back to the Zooper Pro app and 
use the folder icon to open it if you want to 
make further changes to it.

Changing layout
There are plenty of different layouts you can 
apply to your created widgets. Although 
most are templated, users can also delve a 
little deeper and edit the spacing in 
between words and numbers, as well as 
customise exact parts of the widget.
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Cleanyour cloud
storage accounts

How to use
Unclouded to

make your Drive
and Dropbox

accounts a little
bit neater

I f you’re anything like us, sometimes you’ll use 
your cloud storage accounts to dump something, 
then never bother coming back to it. Whether it’s a 

bunch of screenshots you needed for a project or a 
document that you wanted to work on using a 
different device, cloud storage accounts can easily 
become cluttered with files and folders. That’s where 
Unclouded comes in. It’s an easy to use file manager 
that shows you which files you’ve accessed recently, 

and which you haven’t touched for a couple of years. It 
shows if you’ve got any duplicates, and lets you empty 
your trash with a tap. 

In this tutorial we’ll show you how to use the app to 
clean your Dropbox and Drive accounts. Most of the 
steps work in the free version of Unclouded, but if you 
want to delete files you’ll need to buy the premium 
version. It’ll only set you back £1.15, and if you’re a big 
cloud storage user it’s definitely worth it.

First things first; head on over to the 
Google Play store and download the app. It’s a free 
download, but there are some extra features that 
you can unlock with an IAP. You should try it for 
free first to see if you’re actually going to need any 
of the extra features.

Download the app1

Next bring the menu back up and look for 
the tab marked Last Modified. This will show you 
what you’ve been using recently, and more 
importantly, what you haven’t used for a while. Tap 
it and you’ll see a list of dates showing a 
chronological breakdown of your folders.

See what you use5
You’ll be informed if you’ve got any 

duplicated items. If you don’t, then you’ll get the 
cheery cartoon cloud to let you know the good 
news. If you have then you’re going to want to 
delete one or more of them. Long-press an item to 
delete it if you’re a premium user.

Kill the copies4

Next you’ll need to sign into your accounts. 
Right now only Google Drive and Dropbox are 
supported. If you’ve got both you can easily swap 
between them. Once you’re signed in you’ll be 
taken to an overview of your account that shows 
you how much of your storage you’re using.

Sign in to the cloud2

Tap the cloud in the top-left of the screen
and you’ll bring up the main menu. This shows
you the various ways you can display all of the
files and folders that you have stored in your 
cloud. Tap on the one that says Duplicates to 
start cleaning up.

Check the menu3

Works with » Android 4.0.3 and up
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Tap the items you’ve used this past year. 
These will probably be the ones you want to keep, 
but it’s worth having a look through to make sure 
there’s nothing unnecessary amongst them. You 
can change the way the files are ordered by 
tapping the button on the top-right.

Go for the year6

If you don’t happen to like the look of lists, 
then you can tap the square button to change to 
grid view. This is true of everywhere you happen 
to be in the app, and it’ll remember your choice, 
too, so there’s no need to tap every time you go 
to a different file, folder, or view.

Change the look8

Unclouded also breaks your files and 
folders down into categories. This is really handy if 
you know you’ve got a glut of one type of file and 
you want to have a tidy up. As with individual 
folders, you can arrange these categories by size, 
last modified, and so on.

Pick a category11

One great feature of Unclouded is the 
access it gives you to deleted files. Not only can 
you empty your trash here, you can restore any 
files that you’ve accidentally deleted. You can only 
use this feature on Google Drive though, so try not 
to get trigger happy on Dropbox.

Go to the trash9

You can order the various files and folders in 
a number of different ways. Remember these are 
the folders you’ve accessed during the past year, so 
you’re refining a search within a search. You should 
definitely check which you’ve used most recently, 
and which are taking up the most space.

Change the order7

A good way to work out what you should 
get rid of is swapping between file size and 
modified date. If files are near the top of both of 
the lists, then it’s obvious you don’t use them 
much and they’re taking up valuable space you 
don’t need them to be.

Be clever12

You can either select individual files in the 
trash to delete by long pressing, or toss the whole 
lot out by tapping on the menu button and 
selecting Empty Trash. You can restore them in the 
same way as well, or even send them somewhere 
else after you’ve selected them.

Take it out10

If something’s taking up a lot of space but 
you’re not ready to part with it, why not download it 
to your device? That way you’re keeping your cloud 
open without getting rid of anything. Just tap on a 
file or folder and it’ll automatically start 
downloading to your device.

Take it from the cloud13

Do I really need the
premium features?
You could hypothetically 
bounce between Unclouded 
and your actual Dropbox and 
Google Drive apps, using 
Unclouded to see what needs 
to go and then deleting it 
manually from the source. 
However, if you don’t need the 
premium features you can 
probably get away with not 
installing the app at all.

Ask your own  
question online at
littlegreenrobot.co.uk

Get in touch
We’re on Facebook and Twitter, or

just drop us an email

»twitter
@lgrobot
Follow us to send your 
comments and pics

Need help? Got a question? Drop us 
an email and let us know

»email
qa@littlegreenrobot.co.uk

Like us on Facebook and 
join our community

»facebook
/littlegreenrobot
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ake notes
ithgestures

There are plenty of note-taking apps on the
Google Play store, so if you’re going to take 
notice of one, it’s going to have to do 

something pretty special. QwickNote has a neat 
gesture-based UI that lets you swipe and tap to 
create notes on the fl y. It’s got a clever widget 

that you can update from the app, and it enables 
you to add photos, alarms, and other 
attachments to your notes. In this tutorial we’ll 
show you how you can swipe through notes in 
no time at all. All you’ll need is the free version of 
QwickNote to get started.

Works with » Android 2.3 and up

1. Getting started
When you fi rst start the app you’ll see a 
group of notes. These are some simple 
hints to help you along. Have a read 
through them and when you’re fi nished 
swipe them to the left of the screen. This 
is how you send notes to the recycle bin. 
There’s an undo option that pops up if 
you delete anything accidentally.

2. Add your own notes 
Swipe in from the left-hand side of the 
screen and you’ll bring up the menu. Tap 
on one of the + symbols and you’ll be able 
to add your own note. Tap on the photo 
icon and you’ll be taken straight to your 
default camera app to take a photograph. 

Tapping on the button with lines and dots 
enables you to create a list.

3. Swipe to play
Next up, swipe the card you’ve just created 
towards the right of the screen. This will 
open up the note-specifi c menu. There are 
a few options for you to play with here. For 
example, you can add the note to a folder, 
set an alarm, share it, or add an 
attachment. The button we’re interested in 
right now, though, is the star one.

4. Reach for the stars
If you tap on the star button the note will 
be added to the QwickNote widget. You’ll 
need to add this to one of your 

homescreens, obviously, but once it’s 
there only notes that you favourite in this 
way will be added. That means your 
important reminders are only ever a 
homescreen swipe away. 

5. Copying, reminders,
and folders
Setting up an alarm on one of your notes 
is as simple as tapping the clock and 
choosing a time and a date. If you want to 
copy the text of one of your notes you can 
do so by tapping the Copy button from its 
specifi c menu. Swipe in from the right 
edge of the screen to access and create 
folders. This means you can keep related 
notes together, all nice and tidy.

[FIG 1] You can use all 
of the different options 
with just a single tap. 
All that’s needed is to 
swipe from the right to 
close the menu when 
you’re done.

[FIG 2] Adding a 
reminder is a simple 

case of fi nding the 
correct date and time 
on your calendar. You 
can set the alarm to 

repeat as well.

Should I get
the pro
version?
If you write a lot of 
notes it’s worth it. If 
you’re a light 
note-taker, see how 
you get on with the 
free version.

Ask your own 
question online at
littlegreenrobot.co.uk

Speed up the note-taking process using 
QwickNote’s gesture-based interface
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Sync your social 
media contacts 
together

Sometimes it can be a nightmare 
managing all of your social 
networking contacts. Don’t worry 

though, Spydy Contacts is here to help. It 
squishes all of your contacts into a single 
app, and you can swipe and tap through a 
variety of different networks. In this 
tutorial we’ll show you how the app works, 
and explain how to get the most out of the 
contact-combining service it offers. We’ll 
also give you some tips that will mean 
you’ll be relying on the app for all of your 
contact management. All you need to do to 
get started is head on over to the Google 
Play store and download the app for free.

Use the Spydy Contacts app 
to keep all of your social 
media contacts safely 
under the same roof

Three more things to know
Here are some hints that’ll let you get a tight hold on 
how Spydy deals with your contacts, and save you 
some time in the process

Group your 
contacts together
Groups are really easy to 
create in Spydy, and if 
you’re often getting in 
touch with multiple 
people, they’ll save you a 
lot of time. You can view 
them in web view too, 
which makes using the 
app a lot smoother.

Mail to multiples
It’s not just email you can
send to multiple people. 
You can tweet, send 
Facebook messages and 
send an SMS so long as 
all of the contacts you 
select have the pertinent 
information in their 
entries. It’s just a case of 
ticking the boxes.

Keep all of your 
contacts in sync
Obviously you might add 
new contacts to your 
social media accounts as 
you go along, so it’s 
important to make sure 
that Spydy stays in sync. 
The best way to do this is 
to set an auto-sync up 
from the Settings menu.

Contact list
The main page shows a list of 
contacts you’ve imported to 
Spydy. They’re in alphabetical 
order, and you can search 
through them simply by tapping 
the search bar at the top of the 
screen. You can also slide along 
the letters at the side to activate 
a quick browse.

Contact options
Swiping a contact brings up the 
options you have for that person. 
Some messages you can send from 
within the app too, meaning with a 
swipe and a tap you’re ready to 
write. Others, like the email option, 
will take you to your default app.

In-built help
The menu button lets you access a
tutorial that walks you through the
basics of the app. It’s defi nitely 
worth watching if this is your fi rst
time using Spydy, although the 
soundtrack isn’t great. You can also
purchase the full version of the app
in the menu.

Further options
The different tabs at the top of the 
page let you access different 
aspects of the app. The second 
one shows your groups, and the 
third one shows them in web form. 
You can pick which of these shows 
when you start up the app.

Multiple contacts
The blue arrows next to a contact’s 
name shows that the contact is 
actually a couple of contacts 
merged together. You can check 
that this is right by tapping on a 
contact to get to their profi le. It is 
possible for you to merge contacts 
from the same place, too.
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the security 
personal fi les
the emergence of cloud storage, 
elopers have been keen to implement 

ways users can safely secure fi les 
hin the cloud and internally on a 

en everything from password 
vaults that all work well, but 

y as Andrognito. The app uses a 
tion service so that only 

ecified PIN can gain entry
s, while also catering for

nearly every type of fi le you could encounter when 
using your Android phone or tablet. If your device 
does fall into the wrong hands it’s no problem, as 
the app has a unique fake vault feature, which will 
send users to a fake vault that can be created, with 
your sensitive data still remaining completely safe. 
It’s an incredibly useful set of features and in this 
tutorial we’ll show you how by using Andrognito, 
you can safely secure your internally stored fi les and 
point out some of its other amazing uses as well.

As well as securing individual fi les, users 
can also secure folders full of fi les at the same 
time. Long-press on a specifi ed folder and press 
the lightning icon at the bottom of the app. The 
app will now scan the folders for important fi les 
and add them to the secured list.

Using Flash Mode5
Press on the menu icon at the top-left of 

the app to open up the app’s side menu. Under 
the files listing you should now see a number that 
corresponds to the number of fi les that you’ve 
secured. Each of these will be saved under a 
specified tab at the top of the app.

Find secured fi les4

All your fi les will be distributed into 
different folders, depending on the directory to 
which they were saved. Against each type of fi le 

u’ll see a small icon that can help differentiate it 
between a document, audio and video fi les. 
Unknown fi le types won’t be listed with the app.

Initial search2

files you want
g-press on one file

he remaining ones until
press the padlock icon at

to make them only accessible
reated PIN.

s

Works with » Android 4.0 and up
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Addextra
encryption
Dig into Andrognito’s settings to find a whole host of
additional features to keep your files secure

It’s possible to reverse the procedure of
securing a file. Go through the side menu and
select the files tab before swiping right on the file
that you wish to unhide. The file name will turn
grey, on which you can press the unlock padlock in
order to reverse the procedure.

Choose to unsecure6

Depending on the type and size of file
you’re trying to remove PIN protection from, you
may be required to enter your login details once
again. It can take a little while for the files to
unhide, but a small pop-up will appear once the
process has been completed.

Await for confirmation7

After a prolonged period of time, you may
find that Andrognito moves some of your files
around and places them into different tabs. The 
app tracks how you interact with your secured 
files, so you may find some of them appear in the 
Favourites tab down the line.

Add to favourites8

Other ways to keep your files safe
1 Secure lockscreen
Make sure to implement either a PIN 
or pattern to prevent unwanted 
access to your device.

2 Into the cloud
Create an encrypted cloud account 
to keep all your sensitive data all in 
one place for remote access.

3 Avoid malicious sites
Use the Chrome or Firefox browsers 
so you’re alerted to possible 
malicious sites or phishing scams.

4 Scheduled scans
It’s always worth doing antivirus 
scans to make sure nothing bad has 
access to your files.

5 Third-party downloads
Try and avoid downloading apps 
from third-party sites to prevent 
them accessing sensitive data.tips

min

Open the side menu within the app and 
select the Settings tab near the bottom of the 
list. Now turn on the Stealth Mode toggle at the 
top of the Settings to create a fake vault where 
you can send intruders if your device happens 
to fall into the wrong hands.

Turn on Stealth Mode1
As a backup to your PIN, the Stealth PIN 

is a vital tool to make sure you send intruders in 
the wrong direction. If intruders fail to guess 
your Stealth PIN correctly, they’ll be 
automatically taken to the fake vault, which you 
can fill with random junk files.

Add a new PIN2

Another back-up procedure you can add to your 
Andrognito account is to implement a security 
question. You are given a variety of questions to 
choose from, so just make sure you pick 
something that potential intruders will simply 
have no idea of knowing. Add your answer to the 
question on the next page.

Implement a security 
question 3

The final feature that is definitely worth enabling 
is Invisible Mode. With this turned on, the app 
icon will disappear from your device and instead 
users will need to call YOUR_PIN into the dialer 
to be taken to the app’s login screen. There will 
be no trace of the YOUR_PIN action left in the 
call log afterwards.

Enable Invisible
Mode4
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Turn apps into 
homescreens

P laying around with different 
launchers is one of the joys 
of Android ownership. It 

really lets you customise your 
Android experience, and tweak 
things in a way that no other 
mobile OS allows. Blur Launcher, 
for example, lets you add apps as 
homescreens on your device. It 
essentially means that your 
favourite apps are rarely more than 
a swipe away. There’s some 
limitation – right now there are 
only a handful of apps supported, 
and they’re all made by the 
company behind Blur – but there’s 
real potential here all the same.

 This tutorial will show you how 
to get the apps working on your 
new launcher, and walk you 
through the launcher itself. You’ll 
need to install the launcher and 
you’ll also need to download an 
app that works with the launcher. 
Right now that’s just Twitter client 
Talon and EvolveSMS.

Use Blur Launcher to set apps as 
homescreens and get to them with a 
few quick swipes

Set up an info page
Use Blur’s pages system to create a new homescreen that contains a bunch of 
widget-style info panes that you can swipe to quickly and easily

Swipe across to where you 
added your new page and you should 
find something that looks similar to 
this. Tap on any of the panes to use 
them. You will need to set a default 
app for your alarm, though.

Find your info3Tap on the option that says Add 
Cards. This will let you add the info 
panes to your newly created page. 
You can add as many or as few as 
you’d like. When you’re done go back 
to your homescreen.

Add some cards2Go to the fi rst free page in your 
launcher and tap the + button. 
Instead of adding an app,you want to 
tap on the option that says Blur Info. 
When you’ve done that head back to 
the Settings menu.

Create a new page1

Spot updates
If you head back into the 
Settings and hit the Menu 
button you’ll be able to search 
for pages you can use in the 
Google Play store. It’s worth 
checking up every now and then 
in case any apps you use have 
been updated with support.

Get to Page Picker
To get to this screen after you’ve installed 
Blur, long-press on the background of one of 
your homescreens, then tap on Settings. 
From the Settings menu tap on Page Picker. 
This is where you can set which apps you’d 
like to use as homescreens.

Manage pages
Tap on the + sign and you’ll be 
presented with a list of pages 
you can add. Some of these 
won’t be apps, but the ones that 
are will have their app icon next 
to them. Tap on one of these 
and it’ll be set in the slot.

Add more
There are fi ve different pages 
you can add apps to, 
hypothetically at least. At the 
time of writing there are only 
two apps that support the 
service. Hopefully it’ll become 
more popular once people fi nd 
out about it. Repeat the process 
to add another app.

Speed things up
When you’ve added an app, the 
launcher can take some time to 
catch up. If that’s the case, you 
can hit the Refresh button in 
Settings to try and jog things 
along. There’s also a Refresh 
button on the page where the 
app should be.
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Disable Google 
Nowforever
Not a fan of the personal assistant? Use this hidden fix in 
order to permanently remove Google Now from your device

Google Now has become one of the premier ways 
users can access any information they desire 
on their Android devices. It collates data based 

on your search history and internet usage to provide you 
with specially crafted cards that cover a wide range of 
topics, including sports results, entertainment news, 
stock prices and even app recommendations. With 
prolonged use, many users will find Google Now to be 
an information hub, but for some it can be a little 

overbearing in the ways it continuously 
delivers you new information every time you 
access it. Although it’s a fairly simple task to 
simply remove certain cards from your personal 
Google Now account, alternate cards that Google 
can offer will simply replace them. However, 
hidden away through the Google Now menu system, 
users can permanently disable Google Now on their 
device. Read on to find out exactly how to do it.

If you decide that disabling Google Now 
isn’t for you, then how about disabling some of the 
cards instead? With Google Now enabled, press 
on the menu icon on any of the cards and select 
the Disable option from the list provided to remove 
it from the service.

Disabling cards6

After the app has stopped syncing, you’ll 
be prompted to allow or disallow new cards; make 
sure to choose Disallow for each of these if you’re 
disabling Google Now. Scroll down to the bottom 
of the page and press the menu icon and then the 
Settings option provided.

Find the settings2

Press on the home button on your device 
and venture back into the Google app through the 
app drawer. Again, the app will attempt to sync 
cards, but this time around you should find a blank 
menu appear with the ‘Get Google Now’ phrase 
near the top of the screen.

Did it work?5

To turn off Google Now, press on the toggle 
at top of the app. After you’ve disabled the Google 
Now service, the app will automatically set each 
card back to its default settings. It will also remove 
any additional cards that you’ve added to it 
through third-party apps.

Disable Google Now3

When disabling Google Now on your 
device, you can also turn off the Location History 
feature. This means that any data Google has 
collated about your current location will be 
deleted, but it could impact on how some 
third-party apps work on your device.

Location History option4

Works with » Varies with device

If you’ve previously removed the Google 
search bar from your device’s home screen, you’ll 
need to open up Google Now through the official 
Google app. Depending on the last time you 
opened the app, it can take a few minutes for the 
new Google Now cards to finish syncing.

Open Google Now1
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Create a custom 
notification bar
Add the toggles
and settings you
want to a

sonalised
n bar

Notifi cations are amazing things; they can 
make short work out of what could be a 
lengthy task, or they can add new functions 

to your device. Normally you’d fi nd the standard 
selection of notifi cations at the top of your phone or 
tablet, but thanks to a new app, you can add a variety 
of interactive notifi cations to your notifi cation centre. 

The Notifi cation Toggle app is a free download from 
the Google Play store and includes a plethora of 

ifferent shortcuts, features and toggles that can all 

be added to your very own bespoke notifi cation bar. 
Users have the choice to make their custom bar as 
detailed or as basic as they want, but the app makes it 
straightforward to get started. 

In this tutorial, we’ll explore the various sections of 
the Notifi cation Toggle app, as well as guide you 
through the process of creating your own toolbar and 
mention some of the toggles you really should be 
including. Check out the two-minute guide to see how 
you can then perform a toolbar back-up.

You can change a number of settings 
within the app to help make your customised 
notification bar a bit easier to use. For example, 
the Notifi cation Priority option enables users to 
choose how often they want to be alerted when a 
new notifi cation is available.

Set priorities5

When you first open up the Notification
Toggle app, you’ll be greeted with a selection of
menus that house different toggles. Each menu
caters for different sections of your phone and by
pressing the + icon to the side of each menu, you
can see a list of the toggles within.

Toggle menus1

The next menu will provide you with the
necessary tools to add an installed app icon to
your notifications bar. This icon will work as a
shortcut to it, providing quick access. Press on the
+ icon and select any number of apps from the
menu that duly appears.

Add an app shortcut4

You’ll fi nd two sets of boxes that you can 
tick, with the left representing the toggle to be 
placed at the top of your menu, while ticking the 
right will put the toggle on the bottom. It’s 
important to keep the two sets of toggles 
balanced, so pick a matching amount.

Top or bottom?2

esting toggles you can
bottom of the list under the

can find quick settings to access
mera, or even a quick shortcut to

created alarm. Scroll to the right of
n you’ve made the selections.

ggles

Works with » Varies with device
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Backupyour
notificationbar
Transfer your custom bar to a new device by
backing it up through the app

Another option worth checking out is
Change Icon. Here you can set the style, size and
colour of icons that relate to certain toggles, but
without having to go through complex procedures
to set it up. Simply go through the list and make
the necessary choices.

Change icons6

Head back out of the app and drag the
notification bar down for the menu to appear.
Depending on how you customised it, you should
now have two bars of shortcuts in front of you.
Simply press on one of them to access its
corresponding function or app.

The finished product7

If you own an Android Wear smartwatch,
you can use Notification Toggle to create a bar of
toggles on your smartwatch’s home screen. Go to 
the Android Wear section within the app and 
choose from the various options that are provided. 
You can even add app shortcuts to it.

AndroidWearcompatibility8

5 other things you can do with smartphone notifications
1 Add them to your lockscreen
Explore the Head-up Notification 
app to add important reminders 
directly to your lockscreen.

2 Create notification widgets
Notify! enables users to create a 
custom widget packed with 
app-based notifications.

3 Get them on your desktop
Receive all notifications through 
your desktop computer with the 
Desktop Notifications app.

4 Floating notifications
Bring the notifications menu on to 
any of your phone’s home screens 
with the Floatify app.

5 Metro Notifications 
Turn your notifications into 
Metro-themed notifications and 
change how they work and function.tips

min

With the home screen of the Notification 
Toggles app loaded, press on the Settings icon 
in order to open up the Preferences screen. 
From here you’ll want to scroll down to the 
bottom of the menu and select the Backup & 
Restore option that’s provided.

Find the Preferences1
The app will now provide you with a 

quick notice detailing that users who have a 
Google Drive account can create a backup on it, 
without needing to go through the Notifications 
Toggle app. If you don’t have an account, press 
the Backup option on the menu.

Alternate means2

After you’ve wiped your phone, or simply 
bought a new one, download the Notifications 
Toggle app again, head back to the Backup & 
Restore option and select the Restore option. 
You’ll need the File Explorer app installed to find 
the created backup.

Choose to restore3
With the File Explorer app now loaded, 

you’ll first want to head to the Android folder 
located at the top of the list. From here you’ll 
want to open the data folder and look for the 
Notifications Toggle app. Within this folder you 
can find the backup and open it.

Find the backup4
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Turnany app 
into a Chrome
extension

Works with » Android 4.0.3 and up

After selecting your app, you’ll now want to 
select whether to convert the phone or tablet 
version of the app. It’s important to note that not 
every app will have this option. Secondly, you’ll 
need to choose whether you want the app to be 
converted in portrait or landscape mode.

Device and orientation3
No matter the option you previously 

picked, eventually you’ll be given a list of all the 
apps available to be converted. Although some 
apps may not be included, chances are you’ll fi nd 
nearly all the installed APK fi les and apps on your 
device readily available.

Select an app2
When you first open the ARChon Packager

app, you’ll be prompted to select where the app
you want to convert is stored to. Selecting the 
Installed Application option will bring up a list of all 
the apps, whereas the APK option will require the 
app to perform a scan.

Installed app1

Get your favourite Android apps on any 
Chrome OS device

Thanks to the infl ux of new 
Chromebooks and similar Chrome OS 
devices, Google has fi nally given in to 

porting over a select number of Android 
apps over to Chrome. Evernote, Vine, 
Duolingo and Sight Words are currently the 
only Android apps that have been offi cially 
ported over to Chrome OS, but thanks to a 
new app, users can port nearly any Android 
app they desire on to their Chromebook. 

The ARChon Packager is an app that’s 
capable of converting 99% of the apps on the 
Google Play store into an extension that will 
run on any Chromebook. The fi nished 
product will leave you with an exact replica 
of the Android app, enabling you to expand 
the functionality of your Chromebook tenfold. 
In this tutorial we’ll help you select the right 
app to convert, as well as identify the settings 
and features you must check out before 
converting the app. We’ll also show you 
where to fi nd the converted fi le and how to 
transfer it across to your Chromebook.

Device mode
Although not compatible with all 
apps, the Device mode lets you 
choose whether you want the 
tablet or phone variant of the app 
converted. Some apps like Dropbox 
tend to work better in tablet mode.

Choose orientation
This option is purely down to 
preference and the size of your 
Chrome OS device. If it’s a smaller 
device, we recommend running the 
app in landscape mode, as it’s 
much easier to see.

Benefi ts of ADB
By ticking the ADB option, users will 
be able to edit their newly 
converted fi les at a later date. 
Although there are no real benefi ts 
to doing this, it can be helpful if you 
run into any problems that you can 
fi nd an easy fi x for.

Access to fi les
To be able to get the app to load on 
your Chromebook, it’s imperative 
that you tick the Enable Access 
option. This will make the fi le 
identifi able on a Chromebook or 
other Chrome OS device.
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It’s important to pay close attention to the
settings at the bottom of the screen. Make sure to
enable both the Enable Access and Enable ADB
options. The latter is especially useful in making
edits to the file once it’s been converted if you
happen to run into any problems.

Other settings4

At the bottom of the confirmation screen
you can select to share the newly-formed Chrome
extension. Due to the small size of the files, these
can be distributed via various social media
platforms, through emails, or simply through a
cloud storage account.

Share the extension6

By long-pressing on one of your converted
apps, you can choose to export it to a cloud
storage account. This makes it a lot easier to 
access on a Chromebook. If you’re planning on 
exporting numerous extensions, this process can 
take a while to complete.

Transfer8

To start the transfer process across to
your Chrome OS device, download and open the
File Explorer app from the Google Play store. You’ll
need this app to help search your device’s internal
storage. Once opened, scroll down the list and find
the ChromeAPKS folder.

Find the file7

After pressing the Next button at the
bottom of the screen, the app will automatically
begin converting the app into a Chrome extension.
Depending on the size of the app, this process can
anywhere from a few seconds right up to a few
minutes in order to fully complete.

Finalise conversion5

Now go onto the cloud storage account on
your Chromebook and download the file. The
extension will automatically add itself to your app 
drawer at the bottom of the Chromebook and by 
opening it, you’ll be able to enjoy your newly 
converted Android app.

Install and enjoy9

Which apps should you convert into Chrome extensions?
1 Snapchat
Take a look at all the snaps you 
receive on a much larger  
Chrome OS screen.

2 Drippler
Discover something new 
about your Android device 
everyday with this top app.

3 SugarSync
This app is the perfect choice for 
those who enjoy streaming movies 
from the cloud.

4 Candy Crush Saga
One of the most addictive 
games on Android, this puzzler 
works a treat on Chrome OS.

5 Kindle
Enjoy your ebooks on the comfort  
of your Chromebook or other 
Chrome OS device.tips

What sorts of apps
aren’t compatible
with ARChon?
Unfortunately there’s no
distinct theme as to what apps
aren’t compatible with ARChon.
It’s safe to presume that most
games won’t convert and any
apps that are too big will also
not convert. Some social media
apps will also have limited
functionality when used on any
Chrome OS device.

I can’t find the
ChromeAPKS
folder in File
Explorer, help!
If you happen to scroll down the
list of folders and are unable to
find the ChromeAPKS folder,
then use the Search function
located at the bottom-left side
of the app. It’s a great way of
finding individual files or folders
stored on your device.

Ask your own  
question online at
littlegreenrobot.co.uk

Need help?
Got a problem with your 
Android phone or tablet? 
Get in touch with us...

»facebook
/littlegreenrobot
Get help from our 
Facebook community

»twitter
@lgrobot
Follow us to send your 
questions and thoughts

»email
qa@littlegreenrobot.co.uk
Send your questions for our team of 
experts to tackle
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I t seems like barely a day can go by without
something exciting happening in the
Android world, be it a new device, a new

Android version or just a clever new app or
custom ROM. We’d all like to update
continuously to the latest and greatest phone
or tablet, but the reality is that not only would
doing so be extremely expensive, it’s also not
often possible as most of us buy our phones

with multi-year contract lock-ins. It’s not all
bad news though. The Android community is
nothing if not enterprising, and more often
than not there are ways to get the latest
features on your existing phone, courtesy of
mods, hacks or tweaks. Sometimes it can
actually be better, because you can get the
best of all worlds! There are of course some
things that can’t be replicated using software

alone – a higher resolution screen, a better
quality camera, a larger battery… but you can
often at least get a feel for the experience, for
example with tweaked display settings, an
improved camera app or enhanced battery-
saving measures. Even if you’re not lusting
after features from the latest devices, our
modifications will help you get the most out of
what you have today.

Hacker ZøneExplore the 
limits of
your Android 
device

044 50 Upgrade hacks 056 Hacking tips and tricks 58 Tutorials
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Get the latest OS
with CyanogenMod

If your manufacturer 
doesn’t offer the latest 

Android version, 
Cyanogen might

With every release of Android comes a host of 
new features. The problem is that unless you 
own a Nexus phone or tablet, it can take a 

while for those features to arrive in the form of a 
software update. Often, if your device is not current-
generation, you might not get an update at all! 

CyanogenMod is a custom ROM based on AOSP, the 
base Android source code. This means that it is 
aligned with the latest Android version. CyanogenMod 
builds are maintained for a huge number of older 
devices, making it a great option for modernising your 
phone or tablet’s operating system.

After you’ve downloaded, backed up and 
wiped, you’re ready to fl ash! Push the ROM zip fi le 
to your internal/external SD card and fl ash using 
the recovery menu. You’ll also need to fl ash Gapps 
(the default Google apps) to get full access to the 
Play store.

Flash the ROM6

In order to fl ash, for most devices you will 
need to ensure that your bootloader is unlocked. 
The actual process varies depending on the device 
manufacturer – HTC, Sony and Motorola all have 
bootloader unlock websites. Samsung devices are 
fl ashed slightly differently so don’t need unlocking 
in the same way.

Unlock your bootloader 2

When you install CyanogenMod, the ROM 
will be signed with different keys than the stock 
build. This causes a problem. If you fl ash without 
wiping fi rst, you’ll be stuck in a boot-loop. A tool 
such as Helium or Titanium Backup will enable you 
to back up and restore your data.

Wipe your existing data5

Flash a custom recovery
Installation of CyanogenMod requires a 

custom recovery such as ClockworkMod or TWRP. 
Again, your device development area at XDA-
Developers is a good place to download, along with 
the TWRP website at http://teamw.in/project/twrp2. 
The fl ash process doesn’t enable you to back up your 
stock recovery, so ensure it is available elsewhere!

Backing up your stock ROM is important 
– you might decide that CyanogenMod is not for 
you or you might want to restore your device to sell 
it on. After doing so, ensure that you copy the fi les 
to your PC for safe keeping. It’s easy to 
accidentally wipe them!

Back up your existing ROM4

While CyanogenMod is available for a huge 
number of devices, it’s not available for all of them, 
particularly where the kernel source is yet to be 
made available. The best place to start is the 
cyanogenmod.org website, followed by the 
development area for your device at 
http://forum.xda-developers.com.

Check availability1 3



Hacker Zøne

One thing that is common with
new devices is an improved
screen resolution. Of course,
you can’t change the physical
screen of your device with
software tweaks, but you can
make better use of the screen
that you’ve got! If you have
root access on your device,
you can change the LCD
density, which determines
exactly how much information
you have on the screen. A
number of tools are available in
the Play Store, such as DPI
Changer. It’s safe to
experiment with different
densities, particularly if you
have a recovery mode backup
of your system partition first.

As the Android OS a
from both Google an
improve, they inevitab
This can cause a prob
devices, which often ha
amounts of primary stor
application such as Link2
you to move applications
card storage, including tho
normally cannot be moved!
see any negative impact on
performance by doing so, bu
mind the apps will stop worki
remove the card.

Tweak the density
of your screen

Free
your
stora

Again, software changes can’t
upgrade the processor in your
device… but they can help you
make the most of the
that you hav
th

speed and the govern
overclock th

Make the most of your
phone’s processor

Greenify works by hibernating apps when 
they are in the background, preventing 
them consuming resources (including 
battery). It works on all devices, but is best 
with root and Xposed.

Another app option is JuiceDefender, 
which uses a profi le-based system to 
enable and disable device features 
including wireless connectivity, 3G/4G, 
Wi-Fi sync and much more.

Wi-Fi is great to use at home, but 
easy to forget to turn off when you 
go out. WiFi-Matic automatically 
enables/disables it for you using 
cell-based detection.

Most devices feature auto screen 
brightness, but it is often either too bright 
or not bright enough. Velis allows full 
customisation of the brightness levels, 
helping save power.

You know all those apps you have installed 
but never use? Consider uninstalling them, 
as they may still be running in the 
background, using battery power regardless. 

Although fl ashing a custom ROM is a 
drastic way to tweak your device, there is 
also a bustling custom kernel scene. Most 
have useful performance and battery 
improvements.

Battery
boosting tips
1 Use Greenify to 
hibernate apps

2 Improve battery life 
with JuiceDefender

3 Auto-disable Wi-Fi 
with WiFi-Matic

4 Improve the auto-
brightness with Velis

6 Uninstall or disable 
unused apps

5 Try a custom kernel

150
%

Share your tips
Discovered a great hack or 

tweak? Let us know!

»email
qa@littlegreenrobot.co.uk
Is there anything you’d like to see us 
cover in the mag? Drop us a line!
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/littlegreenrobot
Like us on Facebook to 
join our online community
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Get the HTC One(M8)
camera
The HTC One (M8) doesn’t have one camera on

the back of the device – it has two. A second
sensor gathers depth information for the main

Ultrapixel camera. This allows the HTC software to
add effects to photos based on specifi c parts of the
image – things such as blurring a background or 
highlighting an object in the foreground. Although
‘duo camera’ does make adding these kinds of effe
particularly easy, similar results can be achieved
other devices just by using software. In most case
the results are surprisingly impressive, sometime
even eclipsing the quality of the HTC versions!

HTC’s Dimension Plus effect adds a pseudo-
three-dimensional look to your images, adjusting 
the photo as you move your phone around. The 
Phogy feature applies a very similar effect, and 
again, includes a number of features not offered 
on the HTC.

Dimension Plus
The Copy and Paste function is one of the best 
features on the HTC One (M8). The application 
automatically detects faces in an image and 
allows you to copy and paste them into other 
photos. Cut Paste Photos isn’t quite as clever, 
but it does enable the same effect.

Copy and Paste
HTC’s Sticker effect enables you to add amusing 
stickers to your images, such as hats, 
moustaches, sunglasses and the like. PicSay 
Photo Editor is a fantastic photo manipulation 
application with a whole host of stickers 
available. More than the HTC app in fact!

Sticker

HTC’s Seasons effect is one of the less useful 
features! It allows you to add animated overlays to 
your image, such as leaves, snow or bubbles. 
Finding an alternative with all the features is 
diffi cult, but Photo Editor by Black Mountain 
includes a number of them.

Seasons
HTC’s Foregrounder effect enables you to 
highlight an object in an image by applying effects 
to the background such as sketch, pastel, blur 
and more. Pixlr, a powerful image editor, provides 
similar effects to your photos (and actually does 
Bokeh and much more too!).

Foregrounder

You don’t need a duo camera 
to get top photo tools

UFocus
HTC’s UFocus effect adds a bokeh-style effect 
to an image. We’ve all seen this effect, particularly 
in portraits – this is where the background is 
blurred but the subject is in sharp focus. 
AfterFocus in the Play store enables you to add 
this effect to your images.
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Hacker ZøneBoostyourspeakers

Addadva
gestures

One of the trends on recent devices
is to really make improvements
to device’s speakers. Whereas

speakers would traditionally be on the
back of a device and offer a pretty
average sound quality, newer devices are
now featuring enhancements such as
dual speakers and dedicated amplifiers.
If you have a device that has a decidedly
weedy speaker, there are improvements
you can make purely in software.

The KitKat release of Android added an
audio mixer, which can be manipulated
to boost the volume of not only the
speakers, but of the headphone output
too. Bear in mind that you should make
adjustments gradually and with care, to
avoid damaging either your device or
your ears!

Do you wish you could navigate
your device quicker? .All in one
Gestures is a free download on the

Play Store that offers a comprehensive set
of gesture controls that could be used for
almost everything, from remapping
physical buttons, to adjusting your phone
settings, as well as launching apps.
However, you should be aware that All in
one Gestures has been known to suck the
life out of batteries.

In order to tweak
the mixer settings,
you will need
root access, as
the application
changes a
system file.

We use ‘Nexus 5 
Real Volume 
Booster’. It works 
on other devices 
too, but test 
before buying 
the paid version!

Using the app is 
simple. Load it 
up and gradually 
change the 
headphone and 
speaker values. 
A reboot is 
required to apply.

As always, you
should perform a
backup before
changing your
audio settings. A
/system partition
backup will be
sufficient.

Device
requirements

Install the
application

Adjust your
settings

Backing up the
stock settings

“Gestures can launch an
app or shortcut, enter
immersive mode, turn off 
the screen, simulate key 
presses and more”

All in one Gestures, free from 
the Play store, enables you to 
confi gure actions on your device 
based on gestures

Supported gestures include
swiping from the edges, status bar
double tap and long press on the
physical keys

Gestures can launch an application 
or shortcut, enter immersive mode, 
turn off the screen, simulate key 
presses and more

Share your tips
Discovered a great hack or 

tweak? Let us know!

»email
qa@littlegreenrobot.co.uk
Is there anything you’d like to see us 
cover in the mag? Drop us a line!

»facebook
/littlegreenrobot
Like us on Facebook to 
join our online community
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When you buy a device, it comes pre-loaded with a number of
applications. Some of these are base Android essentials, some
of them are the manufacturer’s useful additions and some of
them are partner apps added for commercial reasons – aka
bloatware. Quite often these applications are not ones that you
would typically use, but due to the way they are set up on the
device, they cannot be uninstalled or disabled.

If you have root access however, there is a way! Download
and install Titanium Backup and use the Freeze! feature – the
app will then be disabled.

Android Lollipop has a useful new fea
on the lockscreen – notifications. The
notifications enable you to see at a gl
when you power on your phone what h
been happening while you are away an
now you can have the same functionali
on pre-Android Lollipop devices, courtes
a Play store application named Floatify.
Floatify actually doesn’t just enable
notifications on the lockscreen in the
Android 5.0 style, it is a complete floating
notification centre application that can be
enabled throughout the device. Notificatio
can be customised on a per-app basis,
including the ability to blacklist apps.

Disable bloatware with 
Titanium Backup

On Android it is possible to control whether apps on your device
have access to the internet, but it is very much an all or nothing
function. If you have root access, the application Droidwall will
enable you to configure this on a much more granular basis. It
lets you toggle internet permissions for any app explicitly, with
separate settings for 3G or Wi-Fi connections. The app can work
in whitelist (enable only specified apps) or blacklist (prevent only
specified apps) modes, and for advanced users, it can even
accept ‘iptables’ rules.

Control privacy
with Droidwall

Are you running the latest OS that’s 
available for your device from the 
manufacturer? Performance 
improvements are often included, so 
ensure you are up to date.

The Google Play store has a habit of not 
automatically applying application updates, 
regardless of whether you’ve asked it to! 
Regularly check for and install new app 
versions.

If you have a whole host of homescreen 
widgets, they can slow down your device 
considerably, even if they are not on the 
visible homescreen page. 

Live wallpapers look great, but they are 
serious drains on resources, both from a 
processor and battery perspective. Try 
disabling yours and you’ll be surprised at 
the improvement.

If you are using a memory card in your 
device, you might be able to get a small 
performance boost – particularly on larger 
apps – with a faster card.

When you navigate around your device, 
you’ll see animations as you transition 
between screens. These can be adjusted 
in developer settings; set them to ‘0.5x’ to 
half the time they take.

How to
improve 
performance
1 Update your OS

2 Update your apps

3 Cut down on 
the widgets

4 Disable your live 
wallpaper

6 Use a fast 
memory card

5 Adjust your animations

“Often these apps are not ones 
that you would use”

Lockscreen 
notifi cations



Hacker Zøne Moto Assist tools with Tasker
Replicate the useful 
functions of Moto Assist 
with Tasker

Motorola’s Moto Assist app for the 
Moto X and Moto G provides a 
degree of intelligence for your 

device. The application allows the phone 
to automatically detect when you’re 
driving, when you are sleeping, when you 
are in a meeting and to change its 
behaviour accordingly. The Assist app 
only works on Motorola devices, but you 
can get the same functionality on your 
phone using the powerful Tasker 
application. Tasker has a complex UI but 
when you get to grips with it, it is 
ultimately very rewarding – you can 
actually do far more powerful things than 
you can in the Motorola app.

Motorola Assist offers the ability to detect when 
you are driving and this can be added as a 
context in Tasker. You’ll need to download a 
third-party plug-in to do this however, named 
AutoLocation in the Play store. This plug-in can 
also be used to detect walking or cycling.

Automatically detect driving

Any action in Tasker can be performed based on 
your location. Tasker itself has a built-in location 
context – you should ensure that you use 
network positioning to preserve battery. The 
AutoLocation plug-in adds a much improved 
location context too.

Detect your location

To automatically silence your phon
during meetings, the context you
this time is a state, specifically A
Calendar Entry. You can match a
entry, or limit the scope by title
description or availability.

Silence during meeti

Tasker is a paid download, however a seven-d
trial is available for download from http://task
dinglisch.net/download.html. Upon launchin
Tasker, you will see the main screen from wh
you can add Contexts to trigger Actions, wh
can be grouped into Profiles.

Download Tasker
One of the most straightforward Tasker contexts 
is time-based. Press the + button in the 
bottom-right corner and select the Time option. 
After entering a from and to time, you should 
create a new task and add a simple action, such 
as entering silent mode.

Set night-time behaviour

Motorola Assist can be confi gured to read text 
messages when they arrive if you are driving. 
Tasker can do this too, using the Received Text 
context in the Phone section. This can be 
coupled with the Say action in the Alert section 
to achieve the desired effect.

Voice to text

Share your tips
Discovered a great hack or 

tweak? Let us know!

»email
qa@littlegreenrobot.co.uk
Is there anything you’d like to see us 
cover in the mag? Drop us a line!

»facebook
/littlegreenrobot
Like us on Facebook to 
join our online community
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Every version of Android includes an Easter 
egg, a hidden screen with the logo that 

differs depending on your operating system 
version. The Eggster Xposed module lets you see 
the Android 5.0 version.

Lollipop Easter egg
Android Lollipop offers Heads Up
Notifications, which appear as screen

overlays when a notification comes in. Use the
Heads Up Notifications Xposed module to enable
them on a KitKat device.

Heads up notifications

If you’re phone is incompatible with Android 5.0, 
try these top hacks to get the latest features

Get more L 
with Xposed

Applying a new theme to your
device is a good way to make it
feel brand new or different. If
you are on an older release of
Android it also enables you to
apply the latest KitKat or Android
5.0 look and feel. The best way
to do this is using an Xposed

module such as
HKThemeManager. The module
supports CyanogenMod, XTheme
and T-Mobile formats, giving you
a wide range of possible styles.
A ‘use default UI’ option is
available in the app should you
wish to return to stock.

New Nexus devices (and some
of the very latest phones such
as the second-generation Moto 
G) no longer use the AOSP 
Launcher application and 
instead use the Google Now 
Launcher. The key difference is 
that your Google Now page is 
available just to the left of the 

main homescreen, just one 
swipe away – particularly useful. 
Google Now launcher is now 
available in the Play store for all 
devices, so it is well worth a try 
– it’s fast and supports features 
such as translucent status 
bars, OK Google voice search 
and more.

Apply a new theme

Use the Google  
Now launcher

GET L
NAVIGATION 

BAR
Android 5.0 has funky new 

icons on the navigation 

bar. You can apply these to 

older versions of Android

with the Android L

Navigation Bar

Xposed module.

2
1

3
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HackerZønePlayPS4games like
theXperiaZ3

The new Sony Xperia Z3 and Z3
Compact devices include a feature
that enables you to remotely play PS4

games on your phone using a PlayStation
controller. You can replicate this
experience to a degree on any phone by

connecting a PlayStation
Sixaxis controller to play one
of the many awesome
Android games. Playing this
way also doesn’t rely on a
fast internet connection,
which is a must for the real
remote play setup. The controller
works wirelessly, although a wired
connection and a PC is required to
initially pair.

Enjoy gaming on your
Android device with a
PlayStation controller

To ensure your phone is compatible with
Sixaxis controllers, you should first download the
Sixaxis Compatibility Checker application from
the Google Play store. Tap the start button and
wait for Bluetooth to start. If you get an Error:
Missing required protocol message, your device
is not supported.

1 Check device compatibility

To start using the controller, tap the Change input 
method button and select Sixaxis Controller. You 
will now be able to use the controller in any games 
or applications that support key bindings, such as 
many emulators. Mouse and advanced touch 
mapping options are also available.

4 Select the input method

If you passed the first step, congratulations!
You should now download the main application
itself named Sixaxis Controller from the Google
Play store. It should be noted that the app works
best with official Sony controllers, third-party
controllers may not work at all, or the connection
may be unreliable.

2 Download the application

The app supports up to four Sixaxis, DualShock 3 
and Navigation controllers at once, for some 
particularly hardcore gaming around your phone 
– or ideally your slightly larger tablet. Plugging your 
device into a TV is also a great way to play. Pair the 
additional controllers in the same way.

5 Add additional controllers
The fallback input method and key mappings can 
be changed in the application’s settings. The 
touch emulation mapping mode supports full 
analog mode for games, and is generally the best 
option when confi gured, particularly for games 
without built-in controller support!

6 Change the mappings

Pairing your controller requires the SixAxisPairTool 
from www.dancingpixelstudios.com. Enter your 
device’s Bluetooth address with the controller 
connected via USB. You only need to do this once 
per controller, per phone. After pairing, unplug and 
the controller lights should stop blinking, leaving a 
single light on.

3 Pair your controller

Share your tips
Discovered a great hack or 

tweak? Let us know!

»email
qa@littlegreenrobot.co.uk
Is there anything you’d like to see us 
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»facebook
/littlegreenrobot
Like us on Facebook to 
join our online community
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Use Silence 
for a quiet 
night out
One of the worst things you can 
do when you’re on a date or night 
out is to start fiddling with your phone. 
To avoid this, there are a few things you 
can do to let Android do the work for you 
without interrupting your enjoyment.

It might be simple to switch your 
device off, but if you really need to 
keep it on, an app like Silence is ideal 

for managing calls, alerts and 
connectivity by disabling sound and 
internet until you’re done.

Silence is event-based, allowing 
you to specify periods of time for a 
toggle (notifi cation, alarm, Wi-Fi 
connection etc) to be enabled or 
disabled. You can also attach the 
toggle to a calendar event.

Saved events are customisable, 
too, so you can adjust them for 
different nights out.

Ignore 
calls without 
the guilt
It’s surprising how many people don’t 
use some basic, native Android 
features for ignoring calls when 
they’re on a night out.

Opening the phone app menu and 
selecting Settings will display the Call 
settings screen, Here you can 
enable/disable Vibrate when ringing 
(useful in noisy environments) and 
determine the Flip action, which can 
be set to Mute ringer or Dismiss call.

Also in the call settings screen 
you’ll fi nd the Blacklist, where any 
numbers you don’t want to hear from 
can be placed. You probably wouldn’t 
need this on a night out unless you’re 
prone to attracting complaints from 
someone who isn’t happy about the 
fact that you’re out enjoying yourself, 

but if you do, the blacklist can be
easily edited by tapping the + button 
and adding the number.

Send a 
canned SMS 
response 
If the abruptness of ignoring a call 
leaves you cold, consider instead 
sending canned SMS responses 
when your phone rings.

You’ll spot the Send SMS button 
as the call comes in, so all you need 

Don’t Let Android Spoil 
Your Night Out

status update
Which devices are best for 
the hacking scene? Tips and tricks

Too late for noisy ringtones? Use Silence to 
automatically disable them

Flipping your phone can mute the ringer or 
dismiss the incoming call

q hacks

Since the days of Android 3.0, 
devices are no longer required to 
have a dedicated menu button. 
Instead, a new prerequisite for 
future apps and updates, a 
software menu button, was 
introduced. So how can you open 
the menu on older apps?

Restore the 
menu button

On some devices, long-tapping
the home button will display the app
menu, allowing you to use the app 
properly. This option is the easiest 
and most widely-used, but doesn’t 
work with some popular models.

1
Using a phone that doesn’t

support the long-press shortcut?
Install a new custom ROM that 
supports this shortcut or offers an 
alternative like using the logo as a 
hardware menu button. 

2
A final option is to install the

Xposed Framework on your rooted
device and employ a mod such as 
3dot menu to force the new 
software menu button to appear 
on all applications.

3

Rooted? Yes

Medium

watch, Gohma, was

HTC One 
(M8)
Rooted? Yes
Active Development:

High
A range of ROMs are 
now available for this 
fl agship, giving you 
greater control over 
the Sense 6 interface.

ZTE Blade V
Rooted? Yes
Active Development:

Medium
While this handset is 
redundant as a 
mainstream device, it’s 
low price makes it ideal 
for fi rst time hackers to 
practise on.

OnePlus One
Rooted? Yes
Active Development:

High 
Running Cyanogen
Mod, this handset is 
easy to customise. The 
release of TWRP 
Recovery makes it 
easy to root and hack.

Home button Install a new ROM Xposed Framework

LG G Watch

The fi rst ROM for this 

Active Development:

released as soon as it 
started shipping. 
Android Wear is ripe 
for hacking.
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HackerZønefriends can find you, this might not
be ideal for a date.

You probably don’t want to find
yourself receiving endless social
networking updates either (and the
less said about how this may look to
those enjoying the evening with you,
the better!). The simple step is to
just disable mobile internet and

Wi-Fi, but if this isn’t practical for you
a tool like Silence or Trigger can be
employed to switch off connectivity
based on a calendar event or your
current location. Once the night is
over these apps will then switch your
mobile internet back on.

Make sure
you stay
charged
You’re on a night out. Why would you
need your phone charged up? Well,

let’s be realistic: you might need to
book a taxi, order a takeaway and
even call the police.

So far we’ve assumed you keep
your phone topped up before
heading out. But what if you don’t?
What if you were out of town all
afternoon at a football match, or
working in the office late?

This is where battery saver tips
come in handy, but unfortunately
most of them won’t work at short
notice, especially on a device that is
already running low. At the very least,
you should have Greenify installed to
stop apps using precious resources
in the background.

What you can do is follow the
suggestions above to reduce battery
use on connectivity and receiving
calls and ensure your Android battery
management tool is active, thereby
reducing background application
activity and keeping your Android
phone sufficiently charged for
important calls.

to do with this is tap it and choose 
the message to send. Four are 
available by default, which can all be 
edited via Call Settings>Quick 
Response.

The generic options are pretty 
limited in what they say to the caller, 
so it might be a good idea to prepare 
some that are more suited to you or 
the situation you plan to be in. For 
instance, ‘I’ll call you right back’ and 
‘I’ll call you later’ are remarkably 
similar and impersonal. Tailor the 
responses – if you’re unhappy with 
any, open the menu and tap the 
Restore defaults option.

Don’t let 
social 
networks 
ruin your fun 
While it might be a nice idea to use 
Foursquare or Facebook to ‘check-in’ 
to a particular location so your 

Tailor your quick responses in advance.

OS
Short for ‘operating system’. Often the 
Android ROM will be referred to as the 
OS – this just means the system files 
on the Android device that make up
your user experience, similar to
Windows, Mac OS X or Ubuntu on a
desktop computer.

ROM
Stands for ‘read-only memory’. In the 
context of Android, the ROM refers to 
the files that make up the operating
system installed on your device.
Gaining root privileges allows for
replacement of the standard ROM
with a custom one.

Root
‘Rooting’ your phone gives apps access 
to parts of the OS that are normally
hidden from consumers. This enables 
you to run more powerful software and 
install custom ROMs on your phone.

ROM Manager
An app available from the Android
Market that enables you to install
a whole new version of your OS with
a single click. It requires a rooted
phone to use and is ideal for those
new on the scene.

Titanium Backup
This app from the Market enables you 
to back up everything on your phone
– apps, data, settings and all. It means
that you can restore your phone to how 
it was, even after you’ve updated or
changed the ROM.

Unrevoked
Available from www.unrevoked.com,
this is a one-click tool that can be
used for rooting many popular
HTC smartphones.

ADB
Stands for ‘Android Debug Bridge’. ADB 
is mainly used for software
development, but it also has some
uses for hacking your phone. It can be 
used to push files onto the system
folder, for instance.

Nandroid
You might come across the phrase
‘perform a Nandroid backup’. This
means using a custom recovery tool
to make a back-up image of everything 
currently on your phone: OS, apps,
data, etc. It’s very useful should you
wish to restore your phone to its
previous state later.

Radio
‘Radio’ refers to the software on your 
Android device that deals with making 
phone calls and data connections.
Updating your radio version can bring 
better battery life and signal strength 
to your device. Some ROMs require the 
latest radio.

Flash
The storage in your device comprises 
flash memory, a type of solid-state
storage. The terms ‘flash’ or ‘flashing’ 
mean installing new software onto your 
device’s storage.

Get up to speed on all the 
terms you need to know
when hacking your phone

Hacking theeasyway Three tweaking utilities that may or may not require root access

Light Flow 
– LED &
Notifications
Price: £1.49
From: Google Play
Need root? Yes
Light Flow uses the LED 
on the front of your 
Android device to alert 
you to new 
notifications, and with 
a rooted device the LED 
colour can be changed!

MegaSound
Price: Free
From: Google Play
Need root? Yes
Gain more complete
control over audible
notifications by
specifying different
sound files for each
app alert. Particularly
useful for calendar
alerts you might
otherwise miss.

Flash 
Notification 2 
Price: Free
From: Google Play
Need root? No
LED notifications can be 
hard to spot from across 
a room. Flash 
Notification 2 configures 
the Android display to 
flash different colours 
depending on which app 
is sending notifications.

Jargon
Buster

Share your tips
Discovered a great hack or 

tweak? Let us know!
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join our online community

Program your Wi-Fi to switch off when you’re 
out and about

Greenify is a great way to manage battery 
draining apps



One benefit of rooting is that
you can uninstall apps you’d 
normally be stuck with, such 

as system apps and bloatware. 
However, sometimes even the best 

apps have nasty habits, such as 
eating up your data allowance, 
draining your battery and generally 
slowing down your device. Just 
because you don’t want to uninstall 
an app, doesn’t mean you have to put 

up with its bad behaviour! 
The problem could be that the app 

is running services in the 
background, even when you aren’t 
using the app itself. Services fulfil 

all sorts of purposes, for example 
some services constantly pull data 

from the internet, so the latest 
information appears as soon as you 

launch the related app. 
Some services are beneficial, and 

may even be necessary for the app 
to function. Other services aren’t so 

desirable – they may power parts of 
the app you don’t use, or their impact 
on your device’s performance far 
outweighs their benefits.

The Disable Service app lets you 
disable all services running on your 
device, including those related to 
system apps. By carefully disabling 
unnecessary services, you can boost 
your device’s overall performance, 
without having to uninstall anything.

Disable Service requires root and 
should be used with caution, as not all 
services can be safely disabled. Before 
disabling any service, you should 
understand exactly what it does, 
particularly if the service relates to a 
system app.

Streamline 
with Disable 
Service

Works with » Varies with device Difficulty » Intermediate

Get tips, tricks, help & advice
Send us your comments, tips and questions 

through email and social networks

Before you start disabling services, it’s 
helpful to check which apps are 
misbehaving, so you know exactly where 
to start looking, once you’ve installed 
Disable Service. If you’re experiencing 
problems with battery life, check which 
apps are hogging your battery by opening 
Settings and selecting Battery.

Check your 
battery stats1

Getting a performance boost from 
disabling services does require some 
cautious trial and error, so now’s the time 
to experiment with disabling different 
services. Start by working your way 
through all apps with currently running 
services, and ask yourself whether these 
services really need to be running at all. 

Disable background 
services6

Improve your device’s performance, battery life and data 
usage by disabling unwanted services
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If your device is consuming
too much data, the first step is
checking whether any apps are
consuming more than their fair
share, so you know which apps to
target. Open Settings and select
Data usage. Tap any app on this
page, to view more information
about its data usage.

Check Datausage2
Go to the Google Play store and
download the free Disable Service
app. Once the app is installed,
launch it, and on its main screen
you’ll see all the apps installed on
your device. Swipe to move
between the lists of General Apps
and System Apps.

Install Disable
Service3

Throughout the app, currently
running services are represented by
blue, disabled services by red, and
the total number of services by
white. The main screen displays all
three pieces of information for each
app, where applicable. Find an app
with services you want to investigate
and give it a tap.

Select an app4
If you’re unsure which app to select, 
it makes sense to start with one 
that has currently running services, 
so look for an app with a blue 
number. Once you’ve chosen your 
app, you’ll see a list of all its 
services. To disable a service, tap 
to remove its checkbox.

Disable running 
services5

Another area you may want to explore
are Google Play Services. These are 
integral to the Android experience, so 
it’s unlikely you’ll want to uninstall 
them, but you can get a performance 
boost by disabling some of the 
services they run. Swipe to System 
Apps and tap Google Play Services. 

Google Play
Services7

Some areas you may want to
experiment with disabling are:
AnalyticsService, 
GoogleLocationService, 
NlpLocationReceiverService, 
DispatchingService and 
WearableService. Make sure you 
understand exactly what a service 
does before disabling it.

Disable services8
You’ll probably also want to disable all
of Market Feedback Agent’s services, 
as this system app just wants you to 
provide feedback. Another possibility 
is disabling system app services that 
relate to features you don’t use, for 
example services that tie into 
Bluetooth or GPS.

Disable system
services9

You can use Disable Service 
to block official updates, as these 
can potentially cause problems for 
some rooted devices. In System 
Apps, tap Google Services 
Framework and ensure 
SystemUpdateService is not 
selected. Open Google Play Services 
and disable SystemUpdateService.

Block OTA updates10

»twitter
@lgrobot
Comments or questions? 
Follow us on Twitter

»email
qa@littlegreenrobot.co.uk
If you’ve got questions or just want to 
say hello, drop us an email

»facebook
/littlegreenrobot
Like us on Facebook to 
join our online community



HTC’s BlinkFeed got a major
revamp in Sense 6, which
launched on the HTC One
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Get HTC’s 
BlinkFeed on 
anydevice

Works with » Varies with device Diffi culty » Intermediate

Get tips, tricks, help & advice
Send us your comments, tips and questions 

through email and social networks

On your device, visit 
forum.xda-developers.com/
showthread.php?t=2735764 and 
download the BlinkFeed launcher. Use 
ES File Explorer to navigate to the 
file, tap it and grant the necessary 
permissions. Once BlinkFeed has 
installed, set it as your default 
launcher by opening Settings>Home 
and selecting HTC BlinkFeed. 

BlinkFeed Launcher1

The next few steps cover 
getting weather updates to display 
correctly in BlinkFeed. This feature 
appears to be a bit temperamental, 
so you may get it to work without 
having to follow all the steps. Start by 
downloading the weather app from 
www.dropbox.com/s/
g9ki7y251whnzlx/Weather.zip. 

HTC Weather6

Port the popular Sense 6 social networking and news 
tor to your non-HTC device 
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Set BlinkFeed as your
homescreen, so you don’t have to
swipe to it. Press on your
homescreen until the Home screen
pop-up appears, then tap Manage
home and select BlinkFeed. Next,
head over to forum.xda-developers.
com/showthread.php?t=2696399
&highlight=blinkfeed and download
the HTC Service pack. 

Homescreens2
Use ES File Explorer to navigate to
the downloaded Service pack. Tap
to install and grant it the
permissions it needs. Once HTC
Service pack is installed, you can
start using BlinkFeed’s news
aggregation functionality. Follow the
onscreen instructions to add news
content to BlinkFeed.

Install HTC
Service3

If you want Facebook
updates to appear, you need to
flash Facebook for HTC Sense. Go
to forum.xda-developers.com/
showpost.php?p=53245750&
postcount=330 and download
Facebook for HTC Sense. Back up,
then boot into recovery. Select
‘choose zip from /sdcard’ and
navigate to the Facebook zip file.

Facebook4
Select the zip file and confirm you 
want to install it. Once it’s installed, 
select ‘reboot system now’. Open 
BlinkFeed and right-swipe to open 
its side menu. Tap the three-dotted 
menu icon, select Services & Apps 
and then tap Facebook. Facebook 
updates will now start appearing in 
your BlinkFeed. 

Flash the 
Facebook app5

Launch ES File Explorer and
open its side-menu by tapping the
icon in its upper-left corner. In the 
side-menu, select Tools and set 
Root Explorer to On. Next, navigate 
to the weather zip you just 
downloaded, tap it and unzip. Long 
press on the resulting weather.apk, 
and select Copy. 

Root Explorer7
In the ES File Explorer toolbar, tap
‘sdcard’ and give the ‘\’ symbol a 
tap. The toolbar should now show 
Device. Find and open the System 
folder, then tap the ‘priv-app’ folder. 
Tap the Paste icon, and the 
weather.apk will appear in the folder 
shown above.

Paste into
priv-app8

Long press on weather.apk,
then tap More>Properties. Find the
Permissions section and tap 
Change. Grant the following 
permissions: Read, Write, Set UID, 
Set GID, Sticky bit. Exit ES File 
Explorer, launch your device’s 
Settings and tap Add account. 
Select HTC Weather Service. 

Add more9
Reboot, and BlinkFeed will 

start displaying weather info. If you 
want to add more content, it’s 
worth checking out HTC Zoe, which 
works on non-HTC devices too. 
Download it from Google Play, then 
open BlinkFeed’s menu, select 
Services & Apps and ensure HTC 
Zoe is selected.

Reboot and enjoy10

»twitter
@lgrobot
Comments or questions? 
Follow us on Twitter

»email
qa@littlegreenrobot.co.uk
If you’ve got questions or just want to 
say hello, drop us an email

»facebook
/littlegreenrobot
Like us on Facebook to 
join our online community
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One of the reasons 
Android has been able 
to do so well in the 

mobile markets is thanks to 
the open source, Linux base 
for the system. Because it has 
this open system, it means 
that the development and 
licensing is a lot cheaper for 
phone and tablet 
manufacturers and Google 
still gets to make its money 
via advertising revenue and 
the Google Play store.

While the business model 
is interesting in itself, it’s the 
core kernel, though, that 
we’re focussing on today. This

is the element that bridges 
the gap between the software 
and the hardware, which also 
includes drivers and modules 
for specifi c chips in the 
device. On full-blown Linux 
distributions, you can get 
busy changing what modules 
are compiled along with the 
kernel, making it smaller and 
faster to create a speed boost 
on your system.

When it comes to an 
Android system, the kernels 
are quite well optimised for 
individual devices, however 
there’s always a little bit 
more you can do to optimise

it for the way you use your 
phone. Removing the 
bluetooth module or various 
input drivers are a couple of 
examples, however you can 
also add elements to the 
kernel for if you think you 
are going to do some physical 
hacks to the device.

In order to build the kernel, 
you’ll need to use the Linux 
distribution Ubuntu. You 
don’t have to go to install it 
though; you just need to have 
it on some fl ash storage or a 
CD so you can live boot it on a 
PC or laptop. Then you are 
ready to get kernal building!

Build your 
own Android 
kernel Create a kernel specifi cally for

your device with the ability to 
customise it as you go

Works with » Android 2.1 and up Diffi culty » Intermediate

Get tips, tricks, help & advice
Send us your comments, tips and questions 

through email and social networks

If you’re using Ubuntu 12.04 
or later already, you’re all good to go. 
Otherwise, head to the Ubuntu 
website www.ubuntu.com/download 
and download the latest version of 
the operating system. Once done, 
burn the ISO to a disc or use 
Unetbootin in order to create a 
live-bootable USB stick.

Go get Ubuntu1

Back in the terminal, use cd to 
navigate to the kernel folder and use:
$ export CROSS_COMPILE=[folder location]/
androidkernel/android-ndk-r10b/toolchains/
arm-linux-androideabi-4.6/prebuilt/
linux-x86_64/bin/arm-linux-androideabi-
In the kernel source, find the defconfig file 
with your devices code on and rename it to 
maker.defconfig or maker_defconfig.

Prepare to configure6

“The kernals are quite well optimised for 
individual devices, however there’s always a 
little bit more you can do for your phone”
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Reboot your computer with
the USB stick or disc in your
system. Look out for an option to
open the boot menu right as it
turns on and select the medium on
which you’re accessing Ubuntu
from. After a little wait you’ll be
asked if you want to try or install
Ubuntu, so click Try.

Boot into Ubuntu2
Ubuntu is not quite ready yet for
making the kernel, so first you need
to install some extra software. Press
the Ubuntu logo or the Windows key
and search for the terminal and then
type in: $ sudo apt-get install
build-essential kernel-package
libncurses5-dev bzip2

Prepare Ubuntu
for building3

Each device has a specific kernel
and you’ll need to Google your device
to get the exact one. There are
some general ones on AOSP, and
HTC and Samsung have dedicated
pages for kernels. Download the
appropriate one to the main hard
drive and create a new folder for it.

Get your kernel
source4

Head to the Android NDK 
site http://bit.ly/1pzmd1n”http://bit.
ly/1pzmd1n and download the 32 or 
64-bit Linux version depending on 
what you’re live booting. Put it in the 
same folder as kernel source code 
and extract it. If the kernel source 
was compressed, make sure you 
extract that as well.

Download the NDK5

Back in the terminal use the two
following commands:
make maker.confi g
make menuconfi g
After the second you’ll be shown the 
kernel confi guration menu where you 
can start making changes to what 
modules are included in your kernel.

Get to the kernel
menu7

It’s very important that you know
what you’re changing in the menu. 
Removing random modules will 
likely just result in your phone not 
booting but some may actually 
damage your device. Google the 
options if you don’t know what you 
want to change.

Configure the
kernel8

Once you’re happy with the
confi gurations and have saved what 
you’ve done, you can now begin to 
build your brand new kernel. Use 
the following command, replacing X 
with the number of cores in your 
devices’ CPU:
$ make -jX ARCH=arm

Build your new
kernel9

To use the shiny new kernal 
on your phone, you’ll fi rst need to 
fi nd a fl ashable kernel zip for your 
device and then copy the zImage 
created from the build into the 
kernel. This is also your chance to 
add even more modules, such as 
Wi-Fi, to fully customise your phone 
to run exactly as you want.

Flash to phone10

»twitter
@lgrobot
Comments or questions? 
Follow us on Twitter

»email
qa@littlegreenrobot.co.uk
If you’ve got questions or just want to 
say hello, drop us an email

»facebook
/littlegreenrobot
Like us on Facebook to 
join our online community
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Add system apps 
to a custom ROM

Regain offi cial 
functions by 
adding back 

system apps to 
your custom ROMs

One of the great things about custom ROMs is 
the extra level of choice you get to customise 
your Android device and general user 

experience either by unlocking certain portions of 
the operating system or adding new functions.

A small snag with these custom ROMs is that they 
don’t always contain all the Google services and system 
apps that the stock ROMs do. Cyanogen doesn’t come 

with the Play store app for example due to legal 
pressure from Google itself, and we’ve seen ROMs that 
remove things in the interest of speed or other pursuits.

Some of them can be re-installed once you get the 
Play store working again, but that itself takes a few 
extra steps to get working. However, you can add apps 
back into the kernel before you even install it, and 
we’re going to show you how.

Right-click anywhere on the apk 
selection, go to the APK sub-menu and then 
Inject new APK. You’ll need to navigate to where 
you’ve put the apks you want to add and select 
them. APK Swapper will then automatically add 
them to the ROM.

Install the system apps4
All the changes you’ve made aren’t 

written directly to the original ROM, so you now 
need to create a zip of your new customised 
ROM. Right-click again and go to the zip option. 
Select the option to create a new zip and save it 
wherever you need to.

Create your new ROM5

For this tutorial we’ll be using the excellent 
APK Swapper software. Available on the XDA 
Developer Forums, you can fi nd it here: http://bit.
ly/1prCpS4. Download it to your computer and 
make sure you have your latest ROM downloaded 
and available as well so you can edit it. 

Get APK Swapper1
Unzip APK Swapper and open up the 

exe file. To actually load the ROM you need 
to fi nd where you’ve put it in your fi le system 
and drag and drop the zip fi le to the blue bar. 
It will start scanning the contents and give you 
a list of apks.

Load your ROM2
It’s worth having a look through the list 

to make sure you know which apps are available 
in your ROM and which aren’t. At this stage 
you can also remove apps you don’t want, so 
if there’s any bloatware just right-click and 
delete the apk fi le.

App selection3

Once the zip is created you can go 
about installing the ROM as usual – upload the 
zip to the internal storage, enter custom 
recovery and fl ash the device. All the apps you 
added will be installed and in the app menu for 
you to use.

Install the new ROM6
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owoften AVG 
pdate

prehensive software will even
our Android battery performance

Want your money back?
You’ve got 15 mins to decide!

refundkeep

15min wonder

»0-5 minutes The
installation process is
efficient and highly logical

5
1015

!

»5-10 minutes Setting up
each individual feature feels
natural

5
1015

!

»10-15 minutes There 
are no performance 
issues while it’s running

5
1015

!

The peace of mind and 
performance benefi ts 
are hugely benefi cial

Performance

Design

Value

»specification

Designed for: Android phones and
tablets / PC / Mac
Requires Android: Varies with device

Price £59.50/year

» verdict

There are many virus
protection apps 
available for Android 
devices and some of 

them perform well, but there is also a 
solution called AVG Ultimate which 
aims to protect your entire computing 
setup. The annual £59.50 
subscription may seem high at fi rst, 
but when you consider that you will be 
protecting your Android phone or 
tablet, PC and/or Mac for just over £1 
per week, the value should quickly 
become clear. We tested the Android 
side heavily, which is installed through 
an email link once you have completed 
the desktop installation rather than a 
direct download from Google Play.

Packed with features b id

expected virus protection, you get to
monitor and improve almost every 
important aspect of your device. The 
main screen includes 4 sections; 
Protection, Performance, Anti-Theft 
and Privacy which each offer many 
options below the icons. For example, 
in the Protection area you can set up a 
fi le scanner, enable safe web surfi ng, 
scan expansion cards and also 
choose how often your device is 
scanned for viruses and potential 
threats. In the Performance area, you 
can kills tasks, manage battery 
consumption, clean the cache and 
also monitor data and storage usage. 
The list continues with a clever 
Camera Trap facility th t ill

passcode incorrectly three times and 
an automatic device lock should the 
SIM card be replaced. We should also 
mention the ability to backup your 
apps and set passwords to access 
them if they hold very sensitive data, 
and even then there is a lot more to 
explore. To call this solution a virus 
checker would be to do it a disservice 

because, as you can see, the feature 
set is immense and it really does 
cover almost all aspects of your 
Android usage. When you consider 
that you can easily add new devices to 
your network, which is covered by the 
one subscription cost, the peace of 
mind alone is a benefi t that is hard to 
quantify in terms of value. 

As we continued to test the 
software over a period of days all of 
the above benefi ts remained true, but 
they were somewhat overshadowed 
by the way the solution works on the 
least powerful of devices. At no point 
was the performance hindered and 
we noticed no discernible drop in 
battery life, but we were aware that a 
lot of features were running in the 
background to improve the Android 
experience. The interface of the app 
is functional rather than inspiring, but 
aside from that we are struggling to 
see any downsides. If you are serious 
about your Android device and also 
use a desktop or laptop computer, 
AVG Ultimate is an excellent solution 
for keeping everything protected and 
running as smoothly as you would like. 
When you also consider that much of 
your data will straddle all of your 
computing devices, this solution 
makes even more sense. It’s reliable, 
covers both mobile and desktop 
devices and is also very good value.

AVG Ultimate
Protect all of your devices with one subscription

ANTIVIRUS & SECURITY (AVAST) » Good all round protection and 
a decent interface, but somewhat heavy on battery performance.

e
e

Four important 
functions are included 

in the app
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Acompli
A focused inbox plus a built-in calendar

The main aim of
Acompli: Email &
Calendar is to provide a
‘focused’ inbox for all

your important emails, so you can
ignore the trivial stuff. However,
unlike other apps with priority
inboxes, Acompli sorts everything
automatically right from the start,
without relying much on a user triage
mechanism to determine the
importance of messages. It works
mainly by analysing whether you’ve
responded to the sender previously,
which therefore eliminates spam,
newsletters and social updates. You
can still access all these messages
via the Other tab at the top, but you

won’t get notifications for them.
Acompli did an impressive job of
instantly sorting our mail wheat from
the chaff, but it’s still possible to
reassign a particular sender to the
focused inbox, or vice versa.

From the standard-looking inbox
view, Mailbox-style swiping is
employed to delete, archive or
reschedule a message. Quick filters
enable you to easily view unread/
flagged messages or files. There’s
also a search facility. The left menu
includes options to view various
folders, plus multiple added accounts
– there’s support for Exchange,
Google, iCloud, Outlook, Yahoo!,
Dropbox and OneDrive.

Another menu option is for the
built-in calendar, which saves you
having to switch to another app.
Synced to any of your mail accounts,

it’s a simple affair featuring an
expandable month view, plus agenda
and day view options. Other menu
options include Files, which presents

a list o
accoun
same for

One sligh
stored files c
with its focuse
support, calenda
file/contact acces hould
prove a powerful too business.

A built-in calendar saves having to switch apps to
view and schedule meetings

»like this? try this!
Mailbox
Use swipes to sort emails, or get the

app to learn and auto-swipe them for you

Tired of seeing the ‘Complete action with’ dialog when opening
weblinks in third-party apps? While you could use the Always option to
set a default app, there may be times when you want a choice again.

TapPath aims to solve the problem by using the number of taps to determine
which app opens a link. After making
TapPath the system’s default browser, its
initial settings result in one tap opening a
link with Link Bubble, two with Chrome
and three bringing up the share picker.
However, these can be customised to
suit your preferences. You can also set
the time between taps, which could prove
essential – with the standard 0.4s
setting, we found it difficult to get a
triple tap working, but raising it to 0.5s
solved the problem. It then worked fairly
well, but you still need to be accurate
with your taps.

»Price £0.59/$0.99
»Designed for Phone and tablet
»Requires Android 4.0

TapPath
Tap to choose an open-with app

BETTER OPEN WITH » This alternative solution brings up a
temporary dialog of opening options – for links and fi les

»like this?
try this!

Wakie
Get a crowdsourced
wake-up call

A fun idea, Wakie sees you
receiving a morning wake-up
phone call from another

user. After signing in with your phone
number (anonymity is guaranteed), you
can set a photo and select your gender
and birth date to find suitable matches
for ‘sleepies’ to wake – when you hit
the ‘wake someone up’ button.
Receiving a wake-up call from a
complete stranger can be

disconcerting; ours
were very polite, but
there’s surely some
potential for abuse.
A back-up alarm
can be set and if
no-one is available,
you get a recorded
message instead.

»Price Free
»Designed for Phone
»Requires Android 4.0

WeTransfer
An easy way to transfer
large media files

»Price Free
»Designed for Phone
»Requires Android 4.1

WeTransfer enables you to 
easily transfer files via the 
cloud. From the app, select 

the photos and videos to send, add
recipients’ email addresses and
upload up to 10GB at a time. Your
friends will receive an email with a
download link. Alternatively, send files 
via WeTransfer from other apps using 
the share picker. One minor drawback 
is that you have to stay in the app

during upload,
otherwise it
pauses. Also,
uploaded files are 
deleted after a
week – if this is a 
problem, the Plus 
upgrade has
extended storage.

An effective priority inbox
that also offers some
other great ideas

»specification

»verdict

Designed for: Phone and tablet
Requires Android: 4.1

Price Free

EDITOR’S 
CHOICE

The focused inbox contains only 
important emails; tap Other for the rest

You can choose which app is assigned to 
single, double and triple taps
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»Price £0.99/$1.99
»Designed for Phone and tablet
»Requires Android 4.0

Over
Add text and art to photos

PHONTO»Add text to images and alter aspects including 
shadows and outline colour

»like this?
try this!

While this image-editing 
app has been available on 
iOS for a while, its 

developer has promised to debut 
new features in the newly released 
Android version from now on. So far, 
these include a thumb-friendly 
navigation system, full-resolution 
photo saving and the ability to 
rotate text added to the image. As
before, you simply type in some
text, choose its colour, then

position, scale and rotate it with 
gestures or buttons. You can also 
stretch and fade it and change the 
font. As well as text, it’s possible to 
add artwork: six sets are included, 
while others can be bought fairly 
cheaply via the in-app store. 
Multiple text and art elements can 
be added and tapped to select for 
repositioning or editing. The 
resulting image can then be saved 
to the gallery and shared with 
friends via the usual means.

Endless Jabber SMS
Send SMS texts from your computer’s web browser

(or all time with a Pro upgrade) are 
synced, so it’s easy to access 
previous conversations. The main 
advantage is that, as well as saving 
battery on your phone by not turning 
the screen on to text, it’s far easier 
to type on a computer keyboard, or 
even an on-screen tablet one.

We noticed a delay in sending/
receiving messages using the 
default Google Cloud Messaging 
method at times. However, 

upgrading to a Pro subscription 
($1.99 per month) enables you to 
activate Jabber mode, which uses 
Endless Jabber’s own servers to 
handle messages. It proved far 
more reliable at delivering our 
messages near instantaneously. 
One slight downside is that Jabber 
mode requires the phone to be 
constantly connected to the 
servers, so it does cause a 
noticeable battery drain.

This new app and 
cross-device syncing 
protocol enables you to 

send and receive SMS and MMS 
text messages from a web 
browser on a computer or tablet. 
Just download the app on your 
phone, link it to a Google account 
and then sign in with the latter on 
the Endless Jabber website to 
start texting. All your contacts and 
messages from the past 30 days 

Setting up the link between your handset 
and desktop is easy

Quickly monitor your texting habits with 
these analytical charts

View a gallery of all the images that have 
been sent via MMS

EDITOR’S
CHOICE

Afterlight
Extensive editing options 
for photo fans

This popular iOS photo 
editor is now on Android, 
complete with a similar, 
extensive range of tools and 

effects. The 15 adjustment tools range 
from standard brightness and contrast 
to highlight/mid/shadow tones, grain 
and sharpening. While there’s no way 
to apply these to a particular area, 
Snapseed style, each has a slider to 
adjust its strength. The same slider 
system is used to adjust the array of 
59 filters. While previewing these is 
near instantaneous, they do take a few 
seconds to apply, but the results are 
very good. One major omission from 
the iOS app is the Fusion facility that 
lets you combine filters to create your 
own. Nor can you long-press to 
compare with the original image.

Next up in the main menu are the 
film effects: light leaks and dust 
specks to give your snaps that vintage 
feel. An instant film pack 
(£0.60/$0.99) adds 22 extra textures, 
plus seven frames – default ones 
include letters and shapes. Finally, 
there are tools to crop, rotate, flip and 
straighten the image. Once finished 
editing, just choose an image 
resolution before saving or sharing.

»Price £0.59/$0.99
»Designed for Tablet & Phone
»Requires Android 4.0.3

Each adjustment, filter or effect can be 
fine-tuned using a slider

Add text and artwork to an image and also 
adjust various aspects

https://wwww.endlessjabber.com/web


» www.littlegreenrobot.co.ukCheck our website daily 
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»Price Free
»Designed for Tablet and phone
»Requires Android 4.1

INSPIRE LAUNCHER»Also inspired by Google Now Launcher, it
offers a vast array of customisation options

»like this?
try this!

Blur–ALauncher
Replacement
Custom launcher with homescreen app pages

While its design is clearly 
inspired by Google Now 
Launcher, Klinker Apps’ 

Blur offers far more fl exibility. One of 
the key features is the ability to add 
multiple homescreen ‘pages’ for 
information and apps. So far, the 
choice is limited to a Now-style info 
page, but the intention is for 
third-party developers to add pages 
for their own apps. The existing app 
pages certainly serve as a good 

example: both look great, featuring a 
vertical sidebar for contacts/options 
while offering full functionality to view 
and send SMS messages/tweets 
straight from the homescreen. It’s 
like having a much enhanced, 
fullscreen widget and has potential.

Whichever connection mode you 
use, you won’t get any synced 
notifi cations on your tablet or PC. 
Unlike similar syncing services such 
as Pushbullet and AirDroid, Endless 
Jabber is focused on SMS messaging. 
One advantage of this is its lower 
memory and CPU usage. Other 
benefi ts include the ability to search 
through messages, schedule them, 
view all conversations, see a gallery 
and share MMS images, and even 
view analytics that clearly display all 
your messaging habits.

Whether this is worth switching 
from a rival service depends on your 
requirements: while some similar 
services offer far more features, 
Endless Jabber has some extra 
options regarding SMS messaging 
and is very easy to use.

A focused SMS syncing 
service that does what it 
does very well

Performance

Design

Value

» specification

Designed for: Phone and tablet

Requires Android: 2.3

Price Free

» verdict

» like this? try this!
AirDroid
Remotely access your phone’s messages, 

notifications, media, camera and more

365 Scores: Live 
Scores & News 
Free

Choose favourite teams and leagues to 
create your own personal sports channel 
– including goal videos – and receive 
custom alerts. Coverage includes soccer, 
rugby and US sports. 

theScore: Sports & 
Scores Free
A good US-centric app, with 
extensive coverage of the 
NFL, NBA, MLB etc, custom 

alerts and the ability to create your own 
personal feed. The soccer section is 
limited to the top leagues, though.

Sports Republic Free
A slick UI offers a more visual 
approach with lots of photos, 
while a clever tag system 
helps you quickly fi nd the 

news you want. Sports include MotoGP, 
horse racing, cricket and rugby.

BBC Sport
Free
As well as providing news and 
scores for numerous sports, 
the Beeb’s app offers live 

video feeds and highlights for some 
events – with Chromecast support to 
beam it to your TV.

Yahoo Sport
Free
See the latest news and 
scores for each event, from a 
wide array of sports – the UK 

version even includes football’s lower 
leagues. Follow sports and teams and 
receive custom alerts.

top apps for...

etting 
ports news

quickhits

Want your money back?
You’ve got 15 mins to decide!

refundkeep

15min wonder

»0-5 minutes It’s very
simple to set up within the
phone app

5
1015

!

»5-10 minutes We’re
texting and replying in our
tablet’s browser

5
1015

!

»10-15 minutes Jabber 
mode provides more reliable, 
with instant delivery

5
1015

!

http://www.littlegreenrobot.co.uk
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Anything but your average photo effects app, Fragment offers far
more radical transformations than the usual array of filters. By
choosing from a wide range of prismatic patterns, you can transform

photos beyond recognition to create modern artworks that work well as
wallpapers. Patterns range from simple
frames and shapes to crazy collages.
They can be altered by tapping the icons
for shift, rotation and scale; or you can
use finger gestures to rotate and scale
the image with greater precision. In
addition, tapping the bottom arrow brings
up familiar options to adjust brightness,
contrast, and saturation, as well as
altering the hue. Alternatively, hit the
shuffle icon to select a random
combination. You can save or share the
result, or ‘refragment’ it. Fragment is
great fun and produces great images.

»Price £1.20/$1.99
»Designed for Phone
»Requires Android 4.0.3

BLEND COLLAGE DOUBLE EXPOSURE » Blend two photos together 
in various ways with adjustable opacity for intriguing images

»like this? 
try this!

Fragment
Turn photos into prismatic art

Keen to learn about ideas in non-fiction books, but don’t have the time 
to wade through weighty tomes? Blinkist takes their key insights and 
delivers them in bite-size chunks that take mere minutes to peruse. Its 

400+ book catalogue is organised into categories for society, politics & history, 
health & happiness, entrepreneurship, 
business & career, popular science, and 
productivity & self-help. While you get a 
free three-day trial upon signing into the 
app, the service normally costs 
£5.58/$7.99 per month.

Tapping a title presents some general 
info about the book and its author, plus a 
list of key insights – tap one to read more 
about it. The reading interface is nice and 
clean and has options to share, change 
font size and return to the list of insights. 
It’d be nice if you could take notes and 
highlight text, though.

» Price Free
» Designed for Tablet & Phone
» Requires Android 4.0.3

Blinkist
Key insights from non-fi ction books

AUDIBLE FOR ANDROID » Its vast catalogue of audiobooks, of all 
types, will save you a lot of reading time

»like this? 
try this!

Painter 
Mobile
A serious painting app from Corel

High-quality Android art apps are few and far between, so this new
arrival from graphics software giant Corel has caused much
excitement. Effectively a mobile version of the professional Painter

computer program, it is of course much simplifi ed yet still offers a good range of
tools for artists. There are over 70 brushes if you upgrade to the Pro version
(£2.97/$4.99), which also increases the maximum canvas size to 2048x2048.
Other familiar tools include an eye-dropper, paint bucket and transformation
options – although sadly no selection tool to apply them to a particular area.
A big plus is the inclusion of layers – up to 20 of them – with adjustable
opacity. While we had problems importing photos from the gallery on our
tablet, and other users have reported bugs, Painter Mobile is already
proving to be an impressive, easy-to-use art app. At the very least, it’ll
prove handy for making sketches to export to a computer for fi ne-tuning.

“Painter Mobile is already 
proving to be an impressive, 
easy-to-use art app”

Get to know
Painter Mobile offers a wide range of pro-style brushes 
and tools, plus layers for greater editing flexibility

Brush strokes
The free version includes 
16 drawing tools, 
expanded to 70+ by 
upgrading to Pro. Each 
brush can be heavily 
customised with numerous
options such as jitter, 
dynamics and blending.

Layer work
The inclusion of layers is 
very welcome, enabling 
you to add and adjust 
details with great 
fl exibility. It’s a shame 
there are no layer blending
effects such as darken 
and multiply, though.

Transformations
The Transform tool 
enables you to move, 
scale (vertical and 
horizontal), rotate and 
skew whole layers, though 
sadly not selected areas, 
using fi nger gestures. It’s 
fun to play with.

Hide toolbars
Tapping this arrow hides the toolbars – 
unless locked using the small circular 
buttons – so you can view your artistry 
without distractions.
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You’ll usually need to tap ‘Read more’ to view
the full story in your web browser

Delvv
Discard irrelevant content and only get 
the stories that interest you

If you think it is 
important to stay in the 
loop, but you want to
avoid information 

overload, Delvv: Personalized News
Feed claims to provide a solution by
delivering curated articles that are
perfectly tailored to your interests.
After signing in, you’re presented
with a list of headlines (which, rather
unhelpfully, lack any further info
about the stories) in your Home feed
For each of these, you can tap X to
remove it, or the tick to see similar
articles. Tapping a story brings it up
in fullscreen… well, the start of it a
least. You’ll almost always have to
‘read more’ to bring the full articl
up in your default web browser
and this can soon become a
pain. Still, there are various
options to share, favourite an
to one of your collections.

The app is very US-centric
when we tested it, most of t
stories weren’t actually of g
interest to us. Which does
purpose somewhat. Swip
Topics tab enabled us to

preferred subjects, but this didn’t 
actually help much. We were able to 
search for more relevant news topics
a dd them to our subscribed

doesn’t seem to

FLIPBOARD: YOUR NEWS MAGAZINE » Choose the topics and
news sources you want to fl ip through in your virtual magazine

»like this? 
try this!

A few annoying fl aws and 
omissions, but the painting 
dynamics work well

Performance

Design

Value

» specification

Designed for: Phone and tablet

Requires Android 3.0

Price Free

» verdict

» like this? try this!
SketchBook Pro
Autodesk’s art app is a serious rival, 

featuring layers and a good selection of brushes

Drawing tools
Choose your drawing implement from a 
wide range and easily alter its size,
colour and opacity. There’s also an
option for symmetrical drawing.

Work with layers
You can create up to 20 layers, altering
their opacity and order. They can also
be hidden from view. The bottom
option changes the main paper colour.

Familiar functions
Tools include a colour eye-dropper, 
paint bucket, eraser, crop, transform 
and move. The absence of an area 
selection tool is disappointing, though.

Doesn’t really deliver and you 
have to read most stories in 
the default browser

»specification

» verdict

Designed for: Phone and tablet
Requires Android: 4.0

Price Free
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Top apps face off to see which offers
the best automation features

tohead tohead

IFTTT shines at automating cloud services and apps, but Tasker offers a 
deeper level of automation for both the web and your phone. Tasker is 
complex and takes a lot longer to master than IFTTT, but its scope is 
almost limitless and unlike IFTTT works offline and from root.

IFTTT integrates with
notifications, phone calls,

photos, SMS and the device
as a whole so it can affect the

ringtone and volume. It also
works with Android Wear.

Tasker integrates with a wide 
variety of your phone’s
functions. If you’re rooted, it
can also access your system
software for even deeper
control over your device.

Can automate a broad range of
services, including social

networks, cloud storage sites,
and RSS feeds. It also

connects with wearables and
Wi-Fi-enabled tech.

Tasker can leverage web
services and tweak
individual apps, but it’s a
complicated process. Plug-
ins allow it to connect with
other hardware.

Though the high learning
curve of creating profiles can
lead to several failed
attempts, once it is mastered
Tasker is renowned for
accuracy and reliability.

As well as creating your own
automations, known as

recipes, you can view recipes
created by others. However,

these sometimes don’t work as
expected or fail to launch at all.

Instead of allowing users to
have a large amount of

actions launch based on one
trigger, IFTTT recipes only

work 1:1, which can be quite
limiting for experienced users.

With a lots of triggers, 
actions, and parameters, 
Tasker can be used in many 
ways, from changing your 
wallpaper everyday to reading 
texts when you’re driving.

And the 
winner is...

TASKER

EASEOFUSE

RELIABILITY

PHONEINTEGRATION

WEB SERVICES

From turning your phone to silent when 
you enter a cinema, to updating your 
Facebook profi le picture, automation 

apps make your life simpler by 
leveraging web services and digging 
deep into your phone’s functions. 

But which of 
these downloads 

work best?

Setting up is simple: select 
any combination of two 

channels, and it will suggest 
automations. Select one of 
these, and the automation 

gets to work instantly.

Tasker requires different 
profi les for each 
automation, before 
adjusting a sub-set of 
complex variables. There 
are no built-in tutorials.

CUSTOMISATION

» specification

Designed for: Phone and tablet

Requires Android: Varies with device

Price £2.99/$2.99 

TaskerIFTTT

» specification

Designed for: Phone and tablet

Requires Android: 4.0

Price Free 

vs
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Learn the truth about iPhone, iPad, Android, Photoshop and
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BUY YOUR COPY TODAY
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Digital edition available at www.greatdigitalmags.com
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Available on the following platforms
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what we’ve 
been playing

More than just ‘Angry Birds for girls’
Angry Birds Stella

Brand new attack methods require a new 
approach to solving puzzles

As game franchises go
Angry Birds has been o
of the biggest success

the past few years, with Star 
Wars-themed spin-offs and the
reverse point-of-view of Bad Pigg
among the many titles released
across various mobile platforms

This time, the focus is on Stel
and her adventurous bird friend
who embark on a quest to prote
Golden Island from Bad Princes
and her army of piggies. Along 
with main character Stella, the 
game features Dahlia, Poppy, 
Willow and Luca who you will 
guide across 120 levels with 
optional in-app purchases.

Based on the character name
and the setting, Angry Birds Ste
might look as though it is aimed at
female gamers but the truth is, like 
any game, anyone can play it. With a 
focus on a smaller group of birds and 
their characters, there is also a 
sense of adventure this time around, 
rather than just attempting to 
complete arbitrary puzzles.

While the basic gameplay 
remains the same (making this just 
as accessible as all of the other 
Angry Birds games) Stella has 
multiple attacks available, and 
getting to grips with these means 

adopting a new approach to solving
puzzles, as well as awareness that 
the clock is ticking down. For 
instance, tapping the display 
mid-fl ight will send Stella into a 
powerful fl ight which can be used to 
bounce her off walls. 

The game’s cartoon-style intro and 
soundtrack retain a connection to 
the rest of the Angry Birds series, 
while the visual design is close 
enough to be recognisable. This time 
around there is a very different 
colour palette and the choice of

landscapes hints at an attempt to
attract girls to the game. Given the 
volume of Angry Birds merchandise 
in Toys R’Us, this shouldn’t come as 
a great surprise, and fortunately it 
doesn’t feel cynical. In terms of 
merchandise, Telepods can be 
purchased, and when scanned they 
introduce new birds into the game.

» Price Free
» Designed for Phone and tablet
» Requires Android 4.0

»Price £1.20/ $1.99
» Designed for Phone and tablet
» Requires Android 4.0

A nightmarish endless
runner for Halloween!

Spooky, sinister,
atmospheric – three words
that perfectly describe the

world of Boogey Boy.
Offering story and arcade modes

(the second is unlocked by making
progress in the first), Boogey Boy is a
side-scrolling runner that challenges
you to collect stars in a haunted house
while pursued by a giant ghoul.

The control mechanism is a little
different to some runners, giving you 
the opportunity to jump, double jump 
or long jump and climb, and Boogey 
Boy is able to explore multiple levels of 

the haunted house. There are various
items to avoid such as flying books
and man-eating plants, while picking
up the three batteries in the level will 
power your torch and shine it on the 
ghoul, so you can complete the level. 
With a retro feel and strikingly unique 

Jump, climb and collect stars – but don’t forget to run!

graphics, this game is guaranteed to 
improve your nightmares.

Boogey Boy
Radiant
£1.49, $1.99
Retro space invaders shooter 

complete with old school theme tune 
and graphics, Radiant is always playable 
and diffi cult to put down. Also available in 
a HD version ideal for tablets.

Stickman Tennis 
Free
One of the better arcade sports 
titles for Android, Stickman 

Tennis offers solid controls and a feeling of 
achievement when you win matches. Not 
a sim but good fun nevertheless!

»twitter
@lgrobot

Recommend a game…

Angry Birds Stella revolves around the 
familiar slingshot targeting system



»www.littlegreenrobot.co.ukCheck our website for
even more game reviews
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A bird related game with
a retro feel and twitch
gameplay? It can only be

another Flappy Bird clone, surely?
Well, no. 8bit Doves is

sufficiently different as to prove
extremely playable and addictive,
something it achieves by doubling
the number of controls.

The aim is to guide the
character who dreams he can fly
through the levels, collecting
doves as you go for bonus points.
The levels become increasingly
labyrinthine as the game
progresses, with twists, turns and
traps adding to the difficulty.

Like other games with flight and
twitch gameplay, mastering the
controls is vital. You need to tap
left or right, taking care not to arc

8bit Doves
Believe you can fl y in this challenging twitch game

»Price £1.99/$2.99
»Designed for Phone and tablet
»Requires Android 3.0

quickhits

Mastering fl ight is tough, as you might have noticed in real life

into the wall. Flying straight means 
using both controls in succession.

8bit Doves is challenging and 
engaging without being frustrating; a 
diffi cult balance to strike.

While it might not look like much at first glance, 
this is a particularly spooky game, albeit one 
with limited controls.

You start work as a night watchman in a toy-themed 
pizza shop, where the animatronic toys come alive at 
night, leaving you to check the security cams and get 
spooked out in the darkness as they leave their positions 
and begin their march toward your offi ce…

With limited electricity for checking the cams and the 
toys’ ability to disable the systems, this is a memorable 
game that uses cinematic techniques to build tension.

FiveNights
atFreddy’s

» Price £1.81/ $2.99
» Designed for Phone and tablet
» Requires Android 2.3

Not a game you should play alone

Feel the tension mount as you try to defend your offi ce from an 
attack by animatronic robots

You’ve probably heard of chess, and with 
this game you can play online with 
friends, family and strangers. Hone your 
skill, practice opening moves and 
ultimately become a better player!

Chess With
Friends Free

Spider-Man 
Unlimited Free
A free Spider-Man runner game 

with comic book-style art and an epic 
premise: protect NYC from The Sinister 
Six, who are busy summoning versions of 
themselves from other universes.

Stick Soccer Free
Want to play a soccer game on 
Android? Stick Soccer is an 

alternative to famous titles like FIFA and 
PES that still manages to give you a 
satisfying footballing experience.

Bear vs Art Free
With over 125 puzzles to 
complete, Bear vs Art 

challenges you to guide your bear 
through various abstract art galleries to 
destroy the pointless works in a brave 
battle against subtext.

A beautifully inventive runner 
game inspired in part by Lewis 

Carrol’s Alice books, Wonder Cube 
encourages players to explore the 
in-game world and complete quests that 
will challenge your friends.

Wonder Cube Free

The most rewarding strategy MMO with 
millions of players worldwide, Kings of 
the Realm has recently updated with new 
graphics and player-to-player messaging. 
Makes Clash of Clans look like Draughts.

Kings of the 
Realm Free

Fans of the classic spy movies of the 1960s will love 
CounterSpy, in which you play an ex-CIA agent 
recruited by COUNTER and sent on missions against 

Soviet targets. Combining the classic spy tropes with some 
amazing visual design, CounterSpy is full of atmosphere, 
throwing you straight into danger with a challenging tutorial. 
Gameplay combines stealth-and-attack with missions to 
collect blueprints for weapons and destroying computers. 
While the main mode of play is the traditional left-to-right 
adventure platformer, there are various moments when the 
gameplay shifts to an over-the-shoulder view.

This Sony game is clearly an instant classic, but it gets 
better: CounterSpy is also available for PS Vita, PS3 and PS4 
systems, and data syncs between each version.

CounterSpy

» Price £3.05/ $4.99
» Designed for Phone and tablet
» Requires Android 4.2

High-octane super spy action

Enjoy James Bond style Cold War spy missions in this slick adventure!

EDITOR’S 
CHOICE

EDITOR’S 
CHOICE

http://www.littlegreenrobot.co.uk
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Sony Xperia Z3
Sony’s third premium device of the year is the most 
beautiful Android phone we’ve ever tested With two previous versions of the premium 

Xperia Z series already hitting the shelves 
this year, Sony has been quick to get its 

latest creation, the 4G-enabled Z3, onto the shelves 
o combat increased competition. When you fi rst get 
our hands on a Z3 you know you’re handling a 
remium device. The aluminium frame offers no fl ex 
nd gives the whole phone a nice sleek look, while 
he reinforced glass back is as beautiful as ever. 

When in hand, the device is light and the curved 
ature of the phone helps make it easy to hold for 
rolonged periods of time. It’s without doubt a simple 
esign, but one where there truly is nothing we can 
ault. All the usual ports can be found on each side of 
he device, with the only noticeable additions being 
upport for nano-SIM cards and the inclusion of a 
amera button. There’s now two quality speakers 

ocated on the fascia of the Z3, instead of the one 
ngular speaker found on older Xperia devices.
Sony’s not really changed much with the custom 

kin it implements on all its Xperia devices. You’ll 
nd updated versions of its Movie, Walkman and 
lbums apps, but they pale in comparison to 
oogle’s suite of stock apps. PS4 owners can now 

ake advantage of the Remote Play function to play 
onsole games straight on the phone, but this will 
oon drain the 16GB of internal storage, and 

nstead you’ll need to use the provided micro SD 
ot that’s expandable up to 128GB. To fully enjoy 

hese games you’re going to need a powerful 
rocessor and a superb screen. On the processor 
de of things you’ve got a fairly standard quad-core 
napdragon 801 offering clocked at 2.5GHz that 
andles all tasks well. Don’t get us wrong, it’s a 

monster processor, but one that most fl agship 
evices have implemented this year – although the 
GB of RAM is a nice bonus. The screen of the Z3 
as also undergone some improvements, and 
lthough the 1920 x 1080 display still isn’t as crisp 
s what Samsung is producing, it’s without doubt 
he best one we’ve seen on an Xperia device. 
iewing angles are really good and colours are so 
vid that you’ll defi nitely want to tone down the 
rightness when you fi rst turn the device on.
As with all of its premium Xperia devices, the Z3 

s waterproof for up to 30 minutes at a time. We’ll 
lways have some trepidation about putting a £500 
hone underwater, but there are no issues with it 
ot working here. If you’re planning to take the 
evice underwater, make sure to explore the new 
amera that’s being used. Again it’s a noticeable

Power is ev
The quad-core Snap
processor is fairly st
today’s fl agship sma
being clock at 2.5GH
Xperia Z3 completel

Make a 
splash
If you’re brave 
enough then you 
can submerge the 
Xperia Z3 in up to 
1.5m of water for up
30 minutes. Just 
enough time to take
some amazing 
underwater snaps

Batte
boo

With so m
upgrades in
Xperia Z3, w

normally expe
humongous batte

be included.
3100mAh 

removable battery 
bad by any means

should have be
little big
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Photography
The 20.7-MP camera produces stunning 
photos to please novices and prosfor...

EDITOR’S 
CHOICE
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improvement over both the Z1 and Z2 and the
20.7-megapixel offering works alongside a Exmor
RS sensor to provide all the tools needed for
detailed shots in low light conditions. We’d
happily put our necks out here and say that the Z3
has the best camera we’ve ever seen on an
Android phone, so far. For all of the positives,
we can’t help but feel that Sony has missed a trick
by not packing a bigger battery into the non-
removable backplate of the Xperia Z3. The
3100mAh Li-on battery is said to last two days of
use, but with the device needing to handle a bigger
processor, better screen and more battery-
intensive stock apps than before, it drains fairly
quickly. We’d say you’ll get close to a full day of use
before needing a charge.

Sony has ticked all the right boxes when it
comes to the Xperia Z3. It’s without doubt the
best-designed Android smartphone we’ve ever
seen, includes arguably the best smartphone
camera and has noticeable improvements
throughout. Don’t be deterred by misleading battery
life claims, as the Z3 is up there with the best that
Android has to offer.

PS4 compatibility
Through the PS4 Remote Play feature, 

The perfect 
design

Both the aluminium frame 
and glass back of the Z3 

add a real premium feel to 
the device. It’s remarkably 

lightweight, as well as being 
curved to help it feel 

comfortable to hold for 
prolonged periods of time

If a superbly designed 
smartphone is key for you, 
then there’s simply nothing 
better than the Xperia Z3

»Verdict

Value for money
There’s no denying that you’re paying a hefty 
sum for Sony’s best ever Xperia device

Features
Sony’s stock apps are still average, but 
the new camera is up there with the best

Design
Simply stunning. From the aluminium frame to 
the glass back, everything’s beautiful on the Z3

Performance
You’d be hard pressed to find any sort of lag 
here thanks to the Snapdragon 801 processor

» Operating system ...............Android 4.4.4

» Processor ...................................  2.5GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon 
801 quad-core

» Memory .......................................3GB

» Dimensions ..............................146 x 72 x 7.3mm

» Weight ..........................................152g

» Display size ...............................5.2-inch

» Display resolution ...............1920 x 1080 pixels

» Expansion slot .......................micro SD

technical specs

Price £515
» More information 
www.sonymobile.com
» Supplied by
www.clove.co.uk

information
Sony Xperia Z3

Battery life
Not quite living 
up to the two 
day claim, we 
got one day 
charge with 
medium use

Sony
XperiaZ2

issue038

N/A

worse thanbetter than

SonyXperiaZ3

Snap happy
The 20.7-megapixel 
camera and Exmor 
sensor are a seriously 
great package when it 
comes to smartphone 
photography. Images 
are detailed and there’s 
a suite of editing options 
to keep Instagram 
users happy

Design
The copper variant we tested sports a beautiful
design with a premium fi nish throughout

Gaming
Take advantage of Remote Play and play PS4 
games directly on your phone

Recording videos
Users will now be able to record 4K video on 
the Z3 and share them directly to YouTube

http://www.sonymobile.com
http://www.clove.co.uk
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Moto G (2014)
Can the latest version of the Moto G prove it’s the 
quintessential budget device?

74

Instant updates
Due to Motorola’s 
partnership with Google, 
users can expect the Moto
G to be one of the fi rst 
devices to get the Android 
update. It already runs the
latest version of Android 
(4.4.4) like a breeze

Motorola apps
Although largely stock, the
Moto G (2014) has three 
included apps that perform
some great functions. 
Migrate helps users bring 
their content across from 
an older device, Alert store
emergency contacts and 
Assist is an automation ap

Pretty in white
The white version we
tested is a really
good-looking device.
Although predominantly
plastic, the phone feels we
made and robust, but a
little chunkier than the
previous models

e original Moto G was released to a good 
mount of fanfare, providing users with a 
ost-effective way of getting their hands on 
est version of Android (4.3 at the time). The 

4G, which added dual-SIM capabilities, 
ickly followed it up and lightning-fast 
ad speeds were achievable through 4G 
tivity. The Moto G 2014 is the latest in the 
hat offers current G owners a recognisable 
but also one with several key changes. 
time around you’ll fi nd predominantly the 
esign, with the only addition being the two 
cing speakers that offer superb clarity for 
usic. Motorola has still chosen the same 
back to help cater for the bigger fi ve-inch 
and the device is just about usable with 
nd, but a noticeable leap from the previous 
h screen. 
bigger size also means it’s slightly heavier 

predecessors and chunkier as well. One of 
est additions to the Moto G 4G was 

M capability and thankfully Motorola has 
that over. Although it won’t be as big of a 
the UK, access to dual-SIMs is perfect in 
ns where signals just aren’t very good. 
r thing that’s carried over is the 2070mAh 
. It provides enough juice to get through the 
t the bigger screen certainly puts it under a 
e pressure.
thing we’ve grown accustomed to is the 
ce of stock Android on all Motorola devices. 
me can be said here and it’ll be pleasing for 

ho want to customise the device 
elves. There are a couple of additional apps, 
wouldn’t describe them as bloatware. 
 can help you sync contents across from a 

nt phone, Alert stores emergency contact 
ation and Assist is a fantastic automation 
ers have access to a decent 8GB of internal 
, but this is expandable to 32GB through a 
D card. 
ography fans will be pleasantly surprised 
e upgraded eight-megapixel rear camera 
vailable. It’s not perfect by any means, but 
and details are good and the stock Camera 

s a decent amount of shooting and editing 
adily available. To view your photos, you’ll be 

advantage of the improved display. The

Camera
A great choice for those wanting a cheap way 
of taking photos on the gofor...
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The Moto G remains one of 
the best budget buys, but the 
latest version isn’t perfect

»Verdict

Value for money
You can’t argue with the £150 price tag, 
but expect a price drop soon enough

Features
Lots of upgrades all over the device and 
guaranteed Android L at launch

Design
Beautiful and well-designed, with the 
front-facing speakers a nice addition too

Performance
Moving around the device is a breeze, but 
processor-heavy apps cause slight lag

» Operating system ............... Android 4

» Processor ................................... Quad-core Snapdragon 400 
1.2GHz

» Memory .......................................1GB RAM, 8GB storage

» Dimensions ..............................141.5 x 70.7 x 11mm

» Weight ..........................................149g

» Display size ...............................Five-inch

» Display resolution ...............720 x 1280 pixels

» Expansion slot .......................micro SD

technical specs

Price £149.99
» More information 
www.motorola.com

» Supplied by 
www.motorola.com

information
Moto G (2014)

Battery life
The 2070 mAh 
battery is 
impressive, but 
the extra large 
screen can be 
a power drain

Room for 
improvement 
Both the processor and 

battery have been recycled 
from the original Moto G 

and could do with being a 
bit bigger and faster. The 

larger screen is more 
demanding on the battery, 

for example

Dual-SIM
The addition of dual-SIMs is 

great for those who 
struggle for signal with their 

current mobile network. It 
allows users to switch 

between SIM cards to fi nd 
a network with a decent 

signal in their area

Camera 
upgrade 

One of the biggest 
additions to this version of 
the Moto G is the camera 
upgrade from fi ve to eight 
megapixels. It’s especially 

d h

move from 4.5 to fi ve inches is a good addition and 
has helped bump the overall pixel density to 326. 
Everything looks great on it and we’d happily stick 
our necks out and say it rivals many of the high-end 
devices on the market. 

However, a big omission here is the lack of 4G. 
Although we expect to see a 4G variant down the 
line, it’s arguably the one thing that will leave users 
wondering if the device is for them. There are 
several cheaper devices on the market – including 
the last-gen Moto G 4G – that already offer it, so it’s 
a pity Motorola hasn’t taken the initiative and 
followed it up here. With the larger, higher 
resolution screen, it’s also surprising that the 
Snapdragon 400 processor hasn’t been upgraded. 
It does keep everything moving around nicely, but it 
does show a bit of strain when performing several 
tasks at once.

There’s plenty to love about the Moto G (2014), it 
feels like a truly well-rounded device and keeps 
that mouth-watering £150 price tag. The upgraded 
camera, front-facing speakers, better screen and
access to Android 4.4.4 are all positives that users
will love, but the bigger size really required a bigger
battery and faster processor to streak ahead of the
competition. This is still one of the premier budget

Moto G 4G

issue 042

worse thanbetter than

Moto G (2014)

EE
Kestrel

issue 40

Ease of use
The Moto G is full of features to help new 
Android users get started

Access to updates
Expect updates to the latest versions of 
Android before most other users

Being cheap
Regardless of its issues, the Moto G is still a 
steal at £150

http://www.motorola.com
http://www.motorola.com
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Xiaomi Mi4
Xiaomi is a huge name in China but largely 
unknown in Europe. How does its new 
fl agship fare here?

Even the most dedicated of Android fans might 
not have heard of Xiaomi (pronounced 
‘show-me’) until it was announced that Hugo 

Barra, a key fi gure in Android at Google, was 
leaving the company to join Xiaomi as head of 
international expansion. The hire was a statement 
of intent – the likes of Samsung and LG should 
perhaps take notice of this Chinese company that 
is selling millions of devices in its home country.

There are two particularly interesting facets to 
Xiaomi’s phone. The fi rst is that it doesn’t just 
make fl agship devices like the Mi4 we are looking 
at here – they also make a number of lower-spec
devices that sell at extremely low prices. They
typically sell out very fast indeed in China and other
emerging markets that Xiaomi distribute in, such
as India. The second is that although the Xiaomi
phones are Android devices, they don’t run a
normal version of Android with Google apps, they
run a customised version called MIUI, which
although based on AOSP, has a completely
different set of apps and look and feel.

What we have here is the new pinnacle of the
range – the flagship Mi4. It might be cheap at
CN¥1,999 (~£200) for the 16GB version, but it
certainly does not skimp on specs – it’s up there
with the very best of them, packing a top spec
Qualcomm 801 2.5GHz CPU, 3GB RAM, five-inch
IPS screen, AC Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 4.0, dual high
resolution cameras – you’re left wanting for little.
It’s fair to say that on some Chinese devices in the
past when the specs are high you’ve paid the price

Fresh ideas
MIUI offers useful features above base
Android in a similar way tomany customROMsfor...

Speaker
The Mi4 has only a 
single speaker, 
hidden behind micro 
drilled holes on the 
bottom of the 
device. Despite this, 
sound is clear and 
loud and headphone 
audio is excellent, 
particularly when 
paired with some 
Xiaomi Pistons

Cameras
The main camera on 

the Mi4 is a 
13-megapixel unit 

using the same 
sensor as the 
OnePlus One. 

Camera shots are 
good but not 

exceptional. Selfi es 
are impressive 
courtesy of an 

eight-megapixel 
front-facing camera

Battery
The battery in the Mi4 is a 

3080mAh cell, which 
isn’t swappable despite 

the removable back. 
Speedy charging is 

supported via Qualcomm 
QuickCharge 2.0… just as 

soon as compatible 
chargers start to hit 

the market

EDITOR’S 
CHOICE
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Xiaomi shows yet again that the 
big players should be genuinely 
concerned at its expansion 
plans. The Mi4 is fantastic

»Verdict

Value for money
Even taking into account import costs, 
the Mi4 is an incredible bargain

Features
The Mi4 loses a star for no LTE support. 
No micro SD expansion is a shame

Design
It’s hard to deny the iPhone influence, but 
the steel-edged Mi4 is a beautiful device

Performance
The Mi4 flies along. The MIUI graphical 
flourishes aren’t limiting

» Operating system ...............MIUI 5 (KitKat 4.4.2)
                                             or MIUI 6 Beta (KitKat 4.4.4)

» Processor ...................................  Qualcomm Snapdragon 801 
2.5GHz quad-core

» Memory .......................................3GB RAM

» Dimensions ..............................139.2 x 68.5 x 8.9mm

» Weight ..........................................149g

» Display size ...............................Five-inch

» Display resolution ...............1920 x 1080 pixels

»Expansion slot .......................n/a

technical specs

Price 16 GB £200 64 GB £250
» More information 
www.mi.com/mi4
» Supplied by
Chigon

information
Xiaomi Mi4

Battery life
Battery life on the 
Mi4 is excellent, 
although it is 
reduced slightly if 
using the MIUI 6 
development ROM

We mentioned that MIUI devices ship without 
Google Services installed… how much of a 
problem is this? In theory – huge. In reality – it isn’t 
at all. The Xiaomi app store (Mi Market), includes a 
freely downloadable app that installs the Google 
Services and the Play store. Quick and easy, if 
somewhat legally dubious.

If you want a Mi4 today, you’ll need to import it 
personally, so it’s very much a niche choice 
currently, until such time as Xiaomi is ready for a 
real European presence. But if you do so, the 
experience is very rewarding. Top class hardware, 
unusual but enjoyable software (with weekly 
updates of the developer ROM for the keen 
hackers among us) and a thriving, bustling 
community of users.

It’s not easy to fi nd negatives about the device 
except around potential warranty issues should 
something go wrong (you’d likely have to return the 
device to China). If you’re not sure that the MIUI 
Android experience is for you, you can likely fi nd a 
MIUI 5 ROM for your existing device to get a taster 
for the OS.

in build quality, but again, that couldn’t be further 
from the truth on the Mi4. The edge of the device is 
machined from stainless steel in the style of the 
Galaxy Alpha, contributing to a feel in the hand that 
is even better than Samsung’s latest effort.

MIUI, Xiaomi’s take on Android, has taken a fair 
bit of criticism for being ‘inspired’ by the design of 
iOS and really, some of the criticism is justifi ed – 
MIUI6 does feel at points very similar in design to 
iOS 7. To call it a copy though doesn’t do it justice 
and it misses out on the fact that MIUI is actually 
very good. MIUI provides all the base features of 
Android KitKat AOSP, enhanced with custom apps 
for permissions, security, updating, root access 
and much more. Despite fi rst appearing as a 
‘dumbed down’ take on Android, the opposite is 
actually true.

The Mi4 ships with MIUI 5 out of the box, which is 
the current stable release. MIUI 6 is currently 
under development however, and is downloadable 
to fl ash should you wish to try it out. We have been 
running it for a while with no problems, which is 
impressive in itself.

Sony 
Xperia Z3

issue 044

worse thanbetter than

Xiaomi Mi4

OnePlus 
One

issue 041

Customising
A large number of coloured backs are already 
available for the Mi4

Hacking
MIUI developer ROMs are perfect for people 
who like to hack right out of the box

Movies
Up to 64GB of storage and a gorgeous screen 
make the Mi4 great for watching movies

Build quality
The Mi4 feels 
exceptionally well 
constructed with a 
glass front, 
changeable plastic 
back and beautiful 
stainless steel edge. 
Xiaomi plans to 
release custom backs 
in a number 
of innovative 
materials, such as 
bamboo and other 
wood fi nishes, leather 
or even denim

Ports
The various ports 
around the edge of 
the device don’t 
detract from the 
overall look. The 
power and volume 
buttons are metal, 
the infra-red 
transmitter on the 
top is small and the 
ports are all 
perfectly fi nished Screen

The Mi4 might be 
cheap compared to 

other fl agship 
phones, but that 

doesn’t mean Xiaomi 
has skimped on 
components or 

materials. A 
particular highlight is 
the fi ve-inch Full HD 
IPS screen – it’s one 
of the best available 

on any device

http://www.mi.com/mi4
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Sony Xperia
Z3 Compact

Can the Z3 Compact 
prove that bigger isn’t 
necessarily better?

One-handed use
At 4.6 inches, the Z3 Compact is the perfect
device to use for prolonged one-handed usefor...

A lthough still fairly common, smaller 
Android phones have certainly taken a 
backseat to their much larger 

counterparts as of late. Sony is one company, 
however, that continually manufacture smaller 
versions of its new fl agships, and the 4.6-inch 
Xperia Z3 Compact is another example of that. 
Design wise, the Z3 Compact is styled virtually 
the same as the larger Z3. It includes the same 
reinforced glass back, the same curved design 
but lacks the aluminium frame. Instead, Sony 
has implemented a thick plastic frame that 
doesn’t really have the premium look we had 
hoped for. The smaller size means it’s easily 
more suited for one-handed use and each port 
has been cleverly placed so that your fi ngers 
won’t cover them up. There are no substantial 
options when it comes to ports, but all the 
basics are included, as well as Sony’s dedicated 
camera button for taking quick snaps.

For a smaller phone, the Z3 Compact offers a 
gorgeous display. Similarly to its bigger 
counterpart, colours are bright, there’s miniscule 
pixelation and even third-party app icons look the 
part. It runs Android 4.4.4 and is 4G compatible, 
but this is another phone that Sony has 
plastered its own custom skin on. By no means 
does it take anything anyway from the device, 
but it’s just not as easy to use as stock Android. 
There’s also a number of bloatware apps readily 
included, with some being more useful than 
others. Users can expand on the 16GB storage 
up to 128GB via micro SD card, which you’ll 
probably do if you want to use Sony’s Walkman 
and Movies apps. 

If recent history is anything to go by, smaller 
devices are often left behind when it comes to 
receiving new updates, we can’t say for sure that 
it’ll happen here, but it’s something to bear in 
mind before purchasing if looking for a device 
that will get Android L immediately. It’s nice to 
see the same fl agship Snapdragon 801 
processor used here and it’s even clocked at the 
same 2.5GHz we saw in the Xperia Z3. The 2GB 
of RAM is less than the bigger device, but you 
won’t notice it through everyday use and only the 
occasional lag in processor-heavy applications.

The 20.7-megapixel rear camera is superb and 
image clarity is fantastic. Colours can be a little dull 
on occasion, but it performs well in low-light 
conditions. You’d be hard pressed to fi nd a better 
camera on offer in similarly priced smartphones, 

Plastic isn’t 
perfect
Sony has removed the 
metal frame that made the 
bigger Xperia Z3 a stunning 
device and instead added a 
plastic frame on the Z3 
Compact. It does help keep 
the device feeling sturdy, 
but certainly detracts from 
the premium feeling of the 
Xperia devices

Battery claims
It’s a pretty bold claim to 
state that a battery will last 
two days on any phone, 
but Sony’s claim for the 
Xperia Z3 Compact is 
correct. Through low to 
medium usage, you’ll get 
plenty of battery life in just 
one charge

Media users
With Sony’s own Walkman 
and Movies apps 
pre-installed, users already 
have a good selection of 
options readily available to 
enjoy all their media 
through. With Google Play 
store access, you can also 
download Netfl ix, Rdio 
and more

Power in 
abundance
For a smaller device, the 
2.5GHz Snapdragon 801 
processor is a fantastic 
addition. It blitzes through 
everything you throw at it 
and the 2GB of RAM helps 
deal with any multitasking 
you may undertake
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Storage
The micro SD slot on the side of the device can
be expanded to 128GB

Photos
Users can take fantastic images with the
20.7-megapixel on offer here

Processing
There’s a mammoth
smaller frame of the

but it’s defi nitely not as good as what we saw in the 
full-sized Xperia Z3. Battery life is the one concern 
we consistently fi nd in Xperia devices, but the Z3 
Compact is the fi rst one we’ve really seen that 
backs up Sony’s claims. Two days of use from the 
2600mAh battery may seem far-fetched, but on 
low to medium use this is doable. If you start 
watching movies and other media-orientated 
tasks, then this will obviously decrease quite 
quickly, however. 

After a few hours with the Xperia Z3 Compact, 
you’ll soon be able to see where the compromises 
have been made between this and the bigger Z3. It 
lacks the premium aluminium fi nish, the camera 
isn’t as good and there’s both a smaller battery and 
less RAM. But ultimately it’s hard not to fall in love 
with this device. It’s still a great-looking phone and 
outperforms pretty much everything in the same 
price tag. For those on the hunt for a smaller device 
that really won’t break the bank, then the Xperia Z3 
Compact should be up for serious consideration.

There’s nothing truly 
outstanding with the Z3 
Compact, but everything it 
does, it does really well

»Verdict

HTC Desire
610

issue041

Moto G 
(2014)

issue044

worse thanbetter than

Sony Xperia Z3 Compact

Value for money
Plenty of device for your money, you’ll be hard 
pressed to find something better for the price

Features
Sony’s custom skin isn’t as good as stock 
Android, but the camera is fantastic

Design
Lack of premium touches make it not as 
desirable as its bigger counterpart

Performance
A small amount of lag is noticeable when 
multitasking, but no other issues to note

» Operating system ...............Android 4.4.4

» Processor ...................................  2.5GHz Snapdragon 801
quad-core

» Memory .......................................2GB RAM

» Dimensions ..............................127.3 x 64.9 x 8.6mm

» Weight ..........................................129g

» Display size ...............................4.6-inch

» Display resolution ...............720 x 1280 pixels

» Expansion slot ....................... micro SD

technical specs

Price £349
» More information 
www.sonymobile.com

» Supplied by 
www.clove.co.uk

information
Sony Xperia Z3 
Compact

Battery life
No problems with 
getting two days 
from one charge on 
low usageQuick snaps

To partner the superb camera o
offer here, users will fi nd 

dedicated camera button on th
side of the device. It’s a great way o
taking quick snaps when you’re ou

and abou

Say cheese
Although there are certainly som

minor tweaks that could b
incorporated to help make th
20.7-megapixel camera a littl

better, but we can’t argue with th
clarity of images that can be take
through it. It performs very well i

low-light condition

http://www.sonymobile.com
http://www.clove.co.uk
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HTC Desire 510
HTC’s assault on the low to mid-range market continues with the Desire 510 – is it 
cheap or cheerful enough?

Data use
A low-end phone with LTE is still uncommon 
– the Desire 510 does have speedy datafor...

I t almost gets tedious repeating the same 
message, but for manufacturers to succeed in 
the Android market it’s important that they 

have to have a very compelling set of low to 
mid-range devices – just having fantastic 
fl agships isn’t enough. HTC has been the most 
guilty of ignoring this reality in recent years – it 
has delivered fantastic products like the HTC 
One (M7) and the HTC One (M8), but in doing so 
they appear to have taken its eye off the ball 
when it comes to the devices that really have 
the potential to sell in large volumes.

The good news is that it has fi nally woken up to 
this fact and it is trying to do something about it, 
courtesy of the refreshed Desire range. We’ve 
reviewed the Desire 816 (which is about to be 
superceded by the Desire 820), a surprisingly good 
5.5-inch device and also the Desire 610, a 
reasonable effort hampered mainly by its overly 
optimistic price tag.

So here we have the Desire 510, which sits 
below the 610 with a RRP of only £149.99. This is 
both good and bad news. It’s good because it’s a 
great price-point to come in at and it’s bad 
because it’s pitted against one of our very favourite 
devices of recent times, the mighty Moto G 4G.

Without doubt the most interesting aspect of 
the Desire 510 is that it includes a new processor, 
the Snapdragon 410 from Qualcomm. The headline 
feature of the chip is that it is a quad-core 64-bit 
processor, but until Android 5.0 rolls out on HTC 
devices, the 64-bit compatibility is irrelevant.  
However, the fact that it replaces and also bumps 
performance compared to one of Qualcomm’s 
fi nest processors in recent memory, the 
Snapdragon 400, certainly is good news. The CPU 
is accompanied by 1GB of RAM, which is the 
minimum we would expect on any device now.

That’s the good news – unfortunately, it goes 
downhill a bit from there on. The Desire 510 has a 
4.7-inch screen, which we’re told is symptomatic 
of market demands for ever-larger displays. 
Indeed, the refreshed Moto G announced at IFA 
Berlin packs a fi ve-inch screen. Big screens are all 
well and good, but you do need the quality to back 
them up. The panel on the Desire 510 is a FWVGA 
(that’s 854 x 480 folks!) non-IPS unit and 

No boom
It’s a HTC, but there’s no 
BoomSound. The speaker has 
decent volume though

Smooth skin
Sense 6 is still the best custom UI 
skin for Android and even at the low 
end it’s faithfully recreated

Print friendly 
A variety of colours are available, 
with a matte front and a gloss back 
that is a fi ngerprint magnet
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Music storage
Micro SD expansion means the Desire 510 is
good for loading up with your music

Speedy processor
The Snapdragon 410 is extremely capable,
managing CPU intensive tasks with aplomb

Battery life
The 2100mAh battery is a good size, so at least 
the bulk of the device is used to good effect

unfortunately it’s just not up to par. HTC is famed
for its great screens and if the screen were good 
enough perhaps resolution might be less critical 
(the 720p 5.5-inch version on the Desire 816 
looks excellent, for example), but here it is a 
serious let-down.

With that new CPU on board, a relatively low 
number of pixels to drive around and the latest 
Android 4.4 with Sense 6, as you’d expect the 
device feels responsive in use. We noticed very few 
slowdowns, so the usage experience is actually 
pretty good, provided you can look past the display.

LTE is included in the device, something that is 
very much fi ltering down into the low end now, and 

wireless performance in general is very good – this
is one benefi t we frequently encounter of having a 
plastic bodied phone.

Building a really great non-fl agship phone is all 
about making compromises in the right places. 
Motorola got the formula spot on with the original 
Moto G and unfortunately HTC seem to have 
missed the mark both on the Desire 610 and the 
Desire 510. The phone is probably better than the 
ultra low-end (and admittedly around 50 per cent 
cheaper) Motorola Moto E, but to make serious 
inroads into the market that they neglected for so 
long, HTC will need to be much more aggressive on 
price or quality than they are here.

HTC needed to dethrone the 
Moto G 4G with the Desire 
510 and it hasn’t. Appealing 
only as a 64-bit trailblazer

»Verdict

Motorola
MotoE

issue 040

Motorola
MotoG4G

issue 042

worse thanbetter than

HTCDesire510

Value for money
The simple fact is that for the £150 price 
tag, you can get much better devices

Features
The very poor screen and sub-par camera 
don’t match the other specifications

Design
The Desire design is faithfully recreated. It
can be bland in the wrong colour

Performance
A powerful processor and a low-res screen
to drive make for a responsive device

» Operating system ...............Android 4.4 KitKat with Sense 6

» Processor ...................................  Snapdragon 410 
quad-core 1.2GHz

» Memory .......................................1GB

» Dimensions ..............................139.9 X 69.8 X 9.99mm

» Weight ..........................................158g

» Display size ...............................4.7-inch

» Display resolution ...............854 x 480 pixels

» Expansion slot ....................... micro SD

technical specs

Price £149.99
» More information 
www.htc.com

» Supplied by 
HTC UK

information
HTC Desire 510

“The fact that it replaces and also bumps 
performance compared to one of Qualcomm’s 
fi nest processors certainly is good news”

Battery life
A new, efficient chipset 
coupled with a large 
battery means the Desire 
510 will get you through a 
working day and well into 
the next with no issues

No corners cut
Thankfully HTC has chosen not to 
cut corners by removing the 
proximity and light sensors
from the device

Chunky design
At almost 10mm thick, the Desire 
510 looks, and unfortunately feels, 
somewhat chunky

Camera issues
A fi ve-megapixel camera at the 
entry level we can understand, but 
a fi xed focus unit is unacceptable 
on a £150 phone

http://www.htc.com
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Dolby
optimised
sound
Fitted to the back of t
tablet, the Hudl 2 has
surprisingly high volum
levels. We found it ha
good clarity on all the
music we listened to,
feature that would no
doubt lend itself to
watching video too

arental
uidance
uilt-in child safety
p enables you to

eate individual
ofiles for your
ldren, managing
actly which apps and
bsites they can
cess. You can also
t timers to limit how
uch time they spend
aring at screens

The Hudl 2 is an improvement 
over the original in every 
aspect. Another surprise hit 
from Tesco

»Verdict

worse thanbetter than

TescoHudl2

Value for money
Using the supermarket’s Clubcard discounts,
the Hudl 2 can be bought for as little as £65

Features
A combination of stock Android and helpful 
Tesco apps is a good package

Design
Not as premium a build quality as we might 
like, but incredibly robust and sturdy

Performance
The Hudl 2 can handle anything you throw at
it thanks to the Intel Atom processor

»Operating system...............Android 4.4.2 KitKat

»Processor...................................Quad-core Intel Atom 1.8GHz

»Memory.......................................16GB storage, 2GB RAM

»Dimensions..............................224 x 128 x 9mm

»Weight..........................................410g

»Display size...............................8.3-inch

»Display resolution...............1920 x 1200 pixels

»Expansion slot.......................micro SD

technical specs

Price £129
» More information tesco.com
» Supplied by tesco.com

information
Tesco Hudl 2

N/AHudl 1
issue 031

Battery life
Eight hours isn’t 
spectacular, but it’s 
better than most 
other tablets

p y
lacks the premium finishes of Samsung’s new
Galaxy Tab S 10.5, for example, but this is a tablet
solely marketed with the family in mind and all the
rough and tumble that comes with it.

Users can find the usual suite of ports available
on the Hudl 2 and the inclusion of micro HDMI is a
nice touch to hook up the tablet to a TV. In portrait
mode the volume rocker and power button sit right
at the top of the tablet, which makes it difficult to
reach for smaller hands and could do with being
placed a little lower.

One of the biggest flaws of the original Hudl was a
low-quality 3.2-megapixel camera, but the new
model boasts a five-megapixel rear-facing camera.
This is a marked improvement over the original, but
images still aren’t up the quality most users will like.
Tesco has also added 1080p video recording, which
is a nice option to have, but it doesn’t match the
quality that smartphones are now producing.

Colourful design
Taking a page out of HTC’s Desire playbook, the Hudl 
2’s plastic case is available in eight different brightly 
coloured designs, including Jazzy Blue, Zesty Orange, 
Slate Black, Rocket Red, Tropical Turquoise, Dreamy 
White, Perky Purple and Bubblegum Pink

Tesco Hudl 2
The supermarket’s seven-inch sequel sets a new 
benchmark for budget tablets

Thankfully Tesco has resisted temptation to cover 
the Hudl 2 with a custom skin and instead has gone 
ahead with a nearly stock version of Android 4.4. 
This is a big plus in itself, but also means the Intel 
Atom processor blasts through anything we threw at 
it. It deals with high-end games, multitasking and 
downloads effortlessly.

There are a few pre-loaded apps, including 
software to order your Tesco shopping and stream 
video through its Blinkbox service. A unique parental 
control feature also allows you to limit what your 
children can view on the tablet and for how long.

Tesco’s been fairly quiet on the size of the battery it 
has included in the Hudl 2, and although the quoted 
eight hours sounds impressive for an eight-inch tablet, 
our tests showed it didn’t quite make that; instead it 
reached a respectable seven hours. Media-heavy 
tasks will drastically impact this though, so it’s best to 
keep the charger handy. You’ll also be reaching for a 
micro SD card to expand on the storage, as, after 
updates, only a little over 12GB is useable.

All of this is a steal at just £129. However, for 
those that are annoyed it costs more than the 
original did at launch, the Hudl 2 can be picked up 
for as little as £65 through Tesco’s Clubcard Boost 
program. Every purchase also comes with £60 
worth of Tesco vouchers. Every little helps, indeed.

EDITOR’S 
CHOICE

http://tesco.com
http://tesco.com
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Live up to the name of Android enthusiast with 
MiP, your very own robot butler. This 7-inch robot 
can move around autonomously and with an 
optional serving tray can lift up to 500g, perfect 
for delivering a can of soda straight to you. With 
the use of a Bluetooth connection and a free 
app, you can also steer MiP around as well as 
have fun playing games with it.

From a design stance, one of the most 
impressive things about MiP is his unique duel 
wheel balancing, which resembles a Segway, 
and enables him to stay upright independently. 
It also allows MiP to juggle the weight of 
multiple items being stacked up on his tray. 
MiP is capable of 
recognising 
movement and 
noise, so in 
Tracking mode 
will follow your 
hand and Dance mode 
party to your favourite 
tunes. You can switch 
modes by manually twisting his 
wheels or using the MiP app.

Pairing your device with MiP via Bluetooth is 
incredibly quick and works via the app rather 
than messing around in your phone settings. 
The steering controls in Drive mode were highly 
responsive to the touch and the Path feature 
allowed us to draw a route with our fi nger over 
the screen and MiP would then act it out. One 
other godsend for parents: the app allows you to 
control MiP’s volume. Other modes require 
additional robots, making them fi ght each other.

It should be noted MiP is very power hungry – 
requiring four AAA batteries for 4-6 hours of fun.

MiP
» Price £99.99/$99.99
» More information www.wowwee.com/mip

http://www.wowwee.com/mip
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As well as
atics, one of the highlights 

being able to record all of the 
the HD camera. Shooting 720p and 

at 30fps, this is a little soft on focus and 
lacks stabilisation, but will be good enough for 
sharing on most social networks. An in-app 
purchase will also get you Director Mode, which 
includes additional controls over the camera and 
some nifty video-editing tools.

http://www.parrot.com


DellAD211
portable speaker
»Price £68.39/$69.99
» More information www.dell.com

Betterknownfor itscomputers, Dell also has a 
lineofspeakers.While we might have preferred 
aspeakerdesignwithmore flair, looks are 
secondaryto itssound. The company’s 
assertionthatthespeaker’s aptX codec offers 
“CD-qualityaudio” lived up to the claim, though 
bassqualitywasshallower than we might have 
preferred.The2250mAh battery lasts 10 
hours,butwefoundcharging could take up to 
anhour.TheAD211conveniently pairs with 
bothNFCandBluetooth.

KitSoundMilano
headphones
»Price £50
» More information www.kitsound.co.uk

With rose-gold detailing, these on-ear headphones can’t help but draw
comparison to the Parrot Zik headset – but for at least the third of the
price. While it lacks the Zik’s touch controls, it does have an in-line mic
built into its cable, with a button to quickly answer calls and control
music. The cable itself is coated with a fabric that reminded us of cheap
shoelaces, but the plush leather earcups and padding on the headband
were soft and very comfortable. The audio quality impressed us with
40mm dynamic drivers ensuring a rich sound with surprisingly clarity.
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Audio essentials
Kit your Android out with these top accessories 

Accessories

http://www.kitsound.co.uk
http://www.dell.com
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Zob Z1 Box digital 
radio and speaker
» Price £69.99
» More information www.mrzob.com

While the bright design, large buttons and built-in torch make it look 
like it’s aimed at children, these features are supposed to suit it for 
outdoor use. However, with only three hours playback (that’s without 
turning the bright LED  turned on), we wouldn’t recommend traveling 
very far from a power source. A flimsy plastic strap, firmly secured 
but prone to bending, didn’t enamour us to the device either. 
However, the speakers offered booming, full-bodied sound and the 
built-in digital radio and microSD port were nice alternatives to 
Bluetooth streaming via our phone. Also, if your phone does happen 
to run down, the Z1 Box doubles as a powerbank.

Nakamichi NBS 10 
wireless speakers
» Price £59
» More information www.nakamichi.co.uk

Nakamichi’s latest release includes two Bluetooth speakers boasting 
a ‘3D sound effect’. Despite our reservations about such a claim, we 
were happy to discover that the NBS 10 do indeed amplify audio at 
360 degrees, and if you can get the placement right, they can really 
change the dynamic of a song. The 2-inch drivers inside each unit 
pack a balanced punch, with just enough bass flowing through in 
order to satisfy our cravings. With built-in microphones, the orbs also 
make nice desk decorations that can be used for conference calls. 
The speakers are available online and in Tesco stores.

KitSound Shot portable speaker
» Price £20
» More information www.kitsound.co.uk

A truly portable speaker, the KitSound is only around 1.5-inches long. Small enough to fit
in your pocket, it also has a lanyard so that you can tie it to your bag and a rubber coating
to prevent it from knocks and bangs on the go. However, despite its small size, the Shot
has a big voice – it produces a loud, punchy sound, even if the quality was a bit tinny on
the high notes. Battery life only lasts 4 hours, though if you use a microUSB connection
rather than Bluetooth, we found it lasted a little longer.

http://www.mrzob.com
http://www.nakamichi.co.uk
http://www.kitsound.co.uk
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For the most up-to-date reviews, head to www.littlegreenrobot.co.uk
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1 Sony Xperia Z3
Despite being made of reinforced glass and aluminium and completely waterproof, the all-terrain
Xperia Z3 is a very stylish handset and weighs little in the hand. The 20.7-MP camera (also waterproof)
is one of the best we’ve seen on a phone and a crisp 5.2-inch IPS LCD display ensure your pictures
look great. The PlayStation Remote Play feature will undoubtedly be a big draw for hardcore gamers.

£515

See issue 44

2
HTC ONE (M8)
A combo of a completely chrome unibody and a big, bright screen make HTC’s flagship phone one of
the best-looking on the market. A pair of BoomSound speakers, FM radio, infrared TV remote and
quick media-casting options make the HTC flagship a powerful and portable entertainment system.

£549.99

See issue 37

3
LG G3
Pipping Samsung, HTC and Sony to the post to launch the first next-gen device, the LG G3 has won us
over with its pin-sharp QHD screen, laser-focused 13-MP camera and lightning-fast processor.
However, its plastic casing and benchmark scores aren’t enough to top the HTC One (M8).

£492

See issue 41

4
Samsung Galaxy Alpha
Mimicking the iPhone’s chamfered metal case, there is no denying the slim and sleek Alpha is
Samsung’s best-looking phone ever. Overall performance is strong and the advanced HDR Live
camera feature is a plus, but even with a new set of power-saving tools the battery is a bit small.

£579.95

See issue 43

5
Sony Xperia Z3 Compact
If you like everything about the Sony Xperia Z3 except the price tag, the Compact version may be for
you. The trade-off is a plastic case, but retains the waterproofing and is more comfortable to hold. The
Compact also lives up to its claim of a two-day battery life, lasting much longer than the flagship Z3.

£349

See issue 44

6
Samsung Galaxy S5
A relatively modest update on the Galaxy S4, the S5 is nonetheless an impressive handset. Its range
of fitness features and thumbprint scanner give it a unique selling point, while its specs, though high,
are slipping behind the latest-gen flagships. A rubber back and metal edging add a premium finish.

£466.80

See issue 38

7
Google Nexus 5
As a Google product, the Nexus 5 is a long-term investment as it is guaranteed to have first pick of
future updates to the Android OS. However, though it still performs well, in terms of specs – in
particular the processor, camera and battery life – it’s a lot less competitive than it used to be.

From £299

See issue 32

8
Xiaomi Mi4
While OnePlus is the bigger name in Chinese exports, Xiaomi is selling millions of units in its home
country. The Mi4 manages to undercut the OnePlus One on price, while maintaining impressive build
quality. Like OnePlus, Xiaomi uses a non-standard OS, but it’s equal to KitKat 4.4.

From £200

See issue 44

9
OnePlus One
This Chinese device offers flagship specs for a budget price. This includes a 2.5GHz quad-core
processor and 3GB of RAM so that it can run multiple apps without lag, a 13-MP camera and a large
screen. The lack of an expandable memory and the CyanogenMod 11S OS will put some off though.

From £269.99

See issue 41

10
Samsung Galaxy Note 3
With a 5.7-inch screen, stylish stylus packed with features and break-neck benchmarking, there’s a lot
to love about the Galaxy Note 3. However with the launch of the Note 4 and Note Edge, you should be
aware that you are now buying a last-generation device.

From £448.99

See issue 31

In case you missed it…best smartwatches Read more in issue 42

Sony Smartwatch 2
» Price £102
» Website www.sony.com
Recently superseded by
the Smartwatch 3,
expect this earlier
model to come down in
price soon. It has little
in the way of app
support, but is waterproof
for rugged outdoor use.

Pebble Steel
» Price £179
» Website www.getpebble.com
While it looks a little basic compared
to Android Wear, the
Pebble’s e-paper screen
comes into its own in
direct sunlight while Wear
struggles. The screen also
requires little power,
boosting battery life.

LG G Watch

THE BEST FLAGSHIP AND MID-RANGE 
ANDROID PHONES ON THE MARKETTOP 10 SUPER SMARTPHONES

GOING DOWN

GOING DOWN

89

GOING DOWN

WINNER

GOING DOWN

GOING DOWN

Smart Gear Live
» Price £169
» Website www.samsung.com
Samsung’s attempt at a Gear 
that runs Android Wear is almost 
identical to the LG G Watch in 
terms of specs and 
performance, but has 
a smaller battery 
and gimmicky heart 
rate monitor.

NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY

» Price £159
» Website www.lg.com
Not quite as pretty as 
the Moto 360 or even 
the LG G Watch R, but it 
can look quite classy 
with the right strap. 
Solid build quality and 
very functional.

NEW ENTRY

GOING DOWN

http://www.samsung.com
http://www.sony.com
http://www.getpebble.com
http://www.lg.com
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EE Kestrel
» Price £99
» Website www.ee.co.uk
UK network EE has launched its 
own LTE phone. Once again 
corners have been cut to 
drive down the cost, with a 
washed out screen and 
short battery life, but it does 
have a micro SD slot and 
Snapdragon 400 quad-core.

Archos 45 Helium
» Price £145
» Website
www.archos.co.uk
A sleek design and near
stock interface (with 
only a few preloaded 
social networks), the 
Helium 45 is the 
surprise success of this
group test. 

Moto G 4G
» Price £158
» Website www.motorola.com
Though it costs a little more,
running KitKat 4.4 and 
promised support for 
Android L, the Moto G 4G is 
a worthwhile investment for
several years. A micro SD 
slot is an added benefit.

90

Alcatel OneTouch Pop S3

In case you missed it… 4G on a shoestring Read more in issue 43

WINNER

IF YOU’RE SHOPPING FOR A SMARTPHONE ON A SHOE-STRING, 
CHECK OUT THESE LOW-COST MOBILE MUST-HAVESTOP 10 BUDGET BUYS

1
Moto G 4G
The Moto X’s budget cousin set new standards for the low-cost phone with support for 4G. While it’s 
made of a cheap plastic, the Moto G has not compromised on screen quality, which is 4.5 inches of
sturdy Gorilla Glass 3 and offers 1280 x 720 pixels. The small memory can be boosted thanks to a
micro SD. Running near stock Android, Motorola has confirmed Moto G 4G’s next upgrade will be
Android L, ensuring future-proofing for some time despite the launch of a new Moto G (2014) model.

From £158

See issue 42

2
Moto G (2014)
While the second-gen Moto X has won us over, the Moto G (2014) has fallen short of the top due to a
lack of 4G despite the similar price point. However, this is a trade-off if you would rather have the
slightly larger five-inch screen or the useful addition of a dual SIM.

£150

See issue 44

3
Moto E
Available for under £100, SIM-free and no contract, the Moto E is the ultimate no-strings attached
smartphone. A sturdy, splashproof case, 1980mAh battery that will go the distance and micro SD to
expand the tiny 1GB memory, the Moto E is an impressive build that won’t break the bank.

£99

See issue 40

4
Samsung Galaxy Ace 3
While Samsung’s high-end handsets get a lot of attention, the company has a much broader range.
The Galaxy Ace 3 is now on its third incarnation, and at £174 it sits neatly in the budget to mid-range
category. This is a 4G handset with a distinctive Samsung look and features.

£174

See issue 34

5
EE Kestrel
Only available from the EE network, its own-brand Kestrel phone is offering 4G data speeds at a very
reasonable price. Produced by Huawei, the handset has a curved design, which gives it a unique flair.
Good battery life ensures it can handle its quad-core engine and 4G’s inevitable drain.

£100

See issue 40

6
HTC Desire 510
At 4.7 inches, a budget pricetag and LTE connectivity, the Desire 510 is HTC’s answer to the Moto G
4G. However, cost-saving measures such as a 5-MP camera and poor screen quality mean it just can’t
compete. HTC’s Sense 6 UI is still here though, offering one of the best custom interfaces for Android.

£165

See issue 44

7
Acer Liquid Z5
A good-looking phone with tapered edges, the Acer Liquid Z5 offers a stylish alternative to most black
brick handsets. Its innovative Float Apps interface also makes it easy to multi-task apps. However,
humdrum specs, like a low-res screen, leave it ranking low in the competitive world of budget phones.

£95

See issue 39

8
Nokia X
The announcement of a slimmer, faster Nokia X2 coming later this year has driven the Nokia X down,
but this original Microsoft-Android hybrid still deserves attention. A best-selling handset in India and
Pakistan, it has great build quality with a tough polycarbonate chassis available in a range of colours.

£89

See issue 38

9
Alcatel OneTouch Idol Mini
The understated style and low-end specs make the Alcatel OneTouch Idol Mini a great option for
first-time or light users. SwiftKey as the default keyboard is a welcome addition, however it’s hard to
justify the excessive bloatware on a phone that only has 4GB storage.

£79.99

See issue 39

10
Huawei Ascend Y300
While only offering a dual-core processor is going to damn this Huawei in the eyes of many potential 
buyers, it shouldn’t be dismissed quickly. The well-reviewed Ascend Y530 is only a slight spec upgrade
on the Y300, but is around double the price. Ideal for young or cash-strapped users. 

£69.95

See issue 28

NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY

GOING DOWN

GOING DOWN

GOING DOWN

GOING DOWN

GOING DOWN

GOING DOWN

GOING DOWN

» Price £79
» Website 
www.alcatelonetouch.com
On paper, the Pop S3 looks 
like a bargain offering 4G 
connectivity for under £80.
However, a lack of storage 
and a low-res screen with poor 
viewing angles make watching videos 
very disappointing.

http://www.alcatelonetouch.com
http://www.ee.co.uk
http://www.archos.co.uk
http://www.motorola.com
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1
Google Nexus 7 (2013)
Sleek minimalist design coupled with the latest Android OS (and promises that it will be fi rst in line for 
upgrades), the Nexus 7 both looks and acts the part of a flagship device – but for half the price you
would expect. This slab might be getting on a bit, but it still handles like a dream and will be robust
enough to keep up with the next generation of devices for a few years yet. Though the Nexus 7 offers
16-32GB of storage, some will be disappointed that it lacks a micro SD port.

From £199

See issue 29

2
Samsung Galaxy S Tab 10.5
Ultra thin and ultra bright, colours look vibrant and details distinct on this powerful Super AMOLED
screen. Samsung’s iPad slayer also puts many other Android tablets to shame, with a multi-window
mode to display several apps at once and an octo-core processor ensures lightning-fast performance.

From £399

See issue 43

3
Sony Xperia Z2 Tablet
Arguably one of the most portable ten-inch tablets available, the Xperia Z2 Tablet is waterproof and
can support a SIM card for 4G use. It is also surprisingly thin and light to carry and includes
power-saving modes to ensure longer battery life. Reasonably high-spec, it has a whopping 3GB RAM.

From £394.99

See issue 39

4
Google Nexus 10
Though it has never had the impact the Nexus 7 had, the larger Nexus 10 still offers a high-standard
for ten-inch Android tablets. A super high-resolution screen and powerful processor ensure that it
regularly sells out on the Google Play store, even if it does lack a 3G/4G option or expandable storage.

From £319

See issue 20

5
LG G Pad 8.3
A well-rounded tablet, the LG G Pad 8.3 offers solid specs with a selection of impressive built-in apps.
This includes Polaris Office so you can write documents on the go, and QPair, which shares your
smartphone notifications to your tablet, so you never miss important updates.

£199

See issue 40

6
Samsung Galaxy TabPRO 8.4 Wifi 
The smallest tablet in Samsung’s collection, the TabPRO 8.4 proves that good things do come in small
packages. A stunning 359ppi screen puts the Nexus 7 to shame, though we’d prefer higher quality
speakers. However, an eight-MP camera and intuitive interface are good compensation.

£369

See issue 38

7
Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 (2014)
While TouchWiz and the fake plastic stitching on the sides are disappointing, the new Note 10.1 does
a good job of updating the original 2012 model. First and foremost is the addition of the popular S Pen
stylus, with superb handwriting recognition and specialist features for drawing.

£475

See issue 35

8
Samsung Galaxy Note PRO 12.2
This titanic Samsung tab offers a gigantic 12.2-inch HD screen. The size and weight make it less
portable and add a lot to the price, but drawing with the S Pen stylus feels very natural on the large
canvas, while a blistering processor makes light work of running apps on the screen simultaneously.

£650

See issue 37

9
Advent Vega Tegra Note 7
Better late than never, three years after the original Advent Vega wowed Android users, the low-price
tablet is back in seven-inch form. While it falls behind the class leaders, a silky smooth processor,
expandable storage and two front-facing speakers make it great for gaming.

£179.99

See issue 33

10
Amazon Kindle Fire HDX 7”
The ultimate media-consumption device. Buy movies, music and books through Amazon, then view 
them on the Fire HDX’s bright, colourful display. The Amazon fork OS isn’t as customisable as stock 
Android, but for those looking for a no-fuss UX that just works, the Kindle is a great choice.

£199.99

See issue 35

WHETHER YOU’RE LOOKING FOR A SEVEN OR TEN-INCH DISPLAY, 
THESE ARE THE TOP TABLETS AVAILABLE ON ANDROIDTOP 10 BEST TABLETS
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Back up a device 
automatically

Hi Barry. There are, as 
you said, many options
available to you, but we

would like to suggest DropSpace
which is available from Google
Play. The Google backup facility is
always worth enabling because it
will help you greatly in the event
of a device failure or when
upgrading devices. The moment
you sign in to a new Android
device and choose to restore, the
magic begins and all of your apps
and most important data
reappear as you would like.
DropSpace, however, gives you
extra control by letting you back
up any fi le on your SD card and
then synchronise the files using
Dropbox at the times you wish.
You can set up a schedule for the
synchronisation to occur and
there is also a handy widget
which will start the process with
a single tap. You need to
remember that only the files that
are stored on your SD card will be
synchronised and that it is not a
full two-way sync process. This
can, however, actually be an
advantage because it leads to
more stability and extra control

should you wish to delve a little 
deeper into the process.
DropSpace is just one of many
options and so you have no need
to miss the iCloud backup
experience because you have

many more options with Android. 
There is no reason for your data
not to be safe, but always make
sure you choose a service or app
that is reliable and which will
safeguard your data.

“Hi. I recently moved from an iPhone 5 to the Galaxy 
S5 and I miss the iCloud backup solution. I realise 
that I can use the Google backup facility and that 
there are other apps available, but are there any 
which let me completely control the process?” 
Barry Moore

A

DropSpace can make Android
backups invisible to the user

»facebook
/littlegreenrobot
Like us on Facebook and join
in our Android community

»twitter
@lgrobot
Follow us on Twitter to send 
your thoughts and questions

»email an expert

qa@littlegreenrobot.co.uk

Got an Android-
related problem that 
you need solving? 
Let us know!

Share your tips & tricks
Join us on Facebook and Twitter 
to share and receive some 
great tips and advice

If you enable the developer options in 
Settings, you can select which runtime 
you want to use. Dalvik is enabled by 
default, but ART should in theory offer 
quicker performance and better battery 
life. However, not all apps will currently 
run smoothly with it enabled, so your 
mileage may vary.

Didyouknow?
You get to choose 

when and how often 
backups are created

mailto:qa@littlegreenrobot.co.uk


Prepare a device to sell

selling your phone just for the
reassurance it offers. You can
never be too careful with your
personal information so try to
use all of the options that are
available to you within Android.

complete on the first pass. If you
choose to simply encrypt the
main storage that should be
enough, but the option to
encrypt the SD card is also
available if you want to be
completely sure. Once the
process is complete, your data is
secure and you can now factory
reset your device. We would
advise to reset it twice just to be
sure, but remember that the data
is encrypted anyway so if by
some very slim chance some of it
continues to reside on your
phone, it will still be very
difficult to access. It is also
advisable to encrypt your data
anyway even if you are not

“I want to sell my HTC One, but am concerned about all of the scare 
stories concerning how data can be transferred and not erased 
properly. Can you offer me some advice to make sure my personal 
information does not transfer to the new owner?”
Karl Lesley

D
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Hi Karl. You are right to
be concerned about
securing your data

purely because it is best to not
rely solely on one method to
ensure it is safe. There have
been scare stories concerning
the fact that a factory reset does
not fully delete data and that in
the wrong hands it could be
compromised, but there is a
simple way to ensure that you
keep everything as safe as
possible. Before you perform a
factory reset, head over to
Settings and look for the Security
section. You should now select
the option to encrypt all of your
data, which may take a while to

A

Encryption is crucial to maintain the
maximum possible security

Erase your phone more than one time 
just to be sure the data is gone

hints&tips Get more from your Android phone with our handy hints

1Stop new homescreen icons
When you install a new app, it will by default 
add a new icon to your homescreen which 

can be inconvenient. The best way around this 
is to go to settings in the Play Store app and 
untick the ‘Add icon to Home screen’ option.

2Archive or delete
In Gmail settings you can tap the ‘Archive & 
delete actions’ option to choose what to show 

when you use the appropriate gesture. You can choose 
to archive or delete or have both available when you 
use the gesture. It’s flexible enough for every user.

3Upload all of your photos
The free Dropbox app includes a Camera 
Upload feature which works almost 

instantly in the background. If you have the 
space, this is the ideal way to back up every 
photo without being aware of the process.

Ask your questions
Got a problem with your Android phone or tablet?

Send it to us and we’ll fi nd the solution

»facebook
/littlegreenrobot
Get help from our 
Facebook community

»email
qa@littlegreenrobot.co.uk
Send your questions for our team of 
experts to tackle

mailto:qa@littlegreenrobot.co.uk
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Task
managers
and
messengers
I useWhatsApp for most of my
communication, but recently it has
stopped working. I installed a few
games, a taskmanager and other
apps and I am no longer receiving any
messages onmost days. Help!
Jamie Edwards

A
 Hi Jamie. We believe we 
can guess as to what is 
causing your problem 

and the answer is quite simple. 
WhatsApp needs to run in the 
background to be able to see 

How secure
is Android?
I worry about using my
Android phone every day
because of the threat of virus
and malware which could
steal my information. Would it
make more sense for me to
use a phone on another
platform which is supposed to
be safer or can I safeguard my
information 100%? It is
getting to the point that I
question using the phone
every time I pick it up.
Colin Davey

Hi Colin. We cannot
control how much you
will worry about

security, but we can do our best
to allay some of your fears by
showing practical ways to make
sure your data is as secure as it
can be. We have covered a
couple of these methods in this
issue already, but if you use
them as part of a security
regime, you will put yourself in
the best position possible. We
will highlight six different ways
to make your device, and by
association, your data even

than before, but if
already use

oogle you are in
good place.
here really is
o reason to
resume that an

Android phone is
ny less safe
han other
latforms. It
olds by far the
reatest market
hare and we
ave still not
een any

meaningful
ecurity

breaches. Make
few changes

nd you will not
have to worry.

A

You can change the search engine used on your Android device 
in Chrome by going to Settings and then selecting ‘Search 
engine’. The choices will vary by country, but at least the option 
is available. This does not affect Google Now or Google Search.

Did you know?

your incoming messages, but if a 
task manager closes the app, the 
software is not always able to 
see that happening. The 
developer of WhatsApp has 
advised that the best way to deal 
with this is to delete any 
third-party task manager, but 
also states that it can monitor a 
few select apps such as 
Advanced Task Killer, Advanced 
Task Manager and TasKiller. 
Another issue is that these task 
managers can temporarily 
disable WhatsApp and cause 
continual disconnections and 
reconnections, which will in 
turn affect the battery 
performance. Our advice is to 
avoid them if messaging is very 
important to you.

Installing
Google
apps on a
Kindle Fire
I lovemy Kindle Fire, but am
slightly disappointed that it
cannot access Google Play.
Most of the apps I need are
available from Amazon, but
some are not and it is starting
to annoyme. Is there any way to
install non-Amazon apps
without having to root through
my tablet and going through a
complicated process?
Jenny Kraven

A
 Hi Jenny. There is 
indeed a method 
you can use called 

sideloading, but it will 
require some research on 
your part to ensure that 
you are using it correctly. 
Firstly, make sure that the 
settings allow ‘Apps from 
unknown sources’ and 
then download the ZIP 
fi le located at http://1drv.
ms/1gkZiTA. Unzip the fi le 
and then connect the 
Kindle Fire to your 
computer and transfer 
the four fi les over. Using 
a fi le manager such as ES 
File Explorer, you can 
now tap each fi le and 

reboot after each installs – they
should be located in Local /
Home / Download. Open the
new Gmail app, sign in with
your Google ID and then tap
through any error messages
that appear. You should now be
able to install APK files for other
apps when required, but please
remember that they are not
guaranteed to work completely

because of
compatibility confl icts 
with the way the 
Kindle Fire works. 
Also, please only 
download legitimate 
APK fi les because not 
doing so puts you at 
risk of installing rogue
fi les which can easily 
compromise your 
valuable data instantl

ou can make your 
ndroid device 
xtremely secure with 
ttle effort

Task managers can disable some 
app background functionality

A fi le manager is required in order to 
sideload Android apps

“Only download 
legitimate 
APK fi les. 
Otherwise 
you risk 
installing 
rogue fi les” 

http://1drv.ms/1gkZiTA
http://1drv.ms/1gkZiTA


»www.littlegreenrobot.co.ukCheck our website daily 
for even more tips & tricks

top tips for...

SING DEVICES
N A CAR

quicktips

1 A virtual car
dashboard

There are many apps available which offer 
access to your most used functions and 
which make the touch points large enough 
to tap easily when driving. Of course, you 
should ideally try to avoid using your device 
as much as possible when on the move. 

2 Bluetooth offers more 
compatibility

If you are going to purchase a stereo system 
for your car to work with your device, try to 
get one that includes Bluetooth functionality. 
This will ensure that it is compatible with any 
future Android devices you buy and even 
phones on other platforms. 

3 Keep it charged
Try to purchase offi cial charging cables 

if possible. This makes good sense for all 
charging requirements, but is even more 
important in a car because the power can 
fl uctuate at different times. It’s much better 
to be safe than sorry.

4 Avoid the screen
Use common sense when positioning 

your device in your car. If you can avoid 
attaching it to the screen this is advisable, 
but remember that positioning it too low on 
the dashboard will cause you to divert your 
eyes completely from the road.

5 Use local storage
If you are going to be playing music or 

podcasts in your car, remember that you are 
far more likely to lose a signal while driving. 
Try to keep your car entertainment media 
stored locally on your device to avoid any 
interruptions to the playback.
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There are many virus protection apps available
on Google Play and the debate still rages as to how
necessary these are. If, however, you want to cover
every single base it could be worth installing one to
see how you get on with the way it works. Consider
how you protect your PC when making the decision.

Use virus protection1

Make sure you have completed the ‘Owner 
Info’ section in the security settings and that this is 
set to display when locked. If your lost phone is 
found, the fi nder will at least be given the opportunity 
of returning it to you and it could mean the difference 
between losing it forever and retrieving it.

Who are you?3

Encrypting your data is very important, but 
you can also install apps that let you hide 
information such as photos, fi les or anything else 
under a new secure layer. In theory these are not 
necessary, but for very sensitive data they may be 
worth considering for the peace of mind alone.

Extra protection5

Google Play is a safe resource for fi nding 
new apps, but check what permissions an app 
requires for installation. Think about the 
permissions it should reasonably require. For 
example, why would a game need to make calls or 
a simple app need to access your email account?

Check app permissions4

You should always use the included lock
screen feature because this is by far the best way
to stop people seeing your data if your phone gets
stolen. Also, don’t forget that fingerprints for
patterns and PIN numbers can be left on the
screen so try to wipe it as frequently as you can.

Lock your phone!2

Use an app like 1Password to ensure all of 
your logins and user IDs are safe. The app lets you 
create new passwords and synchronise them with 
other devices to offer a balance between security 
and convenience. Treat passwords on an Android 
device as you would on any other computer.

Use passwords6

Connect your Android device to your 
car and remain safe

Share your tips 
Got a great tip, or found a cool 

shortcut? Let us know!

»facebook
/littlegreenrobot
Like us on Facebook and 
join our online community

»twitter
@lgrobot
Follow us on Twitter to 
send us your tips & tricks

qa@littlegreenrobot.co.uk
»email
Discovered anything good about your 
Android phone? Let us know!

mailto:qa@littlegreenrobot.co.uk
http://www.littlegreenrobot.co.uk
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Taking issue
I am a long-time reader of Android
Magazine and like to store issues
of the magazine in order, making it
easy to look up relevant issues when
I’m in need of a tutorial. However, to
my shock, the latest issue doesn’t
feature an Android sporting the issue
number on the side. Please bring
this back – how else will I know what
order my issues are in?
Francis Gibbson

We say: We’re very impressed that
you have read every single issue of
Android Magazine – that’s quite an

Inside Android Magazine’s virtual mailbag

Messages

achievement! However, the little
green robot has now returned (check
the spine of this issue for proof) as it
was only removed in a printing error.
When sorting your collection, you will
have to remember issue 43 is the
one with no number. Who knows,
perhaps this quirk will make it a
collector’s item in the future!

Bend it like
Apple
It does not surprise me at all to learn
that the iPhone 6 Plus has been

bending while the similarly-sized, but
plastic Galaxy Note 3 has survived
similarly tests relatively unscathed. I
repair phones and tablets on a
regular basis, and the aluminium
frames of iPads are often prone to
warping when they are dropped. The
cult of metal cases has been
perpetuated by Apple for years, but
they are more prone to damage than
Android phones encased in
specially-designed polymer cases. It
just makes good sense.
David McKenzie

I found your review of the Samsung
Galaxy Alpha (issue 43) very

interesting, it really does look like a 
stunning device. But given that it has 
taken so much of its design 
inspiration from the iPhone, I think I 
will wait and see if it bends in 
people’s pockets before I buy!
Katie Lambeth

I couldn’t agree more with Martin 
Hobbes’ letter (‘Plastic fantastic,’ 
issue 43) praising plastic handsets 
over aluminium ones. However, I 
can’t help but think he missed one 
important one detail; as well as 
being less likely to scratch, plastic 
phones don’t tend to bend!
Tom Whittle

I have fl agship fatigue!
W ith the launch of the new 

Sony Xperia Z3, Moto X, LG 
G3, Samsung Note 4, and 

so many others, I’m worn out. It’s 
exhausting trying to keep up with so 
many announcements and early 
hands-on reviews to work out which 
is the best new phone when so 
many launch simultaneously. Why do 
manufacturers all announce their 
fl agships at the same time – even at 
the same event?!

This competitive launching has 
got all the worse this year with 
Google delaying the launch of 
Android L until the autumn to be 
near Apple’s rollout of iOS 8. I 
appreciate all these launches take 
place ahead of the gift-giving 
gluttony of Christmas when people 
are most likely to fl ash the cash, but 
wouldn’t it make more sense if 
phone and tablet releases were 
more evenly spaced out?

Rather than launching at the same 
time with near identical 
specifi cations, wouldn’t it be best to 
release a brand-spanking new phone 
with incredible features and 
superfast benchmarking after a 

rival’s fl agship has been out for six 
months and is starting to look stale?

I suppose this way I only have to 
go through what I like to call ‘fl agship 
fatigue’ once a year rather than 
having several mini announcement 
aneurisms throughout the year.
Martin Bennett

We say: Careful what you wish for, 
Martin. Sony has taken to launching 
a new fl agship every six months, 

with the Xperia Z1 launching in 
September 2013, Z2 in March this 
year, with the Z3 appearing in 
September. Other Android 
manufacturers, such as OnePlus, 
look to follow Sony’s lead.

To save yourself scouring the web 
for Android announcements, visit 
www.littlegreenrobot.co.uk for a 
round up of the best news and 
reviews. You can also fi nd us on 
Facebook and Twitter.

For writing the letter of 
the month, Martin has 
won a Supertooth D4 
Bluetooth speaker, worth 
€49.90/$49. For 
information, visit 
www.supertooth.net

Letter of the month

http://www.littlegreenrobot.co.uk
http://www.supertooth.net
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After Samsung has invested so
much in the research and
development of flexible AMOLED
displays, they must be so
frustrated to see Apple rolling out
the technology first with their
fold-up phablet – the iPhone 6 Plus!
I guess they will have to rest on the
laurels of launching the
smartwatch before anyone else,
along with the Gear VR headset
and many other products!
Alex Botham

We say: The scandal over iPhone 6
Plus phones bending in users
pockets has become a PR disaster
for Apple, with the hashtag
#bendgate taking on a life of its own,
despite the company saying only
nine people have reported their
phones actually bending.
Unsurprisingly, this prompted much
schadenfreude for Android users –
we don’t remember a time when we
received so many witty letters on
one subject. What we want to know
now is, will bendgate affect the next
Android phone you buy? Have you
been put offaluminium frames?
Write in and let us know!

taken such liberties with the
interface, retaining the near stock 
OS that made the original Moto X
so popular. While Samsung may
be playing catch up with the
launch of the Galaxy Alpha, I think
Motorola has emerged as the
most exciting Android brand.
Jessica Wyatt

I can’t wait to get my hands on a
new Moto X, but what am I
supposed to call it? With the exact 
same name as the last model, do I 
call it the Moto X+1 or Moto X 2? I
had the same problem with the
Nexus range. Why do Android
phones always repeat the same
names!? At least Samsung always
remembers to stick a number or
noun on the end to distinguish new 
models from older ones, whether
it’s the Note 2, 3, 4, or Note Curve.   
Mohammed Zahdi

We say: The latest generation of 
Samsung products, including
the Galaxy Alpha, Note 4, and
Tab S 10.5, represent a major
step-up for the company.
However, we can’t deny the
Moto X (2014) is a fantastic new 
flagship – just see our review on 
page 72.

Get in touch!
Send us your thoughts
on all things Android

»facebook
/littlegreenrobot
Like us on Facebook to
send your comments

»email
qa@littlegreenrobot.co.uk
Got questions or comments? Drop
us an email and let us know

Motorola’s
moment
I disagree with your feature that
Samsung ‘struck back’ at IFA 2014
(issue 43). The real winner, in my
opinion, was Motorola. As well as the
launch of the Moto 360 – the most
hotly anticipated Android
smartwatch ever – the new models
of Moto X and Moto G look great. The
rollout of the Moto Maker program in
Europe [which allows you customise
the look of your Moto X before you
buy] is awesome. While I can pick
and choose my case, I’m also
reassured that Motorola has not

CROWDSOURCE Opinion from the
Twittersphere

@lgrobot What’s your
favourite launcher?
@simonallum Nova premium.
Been on every Android device
I’ve owned.
@welly7251 Nova Prime still
the best, but EverythingMe
definitely worth a look.
@Edwardsj1978 I’m a

long-term user of Nova, but
have recent switched to
Themer. It’s given me some
truly gorgeous homescreens.
@lgrobot We’ve been using
Buzz Launcher for a couple of
days, it’s definitely got some
great social features.
@chokewho hmmm I’m using

Nova and have been for a
while. Aviate is really good
but I’m not sure I like so
much being automated.
@SusiejeanLew Nova

tttttttttwwwwwwwiiiiiiiiitttttttttttttttttteeeeeeeerrrrrrr
Follow us @lgrobot to 
join in the conversation

Plastic Android phones managed to survive YouTube star Lewis Hilsenteger’s bending test  
while the metal iPhone 6 Plus failed

The Moto X (2014) has been so popular it has been selling out in the US

»twitter
@lgrobot
Follow us on Twitter for 
the latest updates

mailto:qa@littlegreenrobot.co.uk
http://www.imagine-publishing.co.uk
http://www.greatdigitalmags.com
http://www.littlegreenrobot.co.uk
http://www.jack.parsons@imagine-publishing.co.uk
mailto:hang.deretz@imagine-publishing.co.uk
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NEXT 
MONTH

27 November

ANDROID 
AWARDS 
2014
This year’s hottest 
phone, tablet and 
accessories revealed

THE BEST NEW
PHONES AND 
TABLETS TESTED
Full in-depth reviews of 
the Moto X, Galaxy Note 4, 
Del Venue 8 and more!

  Issue 45 
goes on sale: 

TOP 10 SIGNAL 
BOOSTING 
HACKS
Discover the best mods 
and tweaks to improve 
your Android’s signal
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Bluffer’s Guide
» Custom ROMs

What is a ROM?
The word ROM stands for Read-Only
Memory, which in the strictest sense
refers to computer data that cannot
be removed, only read. This is used
to store critical programs, for
example the software that boots up
your phone when you turn it on. But
in the Android modding community,
ROMs refer to the operating system
image that runs on your phone. The
stock ROM is the default version of
the phone’s operating system that
comes with it when you buy it. A
custom ROM is a third-party version
of the OS that has been tweaked in
some way, which you can install on
your phone by rooting it.

Why would I want one?
The most common reason is to get
the latest version of Android. As we
all know, many manufacturers never
update their older or cheaper
phones and tablets, or can take
months due to delays. Custom
ROMs like CyanogenMod have their
own features, but the base system is
similar to the stock version of
Android created by Google. Custom
ROMs also make it easy to remove
the skins that manufacturers like
Samsung and HTC add to Android for
a more stock experience with less
bloatware, freeing up memory. Really
adventurous users will flash a ROM
to completely change the way their

phone looks or gain greater control
over their device, such as over- or
under-clocking the processor.

What are the risks?
You shouldn’t get into trouble if
you’re installing a tried-and-tested
ROM, but if you don’t know what
you’re doing, there is always the risk
of ‘bricking’ your device – that is
leaving it completely unresponsive.
If a ROM is not properly optimised
for your device, it can drain your
battery faster and may contain bugs
that force apps to close or suddenly
restart your phone. Even if you’re
successful, flashing any ROM will
void your warranty.

Whatyou
should

say
“Real techies know it’s not even the

correct usage of the word ROM “
“I’d rather wait until a manufacturer
has tested an update for bugs than

flash a ROM full of them “
“Skins like the HTC’s Sense 6

interface improve the basic Android
operating system “

“I’m not going to risk my warranty“

“This is one of the greatest benefits
of having an open source OS“

“Receiving more frequent updates
can make my phone more secure“

“Removing carrier installed
bloatware can boost performance

and efficiency“
“I don’t have time to wait for

Android 5.0 roll out, I want it now!“

The cynic The supporter

» Ready-made 
opinions for you 

to cut out 
and keep

Custom ROMs
(Almost) everything you need to know 

about the latest tech in Android phones



Rugged, waterproof design
20W of music power
12+ hours battery life
5200mAh powerbank charges
external devices via USB
TrueWireless™ Technology
allows stereo pairing of a
second BRV-X
Switch between indoor and
outdoor modes to optimise audio
Built-in internal speakerphone
Bluetooth connectivity with NFC
3.5mm line-in and AUX port
Comes with heavy-duty strap
& set of international plug adapters

Rugged, waterproof design
6W of music power
12 hours battery life
1400mAh powerbank charges
external devices via USB
Built-in internal speakerphone
3.5mm line-in and AUX port
Comes with lanyard
Black/blue or Black/orange

WORLD-BEATING BRV-X & BRV-1 SPEAKERS
ARE READY FOR ANYTHING – INDOORS OR OUT.

WIRELESS.
WATERPROOF.
POWERFUL.

PC MAGAZINE
The BRAVEN BRV-X is a fantastic 
portable Bluetooth speaker that delivers 
powerful audio in a rugged design…

ANDROID MAGAZINE
The BRAVEN BRV-X is a speaker you 
should be checking out…

GEEKANOIDS
Very highly recommended – BRAVEN 
make some fantastic speakers…

EXPERTS SPEAK!

NEW LOWER PRICING!
NOW FROM JUST £99

http://amazon.co.uk
braven.eu


Music systems for the 21st century

iPod is a trademark of Apple Inc., 
registered in the U.S. and other countries. www.ruarkaudio.com

To learn more about us or to request a brochure, please visit our website or call us on 01702 601410

As a family owned British company for over 30 years we have 
worked within the revered British audio industry, creating high 
fi delity loudspeakers for music and audio enthusiasts.

Seeing a niche in the market, in 2004 we made a radical decision to 

diversify and applied our expertise to develop a range of serious small 

audio products. Our aim was to create products with broad appeal 

but capable of sound quality that belied their beauty and compact 

size. Since launching our fi rst units in 2006, our models have quickly 

become regarded as the fi nest available, with all gaining critical 

acclaim and awards for their striking design and sound.

At Ruark Audio we believe that great sound should be available 

to everyone and not just hi-fi  enthusiasts. The aim with our MR1 

Bluetooth Speaker System was to create compact speakers, capable 

of giving high quality sound in multiple applications. As speakers for 

computer systems they’re ideal, but they are also equally at home as 

speakers to signifi cantly improve the sound of fl at panel TVs. MR1s 

are also more than capable of providing the basis of a complete music 

system and with Bluetooth and aptX built-in, audio can be streamed 

and played wirelessly with CD-like sound.

made for music

R1 DAB/FM radio

with Bluetooth

R2 tabletop stereo with 

Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and Spotify

R4i integrated music system R7 high fi delity radiogram

Other models also available:

http://www.ruarkaudio.com

